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1 Introduction

The 2nd CoreGRID Workshop on GRID and Peer to Peer Systems Architecture
took place at LIAFA, Universit Paris 7, Paris, France on 16 and 17 January 2006.
The call for papers of the workshop was open to all scientists (also external to
CoreGRID), however the majority of the submitted papers (13 out of 14) come
from researchers related to Institute on System Architecture (WP4).

Those of the submitted papers which stam from WP4-partners constitute the
deliverable D.SA.02, the ”Proposal of Architectural Components for Scalable,
Adaptive and Dependable GRIDs”. The title of this deliverable describes well
the contents of the workshop as the papers reflect the joint scientific achieve-
ments of the partners related to the aspects of Grid system architecture as
defined by the Joint Program of Activities version 1 and 2 and the Roadmap
version 1 of WP4. This research work has been carried out initially under the
umbrellas of WP4 Tasks 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5 in JPA01. In JPA02, the additional
structure of dynamic Research Groups has been introduced to allow more focus
yet greater dynamicity of partners’ cooperation. The architectural aspects tar-
geted in the tasks/Research Groups include scalability (in connection to P2P
systems), dependability and adaptability. Also, some Research Groups link the
topic of Desktop Grids and their properties with research concerning depend-
ability and scalability. All these research fields cover important issues in the
wide domain of Grid architectures, and the methods and solutions proposed by
the WP4 are thus regarded as components or ”building blocks” for architectures
of future Grids.

In agreement with the WP4 research goals, the contributions to the workshop
comprise the domains of fault-tolerance, adaptability, peer-to-peer systems and
their applications in Grids, and the desktop Grids. In this executive summary we
give an overview of the presented topics following the structure of the workshop
sessions. The last part of this document present a comparison between the
topics covered by the contributions of the WP4 partners to the workshop and
to the CoreGRID Integration Workshop in Pisa (November 2005) versus the
research fields discussed in roadmap version 1. The comparison helps to obtain
of a quick view of areas where the roadmap possibly must be adjusted, or where
acquiring more expertise within WP4 is necessary.

2 Dependability and Adaptability

One of the topics of paramount importance in the development of Grid mid-
dleware is the impact of faults since their probability of occurrence in a Grid
infrastructure and in large-scale distributed system is actually very high. So
it is mandatory that Grid middleware should be itself reliable and should pro-
vide a comprehensive support for fault-tolerance and adaptivity mechanisms,
like failure-detection, checkpointing-recovery, replication, software rejuvenation,
component-based reconfiguration, among others.
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2.1 Fault-Injection and Dependability Benchmarking

One of the techniques to evaluate the e!ectiveness of those fault-tolerance mech-
anisms and the reliability level of the Grid middleware it to make use of some
fault-injection tool and robustness tester to conduct some experimental assess-
ment of the dependability metrics of the target system.

In [17], Tixeuil et al. present and review several software fault-injection
tools and workload generators for Grid Services that can be used for depend-
ability benchmarking in Grid Computing. The emphasis is on the FAIL-FCI
fault-injection software that has been developed in INRIA Grand Large, and
a benchmark tool called QUAKE that has been developed in the University
of Coimbra. They present the state-of-the-art and explain the importance of
these tools for dependability assessment of Grid-based applications and Grid
middleware.

In a network consisting of several thousands computers, the occurrence of
faults is unavoidable. Being able to test the behavior of a distributed program in
an environment where we can control the faults (such as the crash of a process)
is an important feature that matters in the deployment of reliable programs.

In [10], Hoarau et al. extend FAIL-FCI (for Fault Injection Language, and
FAIL Cluster Implementation, respectively), a software tool that permits to
elaborate complex fault scenarios in a simple way, while relieving the user from
writing low level code. In particular, they show that not only they are able to
fault-load existing distributed applications (as used in most current papers that
address fault-tolerance issues), they are also able to inject qualitative faults,
i.e. inject specific faults at very specific moments in the program code of the
application under test. Finally, and although this was not the primary purpose
of the tool, they are also able to inject specific patterns of workload, in order to
stress test the application under test. Interestingly enough, the whole process
is driven by a simple unified description language, that is totally independent
from the language of the application, so that no code changes or recompilation
are needed on the application side.

2.2 Adding Fault-tolerance to GRID applications

2.2.1 Fault-tolerant MPI in GRIDs

In order to execute without modification Message Passing distributed applica-
tions on a computational grid, one has to address many issues. The first to
come is how let processes of two di!erent clusters communicate. In [3], Cadil-
hac et al. study the performances of relaying techniques (passing messages to a
middle-tier) to solve this issue.

When using relays, messages and most of the non deterministic behavior of
nodes pass through the relays during the execution. This provides the ability
to implement fault tolerance at the relay level using pessimistic message logging
techniques. The authors also evaluate the overhead of this logging and study
how relays should be designed and fault tolerance protocols composed to provide
a full fault-tolerant Message Passing Interface library for computational grids.
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2.2.2 Deploying Fault-tolerant Services in GRIDs

For e!ective components, non-functional aspects must be added to the applica-
tion functional code. Likewise enterprise middleware and component platforms,
in the context of Grids, services must be deployed at execution in the component
containers in order to implement those aspects.

The paper [4] by Caromel et al. proposes an architecture for defining, config-
uring, and deploying such Technical Services in a Grid platform. In particular,
the deployment of fault-tolerant services is discussed.

2.3 Adaptability

The adaptability of Grid systems has not been treated as a separate topic at
the workshop. However, this research area is strongly connected to the self-
management and to some aspects of dependability, and so it entered various
contributions at the workshop. The examples related to fault-tolerance are
the papers [4] by Caromel et al. and [3] by Cadilhac et al.. The topic of self-
management has been treated by the papers by Van Roy et al. [15], as well as by
Comito et al. in [5]. In general, we expect in the future work of the Institute on
System Architecture a stronger convergence between the topics of adaptability
and self-management, with inclusion of some aspects of dependability.

2.3.1 Sabotage Tolerance

The success of Grid Computing in open environments like the Internet is depen-
dent on the existence of mechanisms to detect malicious failures and sabotage
attempts. Together with those low-level mechanisms it is also required to main-
tain a trust-management system that permits to distinguish the trustable from
the non-trustable participants in a global computation. Without those tech-
niques users with data-critical applications will never rely in desktop grids, and
will rather prefer to support higher costs to run their computations in a closed
and secure cluster environments. The paper [16] by Sousa et al. discusses the
topics of sabotage-tolerance and trust management. For a more detailed discus-
sion, see Section 3.1.

3 Desktop Grids

Three papers were presented in the area of Desktop Grids. One of the papers
addressed the topic of trust-management and sabotage tolerance in grid appli-
cations that execute on open environments, like the Internet. The second paper
presented an experimental study about the availability of nodes in enterprise
desktop grids, by using some real traces that were collected in four di!erent
infrastructures. The third paper presents another experimental study about
scheduling algorithms and techniques to optimize the turnaround time of ap-
plications that run in desktop grids. In the overall we can divide these three
papers in three di!erent sub-topics.
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3.1 Trust Management

Sousa et al. [16] presented a paper with two descriptions of the state-of-the-
art: an overview about the existing papers in sabotage tolerance for desktop
grids, including replication schemes, encryption-based techniques, sampling and
checkpoint-based techniques. After that overview the authors presented an al-
gorithm based on the comparison of checkpoint images to detect the occurrence
of malicious failures or sabotage attempts. This technique was called by HCV
(Hash-checkpoint verification) and apparently it brings some interesting advan-
tages when compared with other existing techniques of the literature. In the
second part of the paper, the authors present a summary of the existing work
about reputation systems for grids and peer-to-peer systems. In the context of
that overview they presented a new idea for the development of a new reputa-
tion system that is basically based on the notion of explicit invitations among
the users and in the maintenance of the a dependency tree to support the dy-
namics of a trust-list. Both overviews presented in this paper can be a good
starting point for the researchers that want to contribute to this important
topic of trust and security. The techniques that were presented in this paper
demonstrate some potential and should be further evaluated by an experimental
study.

3.2 Availability Evaluation

Kondo et al. [11] presented an interesting study about the expected availability
of computing nodes in enterprise grids. They collected four traces from di!er-
ent desktop grids and compared several metrics related with node availability.
The authors started by presenting the trace-method that has been used and the
data traces that have been collected and are now in public-domain. Then they
prepared a characterization of those traces, including metrics like: the number
of hosts available over time; the temporal structure of availability and unavail-
ability; the measured rates for task-failure; the existing correlations between the
nodes. Finally they presented the resulting metrics that express the availability
levels of those desktop grids, including separated and aggregated values. The
results of this study are extremely important in the area since they can be used
to develop some scheduling heuristics and to refine some of the fault-tolerance
techniques.

3.3 Scheduling

Domingues et al. [7] presented a paper about scheduling techniques to optimize
the turnaround time of master-worker applications that run in desktop grids.
The authors presented a set of techniques, like FCFS, adaptive time-out, task
replication and a prediction-based technique. Then they presented some simu-
lation results that were taken with those techniques, by using some real system
traces of an enterprise grid and considering di!erent cluster configurations. To-
gether with those scheduling techniques the authors also defended the idea of
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having a storage service to share the checkpoint images of partial executions
among the nodes in order to restart the tasks from previous checkpoints in dif-
ferent nodes, selected by the scheduler, and this way they would be able to get
some interesting optimizations in the final turnaround time of the applications.
The results presented in this paper might be of particular interest from the
developers of grid middleware, like BOINC, XtremWeb or Entropia.

The second and the third paper are somehow related since the traces col-
lected by Kondo could also be used by the prediction-based techniques and the
scheduling heuristics presented in the paper of Domingues. Some more joint
work should be done in these related topics by those authors.

Kondo et al. [12] investigate the use of bu!ering to ensure task completion
rates, which is essential for soft real-time applications. They develop a model of
task completion rate as a function of bu!er size, and study it using parameters
derived from two enterprise desktop grid data sets. This includes an evaluation
via trace-driven simulation, and showing how this model can be used to ensure
application task completion rates on enterprise desktop grid systems.

4 Peer-to-peer for Grids

Six papers were presented on peer-to-peer systems for Grids. These papers cover
a wide spectrum of system work. Two papers are about resource discovery: a
survey paper and a proposed architecture for resource discovery using range
queries. Two papers are about data transfer: a data integration system that
is a hybrid of unstructured and structured peer-to-peer systems and a generic
monitoring architecture that can be used for workflow. Finally, there is a paper
that presents an algorithm for reducing duplicate messages in unstructured peer-
to-peer systems and a paper that gives a general approach for building self-
managing distributed systems.

4.1 Resource management

4.1.1 Survey of resource discovery

Trunfio et al. [19] present a survey article on resource discovery for Grids using
peer-to-peer techniques. There are a large number of proposals to achieve this.
The article classifies them according to whether they are based on unstructured
or structured peer-to-peer systems or on semantic information. The article first
sets the stage by explaining the problems of resource discovery in four Grid sys-
tems, Globus, Condor, UNICORE, and LCG/EGEE, and in unstructured and
structured peer-to-peer systems. Current solutions for Grid are based on cen-
tralized or hierarchical client/server models. For example, in Globus Toolkit 4,
resource discovery is addressed by the MDS (Monitoring and Discovery Service),
which provides a hierarchical organization based on Index Services, which are
Grid services that hold information about a set of other Grid services registered
to it.
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The article then continues by presenting the approaches coming from the
peer-to-peer area. For example, one decentralized approach uses servers that
are connected in an unstructured graph similar to unstructured peer-to-peer
systems. A server can forward a request to another server if it does not find the
information locally. Another approach is inspired by the super-peer model for
unstructured peer-to-peer systems. Several approaches are based on structured
peer-to-peer systems and use query algorithms developed for them. For example,
the protocols for Chord, CAN, and Pastry have been extended to handle range
queries.

The article concludes by summarizing the relative advantages and disadvan-
tages of the unstructured versus structured techniques. Unstructured systems
are more suited to highly dynamic Grids whereas structured systems o!er better
performance. The article ends by proposing that more work be done in seman-
tic resource discovery, a area that is considered by the authors to be especially
promising.

4.1.2 Resource management using range queries

Da Costa et al. [6] present a design of a resource management system for Grids
that is intended for large systems consisting of several interconnected Grids.
The system uses a range query algorithm on a structured peer-to-peer system to
request and discover resources according to complex queries. A typical request
handled by the system is a range request of the form “request from L to U
nodes” where L is a lower bound and U is an upper bound. This request is
handled by an augmented tree structure of nodes, where each node handles
a particular range of L to U . The tree is augmented with short-cut links to
improve performance.

4.2 Data transfer

4.2.1 Data integration

Comito et al. [5] present a decentralized architecture for data integration, called
PARIS, based on schema mapping. PARIS is a hybrid architecture that com-
bines both unstructured and structured techniques. PARIS models the system
as a collection of peers where each peer corresponds to a single data source.
Each data source has a local schema and a collection of mappings to foreign
schemas. The system supports two kinds of mappings: point-to-point mappings
and transitive mappings. In the latter, data sources are related through one
or more “mediator schemas” at intermediate peers. The user can retrieve data
from all the related sources in the system by submitting a single query.

Peers with the same schema are kept connected by using an unstructured,
gossip-based protocol. This makes the architecture robust in the face of high
churn. In parallel to this, peers also participate in a DHT structure. This
permits e"cient global searches to be done. Query processing is done by a
variation of a flooding algorithm that uses the DHT to reduce the number of
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superfluous messages (by sending messages to just one representative for each
peer group).

PARIS was tested in the PeerSim simulation framework for system sizes up
to 100000 peers. Future work will implement a full software prototype and
deploy it on a test bed such as PlanetLab.

4.2.2 System monitoring

(The following paper has been submitted to the workshop by a non-WP4 part-
ner, but is nevertheless summarized here for completeness). Balís et al. [2]
present the design of a generic architecture, called GEMINI, for monitoring the
run-time behavior of a Grid system. GEMINI collects monitoring data from
arbitrary sources and transports it to clients by using a peer-to-peer network.
GEMINI combines a publish/subscribe system, a query system, and an API for
connecting sensors. The publish/subscribe system notifies clients when a sensor
has detected a particular event. In addition, it is possible to query GEMINI on
the system’s behavior, and GEMINI will forward the query to the appropriate
sensor. GEMINI could be used as the heart of a workflow system.

4.3 Algorithms and architecture

4.3.1 Reducing duplicate messages in unstructured peer-to-peer sys-
tems

Papadakis et al. [14] present a resource location algorithm for unstructured
peer-to-peer systems that reduces the number of duplicate messages. Typically,
an unstructured system uses a flooding algorithm for resource location, but this
is extremely wasteful in number of messages. To reduce the number of duplicate
messages, the algorithm of this paper runs in two phases. In a short initial
warm-up phase, statistics are gathered on the number of duplicate messages for
each node. In the second phase, each node decides whether or not to forward
messages based on whether a high percentage of duplicates passed through it
during the warm-up phase.

Simulation shows that this algorithm can significantly reduce network tra"c
both in random graphs and small-world graphs. With graphs of 2000 nodes, the
number of duplicates was reduced to less than 20% while conserving network
coverage above 80%.

4.3.2 Self management

Van Roy et al. [15] present a vision of an architecture for large-scale distributed
systems that are self managing. The architecture is intended to cover the classi-
cal definition of self management as the ability of a system to reconfigure itself
to handle changes in its environment or requirements without human interven-
tion but according to high-level management policies. The approach combines
structured peer-to-peer systems with an advanced component model. The peer-
to-peer system already does self management at the lowest level, for topology
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maintenance. The component model, if it is well chosen, allows the feedback
mechanisms to be implemented for doing self management at higher levels. One
component can monitor a property of the system, another component calculates
a correction based on this monitored value, and a third component can apply
the correction to the system. Standard component models such as Enterprise
Java Beans and the CORBA Component Model are not expressive enough for
this; a more advanced component model is needed that is reflective and has
more control. One such model is the Fractal model developed by INRIA and
France Telecom.

This approach will be applied to an important application scenario, the
multi-tier application, in a European project that will start later this year.

5 Comparison of the Joint Work vs. the WP4
Roadmap Version 1

In the roadmap version 1 of WP4 the following three research topics were iden-
tified which should deliver architectural components for scalable, adaptive and
dependable Grids:

• ”Scalable GRID Services”,

• ”Mechanisms for Adaptive GRID”,

• and ”Dependability in GRIDs”.

In the following we list the research issues within each topic, and map the
suggested focus areas to scientific work conducted by the WP4 partners.

5.1 Scalable GRID Services

In this task, the following research issues have been identified:

• Scalable Grid Services

• Scalable Storage and Publishing Systems

• Resource Discovery and Searching

• Resource Access and Service Provision

• Scalability vs. Reliability

• Scalability vs. Consistency

• Scalability in Insecure World

• Multicast Services

• Advance Resource Location Mechanisms
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• Distributed Catalogue to store Metadata

Based on the issues identified, the following focus areas were recommended
and investigated:

• Resource naming based on research conducted in Peer-to-Peer systems;
Resource discovery based on research conducted in Peer-to-Peer systems.

– Lehtonen et al. in [13] presented Boris Object Request InfraStruc-
ture (BORIS) – a light-weight P2P-based resource discovery infras-
tructure, tailored in particular for mobile user applications.

• Fully decentralized models of Grid services based on Peer-to-Peer service
invocation; Peer-to-Peer models for the implementation of scalable Grid
systems and applications.

– Glynn et al. in [8] discussed an enhanced structured P2P middle-
ware suitable for implementation of scalable Grid systems and appli-
cations.

– Van Roy et al. in [15] presented a vision self-managing scalable ser-
vices based on P2P overlay infrastructure deploying software compo-
nents.

– Caromel et al. in [4] presented the work towards factorization of com-
ponent services dealing with non-functional aspects of components,
so that those can be deployed independently of the component’ main
functionality.

• Design and implementation of lightweight Grid services for large scale
pervasive Grids; Naming systems for mobile Grids; Search and discovery
techniques based on structured and unstructured Peer-to-Peer models.

– Papadakis et al. in [14] proposed an approach to significantly re-
duce the overhead of flooding-based search in unstructured networks,
which can be useful in highly volatile and/ or heterogeneous Grid en-
vironments.

The following recommended focus areas were not investigated as joint work:

• Scalable user interfaces for Grids with information synthesis and autom-
atization of Grid tasks; Reliability and its tolerance to resource varia-
tion; Scalable dynamicity of Grid middleware; E"cient distant execution
and data di!usion in heterogeneous large scale architectures; Simple dis-
tributed security infrastructure in Peer-to-Peer systems; Multi-consistency
support on mutable resources in Peer-to-Peer systems; Handling of dy-
namic information and its influence on scalability and consistency; En-
hancement of structured Peer-to-Peer systems to support range queries;
E"ciently load balancing of the catalog on heterogeneous servers; Distri-
bution of the data across the servers in order to e"ciently answer queries;
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Introduction of redundancy in order to make the distributed catalog re-
liable; Study existing or (if necessary) develop new mathematical models
to describe the availability of files in Grid and Peer-to-Peer systems; Al-
low e"cient partial file access to enable multi-source data access; Study
existing or (if necessary) develop new replica placement algorithms.

In addition the mentioned focus areas, the following joint research has been
conducted in the area of scalable GRID services:

• Addressing the issue of scalable resource discovery and searching, Groleau
et al. in [9] discussed the application of the semantic Grid techniques for
resource discovery in large heterogeneous Grids. Trunfio et al. in [19] re-
viewed the state-of-the art in peer-to-peer models for resource discovery on
Grids, including techniques using structured and unstructured networks,
as well as using semantic Grid techniques in P2P-based resource discovery.

• Concerning the issue of scalable storage and publishing systems, Comito
et al. in [5] described the PARIS (Peer-to-peer ARchitecture for data
Integration Systems) that allows semantic interoperability over distributed
data.

5.2 Mechanisms for Adaptive GRID

In this task, the following research issues have been identified:

• Modelling and Prediction of Demand/Capacity,

• Adaptive Workflows for System Management,

• Composition of Web Services,

• Adaptive Communication Layers in Grid Systems.

Based on the issues identified, the following focus areas were recommended
and investigated:

• Modeling and Prediction of Demand/Capacity

– Andrzejak et al. in [1] presented a prediction study on an institu-
tional Grid, and discussed a useful and computationally inexpensive
framework for automated behavior prediction.

– Kondo et al. in [12] presented an analytical model for task success
as a function of bu!er size, and demonstrated its validity through
simulation using data from real desktop Grids.

– Kondo et al. in [11] presented a study of job execution traces in 4
desktop Grids, which is essential for simulation and modeling of such
platforms.

• Adaptive Workflows
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– Domingues et al. in [7] presented and evaluated several techniques
that improve the task turn-around time of bag-of-task applications,
focusing on reducing the impact of resource volatility.

• Adaptive Communication Layers in Grid Systems

– Cadilhac et al. in [3] presented an analysis of relying techniques
for execution of unmodified message-passing applications on Grids,
focusing on fault-tolerance and the overhead of these schemes (this
contribution also occurs in dependability - Fault-Tolerant MPI).

The following recommended focus areas were not investigated as joint re-
search work:

• Composition of Web Services.

5.3 Dependability in GRIDs

In this task, the following research issues have been identified:

• Failure Detection and Diagnosis,

• Checkpointing-and-Recovery,

• Fault-Tolerant MPI,

• Dependability for Data Grids,

• Fault-tolerant Global Computing.

Based on the identified research fields, the following focus areas were recom-
mended and investigated:

• Fault-tolerant MPI

– Cadilhac et al. in [3] presented an analysis of relying techniques
for execution of unmodified message-passing applications on Grids,
focusing on fault-tolerance and the overhead of these schemes (this
contribution also occurs in adaptability - Adaptive Communication
Layers in Grid Systems).

• Sabotage tolerance

– Sousa et al. in [16] surveyed the topics of sabotage-tolerance and
trust management, and presented a novel mechanism for sabotage-
detection and a protocol for distributed trust-management.

• Dependability benchmarking

– Tixeuil and Silva in [18] contributed to the theory of dependability
by presenting a fault-injection tool for large distributed systems, and
the DBGS – Dependable Benchmark for Grid Systems.
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– Tixeuil et al. in [17] reviewed several state-of-the tools for fault
injection and dependability benchmarking in grids, and explained the
importance of such tools for dependability assessment of Grid-based
applications and Grid middleware.

– Hoarau et al. in [10] presented a fault-injection service capable of
injecting faults at specific points during its execution, and to form
specific patterns of the workload in order to check the program code
under specific conditions.

The following recommended focus areas were not investigated as joint re-
search work:

• Definition of a failure model for Grid; Definition of dependability at-
tributes for Grid applications; Failure detection; Failure diagnosis; Er-
ror propagation; Robustness mechanisms at the middleware level; Con-
figuration management; Checkpointing-recovery; Fault-tolerant schedul-
ing; Task-replication; Combine checkpointing and task-replication; Grid-
services replication; Reliable wide-area data movement; Protocols for de-
pendable data Grids; Workflows for dependable Grid; Naturally fault-
tolerant and scalable algorithms.
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Appendix: Paper Abstracts

Fault-tolerance

• Sbastien Tixeuil, William Hoarau, Luis Silva. An Overview of Existing
Tools for Fault-Injection and Dependability Benchmarking in Grids.
In this paper we review several existing tools for fault injection and de-
pendability benchmarking in grids. We emphasis on the FAIL-FCI fault
injection software that has been developed in INRIA Grand Large, and a
benchmark tool called QUAKE that has been developed in the University
of Coimbra. We present the state-of-the-art and we explain the importance
of these tools for dependability assessment of Grid-based applications and
Grid middleware.

• Michael Cadilhac, Thomas Herault, Pierre Lemarinier. Message Relaying
Techniques for Computational Grids and their Relations to Fault Tolerant
Message Passing for the Grid.
In order to execute without modification Message Passing distributed ap-
plications on a computational Grid, one has to address many issues. The
first to come is how let processes of two di!erent clusters communicate.
In this work, we study the performances of relaying techniques (passing
messages to a middle-tier) to solve this issue. When using relays, messages
and most of the nondeterministic behaviour of nodes pass through the re-
lays during the execution. This provides the ability to implement fault
tolerance at the relay level using pessimistic message logging techniques.
We also evaluate the overhead of this logging and study how relays should
be designed and fault tolerance protocols composed to provide a full fault-
tolerant Message Passing Interface library for computational grids.

• William Hoarau and Sbastien Tixeuil. Easy fault injection and stress
testing with FAIL-FCI.
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In a network consisting of several thousands computers, the occurrence of
faults is unavoidable. Being able to test the behaviour of a distributed pro-
gram in an environment where we can control the faults (such as the crash
of a process) is an important feature that matters in the deployment of
reliable programs. In this paper, we extend FAIL-FCI (for Fault Injection
Language, and FAIL Cluster Implementation, respectively), a software
tool that permits to elaborate complex fault scenarios in a simple way,
while relieving the user from writing low level code. In particular, we
show that not only we are able to fault-load existing distributed applica-
tions (as used in most current papers that address fault-tolerance issues),
we are also able to inject qualitative faults, i.e. inject specific faults at
very specific moments in the program code of the application under test.
Finally, and although this was not the primary purpose of the tool, we are
also able to inject specific patterns of workload, in order to stress test the
application under test. Interestingly enough, the whole process is driven
by a simple unified description language that is totally independent from
the language of the application, so that no code changes or recompilation
are needed on the application side.

• Denis Caromel, Christian Delbe, Alexander di Costanzo. Peer-to-Peer and
Fault-Tolerance: Towards Deployment Based Technical Services.
For e!ective components, non-functional aspects must be added to the ap-
plication functional code. Likewise enterprise middleware and component
platforms, in the context of Grids, services must be deployed at execution
in the component containers in order to implement those aspects. This
paper proposes architecture for defining, configuring, and deploying such
Technical Services in a Grid platform.

Desktop Grids

• Bruno Sousa, Patricio Domingues, Luis Silva. Sabotage Tolerance and
Trust Management in Desktop Grid Computing.
The success of Grid Computing in open environments like the Internet is
dependent on the existence of mechanisms to detect malicious failures and
sabotage attempts. Together with those low-level mechanisms it is also re-
quired to maintain a trust-management system that permits to distinguish
the trustable from the non-trustable participants in a global computation.
Without those techniques users with data-critical applications will never
rely in desktop grids, and will rather prefer to support higher costs to
run their computations in closed and secure cluster environments. This
paper discusses the topics of sabotage-tolerance and trust management.
After presenting the state-of-the-art we describe two novel techniques: a
mechanism for sabotage-detection and a protocol for distributed trust-
management. From our point of view, the proposed techniques are better
suited to the paradigm of volunteer-based computing commonly deployed
in desktop grids.
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• Derrick Kondo, Gilles Fedak, Franck Cappello, Andrew A. Chien, Henri
Casanova. Resource Availability in Enterprise Desktop Grids.
Desktop grids, which use the idle cycles of many desktop PCs, are cur-
rently the largest distributed systems in the world. Despite the popularity
and success of many desktop grid projects, the heterogeneity and volatil-
ity of hosts within desktop grids has been poorly understood. Yet, host
characterization is essential for accurate simulation and modelling of such
platforms. In this paper, we present application-level traces of four real
desktop grids that can be used for simulation and modelling purposes.
In addition, we describe aggregate and per host statistics that reflect the
heterogeneity and volatility of desktop grid resources.

• Patricio Domingues, Artur Andrzejak, Luis Silva. Scheduling for Fast
Turnaround Time on Institutional Desktop Grids.
Institutional desktop grids, that is, grids comprised from the desktop ma-
chines of an institution (academic or corporate) can act as an important
source of computing power for local user, if the high volatility of such
resources is properly harnessed. In this paper, we focus on scheduling
techniques that can improve turnaround time of bag-of-tasks applications.
For that purpose, we combine shared-checkpoint management with sev-
eral scheduling methods like FCFS, adaptive timeout, simple replication
and short-term availability predictions. The main goal is to minimize
turnaround time by reducing negative e!ects of resources volatility on
the executions of bag-of-tasks applications. We present and assess sev-
eral scheduling policies oriented toward fast turnaround times, and assess
them through trace-based simulations over the resources of 32 machines
of two classrooms of an academic environment.

• Derrick Kondo, Bruno Kindarji, Gilles Fedak, Franck Cappello. Towards
Soft Real-Time Applications on Enterprise Desktop Grids.
Desktop grids use the idle cycles of desktop PCs to provide huge com-
putational power at low cost. However, because the underlying desktop
computing resources are volatile, achieving performance guarantees such
as task completion rate is di"cult. We investigate the use of bu!ering
to ensure task completion rates, which is essential for soft real-time ap-
plications. In particular, we develop a model of task completion rate as
a function of bu!er size. We instantiate this model using parameters de-
rived from two enterprise desktop grid data sets, evaluate the model via
trace-driven simulation, and show how this model can be used to ensure
application task completion rates on enterprise desktop grid systems.

Peer to Peer for Grids

• Paolo Trunfio, Domenico Talia, Paraskevi Fragopoulou, Charis Papadakis,
Matteo Mordacchini, Mika Pennanen, Konstantin Popov; Vladimir Vlassov,
Seif Haridi. Peer-to-Peer models for Resource Discovery on Grids.
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Resource location or discovery is a key issue for Grid systems in which
applications are composed of hardware and software resources that need
to be located. Classical approaches to Grid resource location are either
centralized or hierarchical and will prove ine"cient as the scale of Grid
systems rapidly increases. On the other hand, the Peer-to-Peer (P2P)
paradigm emerged as a successful model that achieves scalability in dis-
tributed systems. One possibility would be to borrow existing methods
from the P2P paradigm and to adopt them to Grid systems taking into
consideration the existing di!erences. Several such attempts have been
made during the last couple of years. This paper aims to serve as a review
of the most promising Grid systems that use P2P techniques to facili-
tate resource discovery in order to perform a qualitative comparison of
the existing approaches and to draw conclusions about their advantages
and weaknesses. System standardization e!orts that will lead to full-scale
deployment and future research directions in the field are also discussed.

• Carmela Comito, Simon Patarin, Domenico Talia. A P2P Architecture
for Schema-Based Data Integration in Decentralized Environments.
Today data sources are pervasive and their number is growing tremen-
dously. The current transformation of the World Wide Web from HTML
to XML is the most striking example of this on-going phenomenon. Cur-
rent tools are not prepared to exploit this unprecedented amount of in-
formation and to cope with these highly heterogeneous, autonomous and
dynamic environments. In this paper, we propose a novel peer-to-peer
architecture, PARIS, aimed at addressing these issues. In PARIS, the
combination of decentralized semantic data integration with gossip-based
(unstructured) overlay topology management and (structured) distributed
hash tables provides the required level of flexibility, adaptability and scal-
ability, and still allows performing rich queries on a number of autonomous
data sources. We describe the logical model that supports the architecture
and show how its original topology is constructed. We also describe the
usage of the system in detail, in particular, the algorithms used to let new
peers join the network and to execute queries on top of it. Finally, we
present some preliminary simulation results that assess the scalability of
the architecture.

• Bartosz Balis, Marian Bubak, Jakub Dziwisz, Kuba Rozkwitalski. To-
wards a Generic P2P Monitoring Intrastructure for Grid Resources and
Applications. (This is a paper authored by researchers outside WP4).
Monitoring services are indispensable in every distributed system, espe-
cially the Grid which is dynamic, large, and managed in di!erent ad-
ministrative domains. Modern grid systems impose new requirements on
monitoring systems which should be generic, fast, scalable, and compliant
to standards. We present GEMINI Generic Monitoring Infrastructure
that is designed to provide monitoring data on potentially any entity in
the grid, including hardware resources and applications. We describe the
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motivation, basic concepts, and solutions that we have adopted in the first
prototype of GEMINI as well as current evolution of GEMINI into a peer
to peer network to enable scalable discovery of monitored resources which
is an essential phase in monitoring. We discuss the alternatives and issues
related to a peer to peer design of a monitoring infrastructure.

• Georges Da Costa. P2P Resources Management for Grids
Grid resources management systems are currently using a centralized ap-
proach. These methods have several drawbacks, such as a single point
of failure, an overloaded point or slow update, and administrative needs.
In this article, we evaluate the use of currently wildly used Peer to Peer
systems to improve this situation, showing the lacks of these Peer to Peer
systems. We propose the architecture of a new system to handle e"ciently
the management of resources for grid, and a new Peer to peer system to
fulfil those lacks.

Peer to Peer Core Technologies

• Charis Papadakis, Paraskevi Fragopoulou, Elias Athanasopoulos, Marios
Dikaiakos, Alexandros Labrinidis and Evangelos Markatos. A Feedback
based approach to reduce duplicate message in unstructured Peer-to-peer
systems.
Unstructured P2P systems have used flooding as their prevailing resource
location method. Flooding dictates that each node should forward each
incoming query messages to all of its neighbours until the query propa-
gates up to a predefined maximum number of hops away from its origin.
Although this algorithm has excellent response time and is very simple to
implement, it creates a large volume of unnecessary tra"c in todays Inter-
net because each node may receive the same queries several times through
di!erent paths. In this paper, we propose an innovative technique, namely
the feedback-based approach that aims to improve the scalability of flood-
ing. The main idea behind our feedback-based algorithm is to monitor the
number of duplicate messages transmitted over each network connection,
and to forward query messages preferably over connections which do not
produce excessive number of duplicates. During an initial and relatively
short warm-up phase, a feedback message is returned for each duplicate
message to the upstream node. Following the warm-up phase, each node
decides as to whether to forward incoming query messages on each of its
outgoing connections based on whether the percentage of duplicates on
that connection during the warm-up phase does not exceed some prede-
fined threshold. Through extensive simulation we show that this algorithm
exhibits significant reduction of tra"c in random and small-world graphs,
the two most common types of graph that have been studied in the context
of P2P systems, while conserving network coverage.

• Peter Van Roy, Ali Ghodsi, Jean-Bernard Stefani, Seif Haridi, Thierry
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Coupaye, Alexander Reinefeld, Ehrhard Winter, Roland Yap. Self Man-
agement of Large-Scale Distributed Systems by Combining Structured
Overlay Networks and Components.
This report envisions making large-scale distributed applications self man-
aging by combining component models and structured overlay networks.
A key obstacle to deploying large-scale applications running on Internet is
the amount of management they require. Often these applications demand
specialized personnel for their maintenance. Making applications self man-
aging will help removing this obstacle. Basing the system on a structured
overlay network will allow extending the abilities of existing component
models to large-scale distributed systems. A structured overlay network
is a form of peer-to-peer network that provides strong guarantees on its
behaviour. The guarantees are provided for e"cient communication, ef-
ficient load balancing, and self management in case of node joins, leaves,
and failures. Component models, on the other hand, support dynamic
configuration, the ability of part of the system to reconfigure other parts
at run-time. By combining overlay networks with component models we
achieve both low level as well as high-level self management. We are work-
ing on a practical implementation of this vision. To show its usefulness,
we will target multi-tier applications, and in particular we will consider
three-tier applications using a self-managing storage service.
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Abstract. In this paper we review several existing tools for fault injection and 
dependability benchmarking in grids. We emphasis on the FAIL-FCI fault-
injection software that has been developed in INRIA Grand Large, and a bench-
mark tool called QUAKE that has been developed in the University of Coim-
bra. We present the state-of-the-art and we explain the importance of these tools 
for dependability assessment of Grid-based applications and Grid middleware. 

1   Introduction 

One of the topics of paramount importance in the development of Grid middleware 
is the impact of faults since their probability of occurrence in a Grid infrastructure and 
in large-scale distributed system is actually very high. So it is mandatory that Grid 
middleware should be itself reliable and should provide a comprehensive support for 
fault-tolerance mechanisms, like failure-detection, checkpointing-recovery, replica-
tion, software rejuvenation, component-based reconfiguration, among others. One of 
the techniques to evaluate the effectiveness of those fault-tolerance mechanisms and 
the reliability level of the Grid middleware it to make use of some fault-injection tool 
and robustness tester to conduct some experimental assessment of the dependability 
metrics of the target system. In this paper, we will present and review several software 
fault-injection tools and workload generators for Grid Services that can be used for 
dependability benchmarking in Grid Computing.  

The ultimate goal of our common work is to provide some contributions for the 
definition of a dependability-benchmark for Grid computing and to provide a set of 
tools and techniques that can be used by the developers of Grid middleware and Grid-
based applications to conduct some dependability benchmarking of their systems. 

Dependability benchmarking must provide a uniform, repeatable and cost-effective 
way of performing experiments in different systems, mechanisms or components. 
Those three metrics can be achieved with the development of software tools that will 



be used in the process and in the definition of the dependability benchmark. Accord-
ing to [1] a dependability benchmark should provide the following components: 

- Workload: which represents the work the system must do during the execution 
of the benchmark; 

- Faultload: represents a set of faults and stressful conditions to emulate real 
faults that experienced in the real systems; 

- Measures: characterize the performance and dependability of the system under 
benchmark in the presence of the faultload when executing the workload; 

- Experimental setup and benchmark procedure: describes the setup required 
to run the benchmark and the set of rules that should be followed during the 
benchmark execution. 

Note that the faultload that is generated here only considers benign faults that sim-
ply eventually exhaust resources during the execution of the benchmark. For actual 
fault tolerance testing, a more complex set of tests need to be carried out. Due to the 
inherent non-determinism of distributed systems (which include Grids), automatically 
testing against faults faces the problem of reproducibility of fault scenarios to check 
the resilience of the system. There are several components that characterize software 
fault-injectors in the specific case of grids: 

- Fault scenario: this represents the way faults are expected to occur in a par-
ticular run of the system; 

- Interposition system: this represents how faults are actually injected in the 
application being run (typically an interposition system between the operating 
system and the application under test); 

- Measures: this represents the performance and handling of faults when a par-
ticular fault scenario is executed. 

In this paper we review several available (academic) tools for fault injection (Sec-
tion 2) and dependability benchmarking (Section 3) for Grids. We present the two 
tools that have been developed by the two partners of WP4 from CoreGrid (INRIA 
and Univ. Coimbra) and we explain some of our on-going projects with these tools. 

2 Fault-injection tools 

When considering solutions for software fault injection in distributed systems, there 
are several important parameters to consider. The main criterion is the usability of the 
fault injection platform. If it is more difficult to write fault scenarios than to actually 
write the tested applications, those fault scenarios are likely to be dropped from the set 
of performed tests. The issues in testing component-based distributed systems have 
already been described and methodology for testing components and systems has 
already been proposed [2,3]. However, testing for fault tolerance remains a challeng-



ing issue.  Indeed, in available systems, the fault-recovery code is rarely executed in 
the test-bed as faults rarely get triggered. As the ability of a system to perform well in 
the presence of faults depends on the correctness of the fault-recovery code, it is man-
datory to actually test this code. Testing based on fault-injection can be used to test for 
fault-tolerance by injecting faults into a system under test and observing its behavior. 
The most obvious point is that simple tests (e.g. every few minutes or so, a randomly 
chosen machine crashes) should be simple to write and deploy. On the other hand, it 
should be possible to inject faults for very specific cases (e.g. in a particular global 
state of the application), even if it requires a better understanding of the tested appli-
cation. Also, decoupling the fault injection platform from the tested application is a 
desirable property, as different groups can concentrate on different aspects of fault-
tolerance. 

Decoupling requires that no source code modification of the tested application 
should be necessary to inject faults. Also, having experts in fault-tolerance test par-
ticular scenarios for application they have no knowledge of favors describing fault 
scenarios using a high-level language, that abstract practical issues such that commu-
nications and scheduling. Finally, to properly evaluate a distributed application in the 
context of faults, the impact of the fault injection platform should be kept low, even if 
the number of machines is high. Of course, the impact is doomed to increase with the 
complexity of the fault scenario, e.g. when every action of every processor is likely to 
trigger a fault action, injecting those faults will induce an overhead that is certainly not 
negligible. 

2.1 CECIUM 

CECIUM [16] is a testing environment that simulates a distributed application and 
fault injections. The distributed execution is thus simulated on a unique machine with 
a unique addressing space. The source code of the tested application is not required.  

The execution being simulated, the reproducibility of tests becomes trivial. How-
ever, , in a real distributed system, very complex faults due to very complex scenarios 
may appear, and the model used by CECIUM may not include all possibilities due to 
the inherent limitations of simulations vs. actual software and hardware. 

Another simulation based tool is MEFISTO [17] (Multi-level Error/Fault Injection 
Simulation Tool), a tool that permits to inject faults in VHDL model simulations. 

2.2 DOCTOR 

A few tools do exist to emulate the occurrence of faults in distributed applications. 
One of those tools is DOCTOR [4] (integrateD sOftware fault injeCTiOn enviRon-
ment), that permits to inject faults in real time systems. It is capable to inject faults and 
to synthesize the workload. It supports three kinds of faults: processor faults, memory 
faults and communication faults. The injected faults can be permanent, transient, or 



intermittent. DOCTOR has been implemented in the HEART real-time system. During 
the experiments, DOCTOR collects performance and reliability information, and a 
GUI is provided.  

However, the kind of faults that can be generated is not sufficient for large scale 
distributed systems such as Grids. Indeed the main kind of faults is crash in those 
systems, and crashes are not available in DOCTOR. Moreover, the fault scenarios that 
can be designed can only be probabilistic (and using the GUI). While this is sufficient 
for quick quantitative tests, deterministic and reproducible fault injection capabilities 
are required for more complex fault scenarios. 

2.3 ORCHESTRA 

ORCHESTRA [5] is a fault injection tool. It allows the user to test the reliability 
and the liveliness of distributed protocols. A fault injection layer is inserted between 
the the tested protocol layer and the lower layers, and allows to filter and manipulate 
messages exchanged between the protocol participants. Messages can be delayed, lost, 
reordered, duplicated, modified and new messages can be spontaneously introduced 
into the tested system to bring it into a particular global state. 

The reception script and the sending script are written in Tcl language and deter-
mine which operations are to be performed on received/sent messages. These scripts 
are specified with state machines. Transitions in these state machines are driven by the 
type of the message, its contents, the history of received messages or other informa-
tion that was previously collected during the test (e.g. local time, number of received 
messages, etc.). The message modifications are specified using a user-defined script. 
The resulting message is passed to the next layer of the protocol stack.  

ORCHESTRA is a "Message-level fault injector" because a fault injection layer is 
inserted between two layers in the protocol stack. This kind of fault injector allows 
injecting faults without requiring the modification of the protocol source code. How-
ever, the user has to implement his faults injection layer for the protocol he uses. The 
expressiveness of the faults scenario is limited because there is no communication 
between the various state machines executed on every node. Then, as the faults injec-
tion is based on exchanged messages, the knowledge of the type and the size of these 
messages is required. In summary, ORCHESTRA is well adapted for the study of 
network protocols, but is too complex to use and not expressive enough to study dis-
tributed applications. 

2.4 NFTAPE  

The NFTAPE project [6] arose from the double observation that no tool is suffi-
cient to inject all fault models and that it is difficult to port a particular tool to differ-
ent systems. NFTAPE [6] provides mechanisms for fault-injection, triggering injec-
tions, producing workloads, detecting errors, and logging results. Unlike other tools, 



NFTAPE separates these components so that the user can create his own fault injec-
tors and injection triggers using the provided interfaces. NFTAPE introduces the no-
tion of Lightweight Fault Injector (LWFI). LWFIs are simpler than traditional fault 
injectors, because they don't need to integrate triggers, logging mechanisms, and com-
munication support. This way, NFTAPE can inject faults using any fault injection 
method and any fault model. Interfaces for the other components are also defined to 
facilitate portability to new systems. 

In NFTAPE, the execution of a test scenario is centralized. A particular computer, 
called the control host, takes all control decisions. This computer is generally sepa-
rated from the set of computers that execute the test. It executes a script written in 
Jython (Jython is a subset of the Python language) which defines the faults scenario. 
All participating computers are attached to a process manager which in turn communi-
cates with the control host. The control host sends commands to process managers 
according to the fault scenario. When receiving a command, the process manager 
executes it. At the end of the execution or if a crash occurs, the process manager noti-
fies the control host by sending a message. All decisions are taken by the controller, 
which implies that every fault triggered at every node induces a communication with 
the controller. Then, according to the defined scenario, the controller sends a fault 
injection message to the appropriate process manager which can then inject the fault. 

Although NFTAPE is modular and very portable, the choice of a completely cen-
tralized decision makes it very intrusive (its execution strongly perturbs the system 
being tested) if a considerable amount of resources is not dedicated to the controller. 
Scalability is then an issue if the controller is to manage a large number of process 
managers, and NFTAPE is run on regular clusters or grids (where there is no over-
powered node that can take care of controlling the fault injector). Furthermore, im-
plementing tests can end up in being very difficult for the user (the user may have to 
implement every component). 

2.4 LOKI  

LOKI [7] is a fault injector dedicated to distributed systems. It is based on a partial 
view of the global state of the distributed system. The faults are injected based on a 
global state of the system. An analysis is executed at the end of the test to infer a 
global schedule from the various partial views and then verify if faults were correctly 
injected (i.e. according to the planned scenario). Normally, injecting faults based on a 
global state of a distributed application leads to a high impact on its execution time. 
However, the technique used by LOKI is used to verify the validity of the injected 
faults while limiting their impact on the execution time. 

In LOKI, every process of the distributed system is attached to a LOKI runtime to 
form a node. The LOKI runtime includes the code which manages the maintenance of 
the partial view of the global state, injects faults when the system arrives in a particu-
lar state, collects information about state changes and faults injections. LOKI proposes 
three execution modes: centralized, partially distributed and fully distributed. The 



definition of a scenario in LOKI is made by specifying the state machine used to main-
tain the local state, faults that are to be injected, and implementing a probe used to 
instrument the application in order to detect events (events are used to trigger faults). 
The user has to define fault identifiers and associate them to global states of the tested 
application, and then has to implement the probe by modifying the application source 
code. Calls to functions of the LOKI library must be inserted into the source code of 
the tested application to notify the LOKI runtime about events so that the appropriate 
state is reached. Also, to inject faults, the user has to implement the inject-
Fault() function and insert it into the source code of the tested application. LOKI is 
the first fault injector for distributed systems that allows to inject faults based on a 
global state of the system and to verify if these faults were correctly injected. How-
ever, it requires the modification of the source code of the tested application. Further-
more, faults scenario are only based on the global state of the system and it is difficult 
(if not impossible) to specify more complex faults scenario (for example injecting 
"cascading" faults). Also, LOKI doesn't provide any support for randomized fault 
injection. 

2.5 Mendosus 

In [8] is presented Mendosus, a fault-injection tool for system-area networks that is 
based on the emulation of clusters of computers and different network configurations.  
This tool made some first steps in the fault-injection and assessment of faults in large 
distributed systems. 

2.6 OGSA 

In [9] is presented a fault-injection tool that was specially developed to assess the 
dependability of Grid (OGSA) middleware. This is the work more related with ours 
and we welcome the first contributions done by those authors in the area of grid mid-
dleware dependability. However, the tool described in that paper is very limited since 
it only allows the injection of faults in the XML messages in the OGSA middleware, 
which seems to be a bit far from the real faults experienced in real systems.   

2.7 FAIL-FCI 

FAIL-FCI [15] is a recently developed tool from INRIA. First, FAIL (for FAult In-
jection Language) is a language that permits to easily described fault scenarios. Sec-
ond, FCI (for FAIL Cluster Implementation) is a distributed fault injection platform 
whose input language for describing fault scenarios is FAIL. Both components are 
developed as part of the Grid eXplorer project [10] which aims at emulating large-
scale networks on smaller clusters or grids. 

The FAIL language allows defining fault scenarios. A scenario describes, using a 
high-level abstract language, state machines which model fault occurrences. The FAIL 



language also describes the association between these state machines and a computer 
(or a group of computers) in the network. The FCI platform (see Figure 1) is com-
posed of several building blocks: 

1. The FCI compiler: The fault scenarios written in FAIL are pre-compiled 
by the FCI compiler which generates C++ source files and default con-
figuration files. 

2. The FCI library: The files generated by the FCI compiler are bundled 
with the FCI library into several archives, and then distributed across the 
network to the target machines according to the user-defined configuration 
files. Both the FCI compiler generated files and the FCI library files are 
provided as source code archives, to enable support for heterogeneous 
clusters. 

3. The FCI daemon: The source files that have been distributed to the target 
machines are then extracted and compiled to generate specific executable 
files for every computer in the system. Those executables are referred to 
as the FCI daemons. When the experiment begins, the distributed applica-
tion to be tested is executed through the FCI daemon installed on every 
computer, to allow its instrumentation and its handling according to the 
fault scenario. 
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Figure 1: the FCI Platform 

 
The approach is based on the use of a software debugger. Like the Mantis parallel 

debugger [11], FCI communicates to and from gdb (the Free Software Foundation's 



portable sequential debugging environment) through Unix pipes. But contrary to Man-
tis approach, communications with the debugger must be kept to a minimum to guar-
antee low overhead of the fault injection platform (in our approach, the debugger is 
only used to trigger and inject software faults). The tested application can be inter-
rupted when it calls a particular function or upon executing a particular line of its 
source code. Its execution can be resumed depending on the considered fault scenario. 

 
With FCI, every physical machine is associated to a fault injection daemon. The 

fault scenario is described in a high-level language and compiled to obtain a C++ code 
which will be distributed on the machines participating to the experiment. This C++ 
code is compiled on every machine to generate the fault injection daemon. Once this 
preliminary task has been performed, the experience is then ready to be launched. The 
daemon associated to a particular computer consists in: 

1. a state machine implementing the fault scenario,  
2. a module for communicating with the other daemons (e.g. to inject faults 

based on a global state of the system),  
3. a module for time-management (e.g. to allow time-based fault injection), 
4. a module to instrument the tested application (by driving the debugger), 

and  
5. a module for managing events (to trigger faults). 

 
FCI is thus a Debugger-based Fault Injector because the injection of faults and the 

instrumentation of the tested application is made using a debugger. This makes it 
possible not to have to modify the source code of the tested application, while ena-
bling the possibility of injecting arbitrary faults (modification of the program counter 
or the local variables to simulate a buffer overflow attack, etc.). From the user point of 
view, it is sufficient to specify a fault scenario written in FAIL to define an experi-
ment. The source code of the fault injection daemons is automatically generated. 
These daemons communicate between them explicitly according to the user-defined 
scenario. This allows the injection of faults based either on a global state of the system 
or on more complex mechanisms involving several machines (e.g. a cascading fault 
injection). In addition, the fully distributed architecture of the FCI daemons makes it 
scalable, which is necessary in the context of emulating large-scale distributed sys-
tems. FCI daemons have two operating modes: a random mode and a deterministic 
mode. These two modes allow fault injection based on a probabilistic fault scenario 
(for the first case) or based on a deterministic and reproducible fault scenario (for the 
second case). Using a debugger to trigger faults also permits to limit the intrusion of 
the fault injector during the experiment. Indeed, the debugger places breakpoints 
which correspond to the user-defined fault scenario and then runs the tested applica-
tion. As long as no breakpoint is reached, the application runs normally and the de-
bugger remains inactive. 



2.7 Summary 

The essential differences between the main aforementioned fault-injectors for grids 
appear in the following table. 

 
Criteria ORCHESTRA NFTAPE LOKI FAIL-FCI 

High Expressiveness no yes no yes 

 

High-level Language no no no yes 

 

No Source Code 
Modification 

yes no no yes 

 

Scalability yes no yes yes 

 

Probabilistic Scenario yes yes no yes 

 

Global-state-based 
Injection 

no yes yes yes 

 

Table 1: Comparison of fault-injectors 

3 Dependability Benchmarking 

The idea of dependability benchmarking is now a hot-topic of research and there 
are already several publications in the literature. The components of a dependability 
benchmark have been defined in [1]. 
 
3.1 State-of-the-art 
In [18] is proposed a dependability benchmark for transactional systems (DBench-
OLTP). Another dependability benchmark for transactional systems is proposed in 
[19]. Both benchmarks adopted the workload from the TPC-C performance bench-
mark. While [18] used software-based faults, the work described on [19] considered a 
fault-load based on hardware faults. The Special Interest Group on Dependability 
Benchmarking (SIGDeB), created by the IFIP WG 10.4 in 1999, released a prelimi-
nary proposal with a set of standardized classes for the classification of dependability 
in transactional database systems [20]. The goal is to help out the comparison of com-



puter systems concerning four different dimensions: availability, data integrity, disas-
ter recovery and security.  

 
A dependability benchmark for operating systems was proposed by [21]. That 

benchmark was targeted for the study of the operating system robustness in the sce-
nario of faulty applications. Another study about the behavior of the operating system 
in the presence of software faults in OS components was presented in [22]. 

 
The research presented in [23] addresses the impact of human errors in system de-

pendability. In [24] is presented a methodology to evaluate human-assisted failure-
recovery tools and processes in server systems. That methodology was illustrated with 
a case study of undo/redo recovery tool in email services. Another work was presented 
in [25] that focus on the availability benchmarking of computer systems. The authors 
propose a methodology, including single and multi-fault workloads, and they applied 
that methodology to measure the availability of software RAID systems in different 
operating systems. 

 
Research work at Sun Microsystems defined a high-level framework that is targeted 

to availability benchmarking [26]. That framework decomposes availability in three 
main components: fault-maintenance rate, robustness and recovery. Within the scope 
of that framework, they have developed two benchmarks: one that addresses specific 
aspects of a system's robustness on handling maintenance events such as the replace-
ment of a failed hardware component or the installation of software patch [27]; and 
another benchmark that is related to system recovery [28].  

 
At IBM, the Autonomic Computing initiative is also developing benchmarks to 

quantify the autonomic capability of a system [29]. In that paper they have discussed 
the requirements of benchmarks to assess the self-* properties of a system and they 
proposed a set of metrics for evaluation. In [30] is presented a further discussion about 
benchmarking the autonomic capabilities of a system. The authors present the main 
challenges and pitfalls. In [31] is presented an interesting approach to conduct bench-
marking of the configuration complexity. This is a valuable contribution since one of 
the main problems of current IT systems is the complexity of deployment and man-
agement. A benchmark for assessing the self-healing capabilities of a system was 
presented in [32]. Two metrics were introduced: (a) the effectiveness of the system to 
heal itself in the occurrence of some perturbations; (b) a measure of how autonomic 
that healing action was achieved. This paper has clear connections with the work we 
are conducting in the study of self-healing techniques for SOAP-based servers. 

 
In [33] the authors present a dependability benchmark for Web-Servers (Web-DB). 

This tool used the experimental setup, the workload and the performance measures 
specified in the SPECWeb99 performance benchmark. Web-DB defined measures in 
the baseline performance, in the performance in presence of faults and some depend-
ability measures, like autonomy, availability and accuracy. 

 



The dependability benchmark tool that is presented in this paper is targeted to Grid 
and Web-Services. We are mainly interested in the study of potential software aging 
problems and the effectiveness of self-healing techniques like software rejuvenation.  

3.2 QUAKE: A Dependability Benchmark Tool for Grid Services 

QUAKE is a dependability benchmark tool for Grid and Web-Services. The fol-
lowing sub-sections present the QUAKE tool and the relevant metrics for dependabil-
ity benchmark. 

3.2.1- Experimental Setup and Benchmark Procedure 

The QUAKE tool is composed by the following components presented in Figure 2. 
The main components are the Benchmark Management System (BMS and the System 
Under Test (SUT). The SUT consists of a SOAP server running some Web/Grid ser-
vice. From the point of view of the benchmark the SUT corresponds to a web-based 
application server, a SOAP router and a web-service. That web-service will execute 
under some workload, and optionally will be affected by some fault-load. There are 
several client machines that invoke requests in the server using SOAP-XML requests. 
All the machines in the infrastructure are clock-synchronized using NTP. The applica-
tion under test is not limited to a SOAP-based application: in fact, the benchmark 
infrastructure can also be used with other examples of client-server applications that 
use other different middleware technologies.  

The Benchmark Management System (BMS) is a collection of software tools that 
allows the automatic execution of the benchmark. It includes a module for the defini-
tion of the benchmark, a set of procedures and rules, definition of the workload that 
will be produced in the SUT, a module that collects all the benchmark results and 
produces some results that are expressed as a set of dependability metrics. The BMS 
system may activate a set of clients (running in separate machines) that inject the de-
fined workload in the SUT by making SOAP requests to the Grid Service. The execu-
tion of the client machines is timely synchronized and all the partial results collected 
by each individual client are merged into a global set of results that generated the final 
assessment of the dependability metrics. The BMS system includes a reporting tool 
that presents the final results in a readable and graphic format. 
 



           

 
Figure 2: Experimental setup of the QUAKE tool. 

 
The Benchmark Management System (BMS) is a collection of software tools that 

allows the automatic execution of the benchmark. It includes a module for the defini-
tion of the benchmark, a set of procedures and rules, definition of the workload that 
will be produced in the SUT, a module that collects all the benchmark results and 
produces some results that are expressed as a set of dependability metrics. The BMS 
system may activate a set of clients (running in separate machines) that inject the de-
fined workload in the SUT by making SOAP requests to the Web Service. The execu-
tion of the client machines is timely synchronized and all the partial results collected 
by each individual client are merged into a global set of results that generated the final 
assessment of the dependability metrics. The BMS system includes a reporting tool 
that presents the final results in a readable and graphic format. 

 
The results generated by each benchmark run are expressed as throughput-over-

time (requests-per-second in a time axis), the total turnaround time of the execution, 
the average latency, the functionality of the services, the occurrence of failures in the 
Web-Service, the characterization of those failures (crash, hang, zombie-server), the 
correctness of the final results and the failure scenarios that are observed at the client 
machines (explicit SOAP error messages or time-outs). 

 
From the side of the SUT system, there are four modules that also make part of the 

QUAKE benchmark tool: a fault-load injector, a configuration manager, a collector of 
logs with the benchmark results and a watchdog of the SUT system. 

 



The configuration manager helps in the definition of the configuration parameters 
of the SUT middleware. It is absolutely that the configuration parameters may have a 
considerable impact in the robustness of the SUT system. By changing those parame-
ters in different runs of the benchmark it allow us to assess the impact of those pa-
rameters in the results expressed as dependability metrics. 

 
The SUT system should also be installed with a module to collect raw data from the 

benchmark execution. This log data will be then sent to the BMS server that will 
merge and compare with the data collected from the client machines. The final module 
is a SUT-Watchdog that detects when a SUT system crashes or hangs when the 
benchmark is executing. When a crash or hang is detected the watchdog generates a 
restart of the SUT system and associated applications, thereby allowing an automatic 
execution of the benchmark runs without user intervention. 

 
There is another external module that will be used but is related with the software 

rejuvenation study. This module includes two main components: 
(a) An online Surveillance System: this component is responsible for the 

online monitoring of some key parameters that may indicate the occur-
rence of software aging, namely: throughput (requests-per-second), aver-
age response time of requests and the memory usage at the server under 
test. 

(b) A Software Rejuvenation Agent: this module applies some predictive 
techniques based on time-series analysis to indicate in advance the prob-
ability of software aging in the server system. It is used to trigger rejuve-
nation actions to study the impact of the self-healing capability in the 
system-under-test. 

 
In this particular study, this predictive system does not trigger automatically a reju-

venation action: it is mainly used to study the likelihood of software aging in some 
packages of SOAP middleware. The rejuvenation actions in this study are triggered by 
a threshold metric based on the SLA parameters of the web-service. We are not only 
concerned in software aging that results in hang or crash situations. We are also con-
sidering the cases where the software aging manifests as a clear performance degrada-
tion that may violate the SLA for that service component, and surely result in profit-
loss. In this case, we do apply a rejuvenation action. 

3.2.2 Benchmark Procedure 

The benchmark can run in three modes: 
(a) Learning mode: in this mode the main performance metrics of the web-

service application are collected. The idea is to take a “picture” of the web-
service parameters while it is “young” and to compare it in a long-running 
execution where it may get “old”. In other words, we get the baseline per-
formance parameters and define a SLA for that service with thresholds. Dur-
ing the long-run execution we collect the same parameters and when they de-



viate from the baseline (as defined in the SLA) more than a certain threshold 
the SRA agent will trigger a rejuvenation action.  

(b) Workload-only: in this mode the web-service will be tested under stress situa-
tions of workload to see its behavior and the likelihood of software aging. No 
faultload is injected in this mode, so the web-service will use all the available 
system resources in the SUT server. In this mode the web-service parameters 
are monitored in order to detect deviations from the SLA defined from the 
baseline parameters.   

(c) Workload and faultload: in this mode, the behavior of the web-service will 
be studied when we apply simultaneous a defined workload and some par-
ticular faultload in the system resources of the server machine. 

3.2.3 Workload 

Since we want to study the response of a web-service in some stress situations we 
decided to include a list of different workloads that can be chosen at the beginning of 
each experiment. Currently, it is possible to use any of the following distributions: 

WL1- Continuous burst with a maximum workload; 
WL2- Steady-state distribution (N requests-per-second); 
WL3- Burst for X minutes, quiet for Y minutes; 
WL4- Surge load (fixed request rate and then a peak value in the load). 
WL5- Ramp-up distribution: starts with an initial defined request-rate and in-

creases at discrete intervals. 
 

The client machines are all timely synchronized: they start executing at the same 
time and all of them use the same distribution for the request workload. 

 
There are some other tools in the market that can be used for performance bench-

marking of SOAP web-services, namely: SOAtest [34] and TestMaker [35]. However 
those tools are mainly targeted for testing the functionality of the SOAP applications 
and to collect some performance figures. QUAKE has some fundamental differences: 
it is targeted to study the dependability attributes, it includes a different approach for 
the workload distributions, a fault-load module that will be explained next and is used 
to evaluate the self-healing capabilities of a SOAP server that provides support for 
some Grid or Web-Services. 

 

3.2.4 Faultload 

The faultload injector does not inject faults directly in the software or in the SOAP 
messages like in the traditional fault injection tools. This injector is obviously oriented 
for the problem of software aging. We do not inject any software fault, any hardware 
fault or any operator fault. Instead, we just emulate resource exhaustion to accelerate 
the occurrence of software aging and to see the impact in the web-service under test. 



Other types of stressful condition can also be used in future experiments. The fault-
load is introduced by an external program that runs in the same server (SUT) and thus 
compete for the same system resources, consuming one or several of the following 
operating systems resources: 

FL1- Consumption of memory using a ramp-up distribution; 
FL2- Creation of a large number of threads; 
FL3- Extensive usage of file-descriptors; 
FL4- Consumption of database connections; 

 
This list of system resources (the targets of our faultload) may be extended in future 

versions, but for the time being, those resources seemed to be the most critical ones in 
a web-service application server. The main point here is that the faultload we “inject” 
is representative of real scenarios.  

3.2.5 Measures 

The resulting measures are computed from the data that is collected by the BMS sys-
tem in the several test-runs. They are grouped in four categories: 

(a) Baseline performance measures; 
(b) Performance measures in the presence of stress workload distributions; 
(c) Performance measures in the presence of stress workload and injected 

fault-loads at the server side; 
(d) Dependability related measures. 

The baseline performance measures correspond to the sustained response that is ob-
tained when the SUT is “young”. These figures are obtained in short-term runs to 
avoid the possible occurrence of software aging. The baseline measures that we have 
considered are the following: 

- THR: corresponds to the sustained throughput (requests-per-second); 
- ART: average response time for a request; 
- CR: this corresponds to the number of conforming requests that were 

performed with a response time lower than a maximum value (Max_RT). 
Any request to the web-service that exceeds this value may generate a 
“time-out” and thereby it is important to measure the number of CR 
(conforming requests) in every test-run; 

 
The performance measures in the presence of workload are THRw, ARTw and 

CRw, while the performance measures in the presence of workload and faultload are 
THRwf ARTwf and CRwf. 

 
Independently from the performance measures, several system parameters are also 

collected during the benchmark runs to feed the knowledge base of the SRA agent, as 
explained before. 

 
In addition to the performance-oriented measures, we also consider a set of de-

pendability measures directly obtained by the QUAKE tool. Since we are particularly 



interested in studying software aging and the effectiveness of potential self-healing 
mechanisms we consider the following measures, taking into account the work pub-
lished in [32] and [33]: 

- Integrity: reports the number of errors that were found in the data of the web-
service under test, in the presence of the workload and our faultload. At the end 
of each test-run we have a procedure for checking the integrity of the final state 
of the database. Since we are not injecting software/hardware faults it is ex-
pected that this metric will always report a value of 100%; 

- Availability: represents the time the system is available to execute the workload 
of each test run. The watchdog module that was included in the QUAKE tool is 
responsible for the assessment of this metric. In this metric we distinguish 
downtime when the server is down due to a failure from the downtime that may 
be introduced in a rejuvenation operation. In this latter case, we assume that in 
production cases there is a cluster with a load-balancer that sends the incoming 
requests to another server while a SOAP-server is being rejuvenated. It is worth 
noting that the availability measure is related to the experimental conditions of 
the QUAKE tool and does not represent field availability (unconditional avail-
ability). As it is typically the case for dependability benchmarking, this avail-
ability measured is meant to be used for comparison purposes. 

- Autonomy: this measure shows the need for manual intervention from the sys-
tem manager to repair the SOAP server in the presence of a hang situation. 
Hang-type failures are much more expensive than clean crash-failures: while in 
the latter case the application server may recover autonomously with a restart 
operation, the hang-scenario requires the manual intervention of a system man-
ager to kill processes and clean some system resources.  

- Self-Healing Effectiveness:  this measure is only considered in some test-runs, 
where we want to study the effectiveness of the SRA to perform proactive reju-
venation of the SUT. More than the effectiveness of the technique, it measures 
the positive impact in the autonomy, availability and the performance of the 
web-service.  

3.2.6 Benchmark Properties 

As was explained in [36] a benchmark should offer the following properties: 
- Repeatable: our QUAKE infrastructure obtains similar results when running 

several times with the same workload in the same SUT; 
- Portable: as will be presented later, our QUAKE tool allows the comparison of 

different applications in this domain, that maybe implemented with different 
SOAP packages and even with other communication middleware; 

- Realistic: the scenario portrait by the QUAKE tool represents typical Web-
service applications and the harsh load conditions represented by QUAKE 
workload are actually common in this type of system.  Furthermore, as the fault 
load does not inject any software or hardware faults (only consumes system re-
sources), the QUAKE tool does not suffer from the representativeness difficul-
ties that affect typical dependability benchmarks.  



 
So, in summary the QUAKE tool is able to be used in other environments for test-

ing traditional client-server and Grid-based applications where the subject of software 
aging and self-healing would be a point of concern. This section presented a general 
description of QUAKE. 

4   Conclusions and Current Status 

We reviewed several available tools for software fault injection and dependability 
benchmarking tools for grids. We emphasized on the FAIL-FCI fault injector devel-
oped by INRIA, and on the QUAKE dependability benchmark developed by the Uni-
versity of Coimbra. 
The FAIL-FCI tool has so far only provided preliminary results on desktop grid mid-
dleware (XtremWeb) and P2P middleware (the FreePastry Distributed Hash Table). 
These results permitted to identify quantitative failure points in both tested middle-
ware, as well as qualitative issues concerning the failure recovery of XtremWeb. 
With the QUAKE tool we have been conducting the following experimental studies: 

(a) Evaluate the robustness of some existing SOAP servers (Apache Axis, JBoss, 
gSOAP, MS.NET); 

(b) Assess the reliability of different middleware for client/server applications; 
(c) Evaluate the effectiveness of some mechanisms for software rejuvenation; 
(d) Study the reliability of OGSA-DAI implementation; 

After that last phase we are planning to assess the dependability level of further mod-
ules from the Globus middleware (GT4). 
After the core of the tool set is properly packaged for clusters, our goal is to enable 
larger scale experiments by (i) using Grids instead of clusters, and (ii) integrate with 
emulation mechanisms. 
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Abstract. In order to execute without modification Message Passing
distributed applications on a computational grid, one has to address
many issues. The first to come is how let processes of two different clus-
ters communicate. In this work, we study the performances of relay-
ing techniques (passing messages to a middle-tier) to solve this issue.
When using relays, messages and most of the nondeterministic behavior
of nodes pass through the relays during the execution. This provides the
ability to implement fault tolerance at the relay level using pessimistic
message logging techniques. We also evaluate the overhead of this logging
and study how relays should be designed and fault tolerance protocols
composed to provide a full fault-tolerant Message Passing Interface li-
brary for computational grids.

1 Introduction

Message Passing is a paradigm widely used to design and implement
communication-bound distributed applications. Computational grids aggregate
entities (typically high-performance clusters) distributed over the Internet to
build a parallel virtual machine. When porting message passing libraries to the
computational grid, like MPICH [1] or other implementations of the MPI stan-
dard [2], one has to address two new issues: first the Relaying Techniques and
second the Fault-Tolerance.

A major issue introduced by the grid is how communications between en-
tities are handled. Each entity (cluster) is administrated independently and is
generally protected from the rest of the Internet, for example behind firewalls.
When such entities are assembled to build a computational grid, it is necessary
to implement relays of communication between the clusters. These relays provide
two features: they limit the number of nodes to monitor for the security, and
they limit the number of connections to handle simultaneously. Potentially, in
a message passing application, a process may communicate directly with all the
! This work uses the Grid5000 experimental grid founded by the ACI Masse de donnees

from the french ministry of research



others. Clusters typically handle this by allowing a process to establish a con-
nection with all the nodes. For very large clusters and for grids, this approach
introduces a system bottleneck: operating systems may introduce a non negli-
gible overhead when multiplexing many simultaneous connections. Relays may
be used to decrease this number of connections by merging the streams into a
single one between two relays.

A typical Computation grid consists in a set of high performance clusters
(including high performance networks) linked together through a lower perfor-
mance network (e.g. ATM Internet links). The cost of a communication between
clusters is much higher than the cost of a communication inside a cluster. Thus,
adding another internal component through which inter-cluster communications
must pass may not add measurable overhead. For small messages, the latency
overhead is not significant simply because of the high difference between inter-
cluster and intra-cluster communication. However, special care must be taken
for long messages, and the implementation must ensure that pipeline techniques
are used. Another implementation issue is to handle efficiently the available
bandwidth.

Fault-Tolerance is a capital concern for message passing libraries over a grid,
because of the high number of components, which decreases the mean time
between failures of the whole set, and because of the heterogeneity of the com-
ponents and their distributed administration. A typical workaround used today
against the first problem is to calibrate the duration of the experiment for avoid-
ing with high probability the hit of a failure during the execution. This calibra-
tion assumes a certain reliability of the hardware, or at least a failure behavior
that is well described with a probabilistic law. Grids are less predictable by
nature: they gather heterogeneous components from different administrations,
and a user may be less aware of the reliability of a cluster she does not use
frequently. Thus, this calibration phase is more difficult and instead of trying to
avoid failures, one may want to cope with them.

A fault tolerant technique envisioned for large scale systems like grids [3] is
based on message logging. It consists in saving information on communications
and other non deterministic events during the execution, then in case of crash
using this information to mend the failure. This information, and in particular
the message payload, can be logged by the relays for the messages between
clusters.

In this work, we study the impact of relays on message passing applications
built over the MPICH-1.2.7 library, how relays should be implemented to intro-
duce the smallest overhead, and how they can be used to help tolerating failures.
This article is organized as follows: in the next section, we discuss previous works
on relaying techniques and fault tolerance for message passing systems; in sec-
tion 3, we present the common architecture for our relays, how they can be used
to help fault tolerant protocols, and different relay implementations in section 4.
Then, in section 5, we study and compare their performances, and conclude in
section 6.



2 Related Work

Relaying techniques have been longly studied. As a basic principle to transmit
some information from one point to another, routers and network gateways can
be seen as relays. However, they operate at the packet level (usually at the
IP level for Internet communications), and this level precludes passing different
network kinds or logging efficiently. In this work, we focus our study on relaying
technique at the MPI-message level.

Modern operating systems provide two main techniques to design a communi-
cating application like a relay: multiplexing and multithreading/multiprocessing
[4, 5]. On one hand, in a typical multiplexing-based network application, non-
blocking communication system calls are issued by the application, which uses
a single blocking system call to wait for observable events simultaneously on
multiple file descriptor (e.g. select or poll and non blocking read and write).
On the other hand, a typical multithreaded-based network application uses only
blocking system calls to communicate, and multiple threads to ensure that lack
of events from a file descriptor will not pertain another active file descriptor to
be used. Usually, the application has one or more thread per communication
stream, and uses the scheduling ability of the operating system to multiplex the
different streams and provide fairness to the communication. Hybrid solutions
mixing multiplexing and multithreading are also used, aiming at more efficiency.

ssh [6] can be seen as a message-level relay. Although it provides relaying for
TCP connections through its tunnel functionality, messages and not packets are
relayed through the tunnel. Its current implementation in OpenSSL [7] is purely
multiplexed. It uses a single thread and a single process. Since all communica-
tions eventually come through a single TCP stream, this is the most efficient
approach. This position is held by many other relay implementations, like [8].

Relaying messages in a MPI application enforces however to provide more
functionality: messages should be represented canonically (a coherent bit order
of integer and other meaningful data provides the possibility to execute the
application over heterogeneous components); identifiers are abstracted at the
MPI level as continuous rank numbers, which must be translated into identifiers
at the communication level (e.g. IP addresses); multiple network medium should
be supported by the relay to use the most efficient network medium between two
peers.

MPICH-G [9] is the first work to provide all these functionalities. It uses
the Nexus [10] toolkit for multiple-networks communication methods. This work
also focuses on the integration of the other grid-specific issues, like co-allocation
of nodes, authentication, executable staging. More integration with the Globus
[11] toolkit was done in MPICH-G2 [12]. For the relaying issue, the authors
address the performance hit introduced by the Nexus toolkit which introduces
too many copies and data manipulation. However, the techniques used to gain
the performance introduces many nondeterministic choices which inhibit the
fault-tolerance feature of the relay we present in this work.

A notion related to the relay we present here, the tuple-space [13], can be
used to deposit data in a shared replicated space and retrieve it. However, the



approach is very far from the communication pattern used in an MPI application,
and significant overhead is to be expected.

Automatic and transparent fault tolerant techniques for message passing dis-
tributed systems have been studied for a long time. We can distinguish few
classes of such protocols: replication protocols, rollback recovery protocols and
self-stabilizing protocols. In replication techniques, every process is replicated f
times, f being an upper bound on the number of simultaneous failures. As a
consequence, the system can tolerate up to f concurrent faults but divides the
total computation resources by a factor of f . Although this technique is well-
suited for RPC-based Grid Computing, in a MPI-based computation, this would
lead to a complete replication of the distributed application, which may be to
expensive.

Self-stabilizing techniques are used for non terminating computations, like
distributed system maintenance. In this work, we focus on rollback recovery
protocols which consist in taking checkpoint images of processes during initial
execution and rollback some processes to their last images when a failure occurs.
These protocols take special care to respect the consistency of the execution in
different manners. Rollback recovery is the most studied technique in the field of
fault tolerant MPI. Several projects are working on implementing a fault tolerant
MPI using different strategies. An overview can be found in [14].

Rollback recovery protocols include global checkpoint techniques and message
logging protocols. Extended descriptions of these techniques can be found in
[15]. Three families of global checkpoint protocols have been proposed in the
literature. The first family gathers uncoordinated checkpoint protocols: every
process checkpoints its own state without coordination with other processes.
When a fault occurs, the crashed processes restart from previous checkpoints.
Processes that have received a message from a rolled back process have also to
rollback if this message was initially received before the checkpoint image of this
process. This may lead to a domino effect where a single fault makes the whole
system rollback to the initial state. As a consequence, this kind of protocols is
not used in practice.

The second family of global checkpoint protocols gathers the coordinated
checkpoint protocols. Coordinated checkpoint consists in taking a coherent snap-
shot of the system at a time. A snapshot is a collection of checkpoint images
(one per process) with each channel state [16]. A snapshot is said to be coherent
if for all messages m from process P to process Q, if the checkpoint on Q has
been made after reception of m then the checkpoint on P has been made after
emission of m. When a failure occurs, all processes are rolled back to their last
checkpoint images.

The third family of global checkpoint protocols gathers Communication In-
duced Checkpointing (CIC) protocols. Such protocols try to take advantage of
uncoordinated and coordinated checkpoint techniques. Based on the uncoordi-
nated approach, they piggyback causality dependencies in all messages and de-
tects risk of inconsistent state. When such a risk is detected, some processes are
forced to checkpoint. While this approach is very appealing theoretically, relax-



ing the necessity of global coordination, it turns out to be inefficient in practice.
[17] presents a deep analysis of the benefits and drawbacks of this approach. The
two main drawbacks in the context of cluster computing are 1) CIC protocols
do not scale well (the number of forced checkpoints increases linearly with the
number of processes) and 2) the storage requirement and usage frequency are
unpredictable and may lead to checkpoint as frequently as coordinated check-
point.

Message logging consists in forcing the reexecution of crashed processes from
their last checkpoint image to reach the state immediately preceding the crashing
state, in order to recover a state coherent with non crashed ones. All message
logging protocols suppose that the execution is piecewise deterministic. This
means that the execution of a process in a distributed system is a sequence of
deterministic and non deterministic events and is led by its nondeterministic
events. Most protocols suppose that the reception events are the only possible
non deterministic events in an execution. Thus message logging protocols con-
sists in logging all reception events of a crashed process and replaying the same
sequence of receptions.

There are three classes of message logging protocols: pessimistic, optimistic
and causal message logging. Pessimistic message logging protocols ensure that
all events of a process P are safely logged on reliable storage before P can impact
the system (send a message) at the cost of synchronous operations. Optimistic
protocols assume faults will not occur between an event and its logging, avoiding
the need of synchronous operations. As a consequence, when a fault occurs, some
non crashed processes may have to rollback. Causal protocols try to combine
the advantages of both optimistic and pessimistic protocols: low performance
overhead during failure free execution and no rollback of any non crashed process.
This is realized by piggybacking events to message until these events are safely
logged. A formal definition of the three logging techniques may be found in [18].

In this work, we evaluate the performance cost of introducing pessimistic
message logging in a relay-based Grid MPI.

3 Architecture

In this work, we consider computation grids which are independent high per-
formance clusters bound by Internet links. Each cluster consists in a set of ho-
mogeneous computers (although this is not needed by our architecture, this is
likely), communicating through a high performance network (like Gigabit Eth-
ernet, Myricom, etc...). Communication between clusters pass through gateways
(at least two) using a slower network (e.g. ATM).

3.1 Components of typical deployments

Figure 1 represents a typical deployment of the relay architecture. Relays are
software component which runs on one computer of each cluster. They use the
routing capability of the gateways to communicate with each other. Computing



nodes of the same cluster communicate with the relay of this cluster through the
high-speed network (high-speed networks are usually fully connected). Compared
to Internet gateways, which route IP packets, relays communicate at the message
level (application messages). This provides the capability to communicate over
different network kinds (like sock-GM and IP over ethernet for example).

Internet gateways of the cluster are also used as firewall to implement a
security policy. Confining the inter-cluster communication to relays limits the
number of nodes which should be granted access to Internet. Moreover, relays
can be coupled with secure tunnels to crypt the communications going through
Internet and authenticate the peers.

High Performance Cluster

Slower Network
  (~ 100Mb/s)

High Performance Cluster

RELAY

RELAY
router

router

Fig. 1. Typical computation grid with relays

To evaluate different implementations of relays, we implemented a prototype
inside the MPICH-1.2.7 message passing library. Figure 2 presents the software
stack of the implementation and of the reference implementation P4 over TCP.
At the highest level, a user communicates through the MPI language. The MPI
routines are translated to point-to-point communications in the ADI. Then, mes-
sages are exchanged according three policies: short (the payload is included in
the message), eager (the payload follows a control message) and rendez-vous
(control messages are exchanged to synchronize the emitter and the receiver,
then the payload is transmitted). MPICH devices implement the point-to-point
communication over a medium. P4 is the reference device driver for commu-
nications over TCP. P4 comes in two parts : a driver inside the library and a
communication daemon, which is part of the runtime. TCP communications are
done between the communication daemons.

We implemented a specific new device, the R-device, to be used in a relay
deployment. Compared to P4, it does not use a communication daemon but
communicates directly with the relay. Moreover, as this work aims to evaluate
the performance of the relay, we do not provide direct connection for intra-cluster
communications. The R-device implements the minimal set of communication
routines to provide a fully-functional MPI library, that is blocking emission and
reception, probe of messages, initialization and finalization. Asynchrony and
multiplexing of communications is provided at the relay level.
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Fig. 2. Software stack of MPICH-relay and MPICH-P4

All computing nodes communicate only with relays. Each node has a pre-
ferred relay, which handles the messages sent to the node. Multiple nodes may
use the same relay as a preferred relay. A typical Grid deployment consists in a
single relay per cluster, and every node of this cluster use this relay as a preferred
relay. For load-balancing usage, multiple relays may be used in a single cluster.

To communicate with another node, the emitter sends the messages to the
preferred relay of the destination. This means that every node has to commu-
nicate potentially with every relay. Since relays are located in different clusters,
we use ssh tunnels to emulate each relay into each cluster. The ssh tunnels are
located on the same node as the relays (see figure 3).

Relay
for A

Relay
for B

Computing nodes of cluster A Computing nodes of cluster B

Tunnel endpointTunnel endpoint
to relay for B to relay for A

CLUSTER A CLUSTER B
TCP connection

Fig. 3. TCP connections between nodes, relays and tunnels



Each node is connected to the preferred relay of the other nodes. When a
process A has to send a message to a process B, it calls the blocking send function
of the driver. This function sends the message to the preferred relay of B. When
A needs to receive a message, it calls the blocking reception function of the
driver. This function emits a request to the relay of A, which does the matching
(finding the corresponding available message). If the matching is successful, the
message is sent back to A. If the matching fails (there is no message with the
expected type or source), the relay waits for a match-message and send it back to
A. To ensure progress of the communication with these two blocking routines, a
MPICH driver has to implement a third function: probe. When the MPI level can
choose between multiple messages, or between computation and communication,
it issues a probe. The probe function of the driver forwards the request to the
preferred relay, which determines if a matching is possible at this time. If it is,
an acknowledge is sent back, if it is not possible, a negative acknowledge is sent
back. The two last functions implemented in the driver are called at initialization
and finalization.

3.2 Enabling fault-tolerance using relays

This mechanism provides the ability to implement pessimistic message logging
under the assumption that the relays will not be subject to failure. Pessimistic
message logging technique is a rollback-based fault tolerant technique which does
not enforce synchronization of the checkpoints. Each process can checkpoint at
any time, and if a process crashes, it is rolled-back to its last checkpoint. Then,
the system has to ensure that the rolled-back process will reach a state that
is coherent with the current state of the other processes (a rolled-back process
may be in a previous state far from the current state of the other processes in
terms of nondeterministic actions). In particular, according its algorithm, the
rolled-back process may send messages that were already received, and expect
messages that were already sent. The system has to enforce two goals: 1) the
rolled-back process must not be able to influence other processes while it didn’t
recover the state just before the crash, and 2) it must execute exactly the same
internal actions and receptions it did in the first execution, to ensure that it will
reach this state.

In order to do this, we assume that an execution is an alternate sequence of
deterministic phases and nondeterministic actions. If a process executes a non-
deterministic action, it then follows its algorithm and will always execute the
corresponding deterministic phase. To implement a pessimistic message logging
algorithm, one has to log every nondeterministic event in a reliable media before
they impact the process and to ensure that when replaying, the same nonde-
terministic actions will be executed at the end of every deterministic phases.
Applied to MPI applications and libraries, this mainly means to log messages
receptions and probes, which are the only nondeterministic actions. A blocking
reception is nondeterministic because a process may receive from two sources at
a given time, and may deliver from different sources on two executions. A probe



is non deterministic since according to the asynchrony of the network, a message
may not be available at the same time.

Since all these actions (reception and probe) pass through a relay, we may use
relays to replay the execution, that is to log every message-related nondetermin-
istic action during the initial execution, then emulate the same nondeterministic
choices in a rollback phase. During the initial execution, the preferred relay of
a process logs all its receptions and probes. It keeps a copy of the message pay-
load, and remembers the deliveries and probes order in a fully ordered list. Each
event is named uniquely by its type (probe or reception) and a few other inte-
gers. We use a specificity of the MPICH implementation to reduce the number
of information to store. After an unsuccessful probe, the driver will never issue
a blocking receive, and after a successful probe, the driver will always issue a
blocking receive. Thus, we do not maintain a full event for probes, but count the
number of unsuccessful probes between deliveries. Thus, an event is defined by
its source, destination, sequence number of delivery (implicit in the linked list)
and number of unsuccessful probes before this reception. During this execution,
the driver also maintains a vector of counters to know how many message it sent
to each peer, how many messages it received, and how many probes it has done
since the last reception. These counters are saved with every checkpoint image.

When a process crashes, the runtime environment detects this failure and
launches the crashed process again on a spare resource. We use a slightly modified
version of the fault-tolerant mpirun developed for clusters in this case. The
process rolls-back using its checkpoint image stored on a checkpoint server, and
connects to its preferred relay. It sends its counters to the relay, which compare
them to its known state for this rank. It moves the pointers of next message
to send to the crashed process back in its history to the next missing message,
then answers back with a vector of counters, which holds the number of outgoing
messages per rank that the driver must emulate and not execute (that is, the
driver makes a fake blocking send for these messages). This ensures that the
process will not interfere with the system during its rollback. Then, the relay
waits for probes and blocking receives from the driver. Each time it receives
a probe request it sends a negative acknowledge until reaching the number of
probes logged in the next message to deliver (although the next message to
send is most probably already available). Experiment demonstrated that this is
mandatory since the MPI library may expect another message if the probes are
not unsuccessful. Then, when the number of probe failures is zero, the relay may
accept a reception request or a probe request. In case of probe, it answers yes
and expect a reception request. In case of reception, it sends the logged message
again, and the process continues its execution up to the state just before the
crash. Then, the relay continues the execution according the algorithm in the
absence of failures.



4 Implementations

The relay is a key point of the architecture. Its implementation must be well
designed and suited to two tasks: 1) multiplex many communication channels
with the most efficiency, 2) log messages.

For addressing the first issue, one can find four general approaches in the
literature:

1. This first approach is to implement a single-threaded single-process appli-
cation multiplexing all the communication streams with select-like system
calls;

2. at the other extreme, java-like approach is to create a thread per connection
and let the operating system scheduler handle the multiplexing of all the
communications;

3. the first approach can be derived with an initial pool of threads which handle
a subset of the communications, ensuring that at each time one thread at
least observes the idle communication links;

4. the last approach is to design a pipeline of specialized tasks (reception, log-
ging, emission) and to implement a multi-threaded application where pools
of threads handle each a specialized action.

We implemented the four approaches and evaluated them in the performance
evaluation section. We describe here with more details the implementation of
each of the approaches.

In every implementation, logging is done by keeping a copy of every mes-
sages in the virtual memory of the process and ordering them into linked lists.
We experimented logging using ad-hoc storing backups and files, but the per-
formance gain is not significant. Indeed, the caching policy of the linux kernel
prevents from having a strong control on the amount of free memory, and even
when using files and flushing them to log the messages, the overhead of page
replacement has to be paid when the physical memory is exhausted. However,
the page replacement algorithm of the linux kernel is efficient enough to use the
virtual memory system to store the logs.

4.1 Single process multiplexing streams

In this method, a single process with a single thread uses a multiplexing sys-
tem call to observe events on all the file descriptors. All sockets are made non
blocking at creation time, and every input/output operation is done only when
some data will be transmitted. The MPICH driver implements only blocking
communications. This introduces a lot of very small messages (50 bytes), the
control messages. In order to ensure that these messages are processed as soon
as possible, every TCP socket has its Nagle disabled using the unix socket option
TCP_NODELAY. A performance hit of 1000 times slower was measured if this is
not done.

A producer/consumer algorithm is implemented between source and destina-
tion. A socket is observed for output only if the producer algorithm has received



enough data for the destination and if the destination sent a request for re-
ception. The poll system call is used to implement the multiplexing. Since the
relay reacts only on communications, no other action is done and the application
sleeps until an input/output operation at least is feasible.

This implementation is straightforward and was stable first. This is contra-
dictory with the general belief that multi-threaded applications (one thread per
connection) are the most easily implemented by developers.

4.2 One system thread per connection

The second implementation of the relay takes an opposite point of view. Here,
the application uses a multi-thread design, with one system thread per stream.
Posix threads were used for this implementation.

Sockets are left blocking, and most of the time a thread sleeps in the read
system call, awaiting for requests from its connected driver. We used the fact that
the driver uses only blocking communication routines. A process may receive a
message only after it requested it with a blocking receive which produces an
emission of request from the driver to the relay. Thus, even if a driver A sends a
message to the relay with destination a driver B, the relay may pass the message
to the driver B only when it requested it.

Thus, the producer/consumer algorithm between emitters and receivers does
not have to interrupt the blocking communications. As long as a driver sends a
message, this message is stored. If the destination requested for the reception,
conditionals are used to wake up the thread of the destination and begins the
emission. When a thread finished sending all the data of a message, it begins its
request reception loop.

4.3 Pool of threads multiplexing streams

The first implementation does not use multiple CPUs when they are available.
Moreover, meanwhile the processing of an input/output more messages can come
on other sockets. To ensure that the application receives every request or data
and sends them as soon as possible, one can use a pool of threads.

Each thread implements the same algorithm as the monothreaded solution.
However, only one thread at a time is left entering the poll system call using
semaphores. When a thread leaves the poll system call, it computes which sockets
are active for the corresponding observed events. It removes these sockets from
the observed set and let another thread enter the poll system call. This ensures
that the minimum time is spent with no process observing network events.

The producer/consumer algorithm which implements the pipeline of the com-
munication has to be a modified version of the monothreaded application. Com-
puting the observed set for writing is a more complex tasks and depends on the
operations pursued by many threads.

At the time we write this article, the implementation of this method is done,
but we did not have time to evaluate experimentally its performance.



4.4 Specialized threads multiplexing streams

The last implementation we compare with the others is fully oriented pro-
ducer/consumer. We distinguish three roles in a relay: A) receiving requests
and data, B) logging of messages and computing the answers and C) sending
answers. This fourth method introduces three pool of threads, one for each role.

The pool B which consists in logging messages and computing the answers is
reduced to zero, because of the early experiments on logging and because almost
no computation has to be done between reception and emission. Its role is taken
over by the reception thread which log messages at reception in the virtual
memory system and computes the answer, which is a negative acknowledge for
probes, and an order of emission for the pool C of threads for receptions.

Each pool is of a given size, which is an argument of the relay application.
The set of sockets is distributed among the different threads of each pool, and
a multiplexing system call (poll) is used as the waiting point of each thread.
Writing threads also wait for conditionals implementing the producer/consumer
algorithm.

Since a thread may have to send messages when another of its sockets also
needs to send a message, we used a signal mechanism between the threads of
pool A and the threads of pool C to interrupt the polling or emission of one
writing thread when a new message is to be sent in a new socket.

Like in the monothreaded implementation, all sockets are made non blocking
at creation and the poll are the only blocking points of the execution of each
thread.

5 Performance evaluation

In this section, we present the performance evaluation and comparison of the
four implementations of relays. The experiments come in two sets: a set of ex-
perimental measurement of the raw performances of the implementations in a
single cluster, and a set of experimental measurement of the global performances
of the different implementations in a grid.

5.1 Raw performances in a cluster

For these experiments, we used the cluster Grid Explorer. Grid Explorer is a high
performance cluster dedicated to experiments in computer science and Grids
founded by the French ministry through the “Masse de donnees” action of the
CNRS. It consists in 216 bi-opteron 2.0GHz with 2GB of RAM and IDE hard
drive. Each node is connected to the others through 2 Gigabit Ethernet cards
(only one of them was used in all the following experiments). Experiments were
run on the Linux operating system version 2.6.8-11 and the applications were
compiled using gcc version 4.0.2 (libc 2.3.5). Classical optimization options -O3
was used.

The first results we presents were done using the NetPIPE [19] tool version
4. NetPIPE is a well known tool for bandwidth and latency measurement over



many kind of networks and communication paradigm, including native TCP and
MPI. This version features the possibility to run simultaneously communication
between many pairs, which is mandatory for our experiments.
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Fig. 4. Bandwidth and latency comparison for all implementations, and two clients on
the same relay

Figure 4, 5 and 6 presents bandwidth and latency measurements for respec-
tively 2, 16 and 64 nodes using only one relay. Contrary to P4, when using a
single relay every communication pass through a single card. For 2 nodes, P4 and
our implementations have the same theoretical maximal bandwidth, but when
dealing with 16 or 64 nodes, P4 has a maximal bandwidth of around respectively
8 and 32 times the maximal theoretical bandwidth of a single card. THe latency
for P4 for different number of nodes does not change since NetPIPE exchange
messages only between fixed pair of nodes (between rank 0 and rank N, 1 and
N-1 and so on). When a relay has to deal with only 2 nodes, every implementa-
tion has quite the same performance: due to blocking communications the relay
has to treat only one communication at a time.

Figure 7 and 8 presents the bandwidth for three sizes of messages and
the latency for 1 byte messages of the different relay implementations when re-
spectively enabling and disabling the logging and for different number of nodes
(from 2 to 64). The bandwidth presented here is the bandwidth as measured by
NetPIPE, which is the overall bandwidth of the application. So, for 64 nodes,
which represents 32 pairs (32 nodes send messages of increasing size and 32 re-
ceive them), the theoretical maximal bandwidth should be at most 32 Gb/s.
However, since all communications pass through a single relay, the theoretical
maximal bandwidth is limited to 1 Gb/s (limitation of the Gigabit Ethernet card
of the relay). For small and medium message sizes, the monothreaded implemen-
tation has around the same performance as multithreaded implementations: the
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Fig. 5. Bandwidth and latency comparison for all implementations, and sixteen clients
on the same relay
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enabled
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kernel has internal buffer of sufficient size to begin reception of messages before
the relay application post the request. But for bigger messages, the application
have to post the request to the kernel to allocate memory space before the recep-
tion can effectively begin. Multithreaded implementations have always a thread
listening to socket and ready to receive any message.
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Fig. 9. Scalability of relays for NetPipe with 128 clients and 1 to 4 relays in a cluster

Figure 9 presents the scalability of relays inside a cluster. We ran NetPIPE-4
with 128 nodes (64 pairs), connected using one, two or four relays with the 1
thread per connection implementation. The figure demonstrate that multiple re-
lays may be used to implement load balancing, up to network saturation. Indeed,
bandwidth doubles each time the number of relays double, up to the network sat-
uration. As expected, we can obtain performances over the NIC saturation only
when there are more than one relay. NetPIPE computes the overall bandwidth
as the multiplication of the smallest bandwidth pair by the number of pairs,
thus since nodes communicate by pairs only, the observed bandwidth saturation
should be 64 times the NIC saturation. However, since all communication pass
through a single, or two or four relays, saturation is reached much sooner.

The latency observed is more variable. It remains acceptable and close to
the expected latency (twice the TCP latency since messages has to pass 2 times
through NICs), but we cannot explain why it increases for 2 relays, then decreases
for four. It should remain constant.



5.2 Overall performances of the relays

The second set of experiments aims at validating the approach for real-life ex-
periments in a Grid. We used for this Grid5000, an experimental Computational
Grid founded by the French ministry of research and dedicated to computer
science and Grid experiments.

Grid5000 includes 8 clusters in France, whose size will go from 100 node to
1000. In its current state, we used 4 cluster located in Orsay, Rennes, Bordeaux
and Sophia-Antipolis. All these clusters are composed of bi-opteron 2.0GHz with
2Gb RAM and IDE hard drives. Grid5000 provides the ability to configure every
computer of each experiment, and we configured our experimental setup with
homogeneous operating systems (Linux 2.6.8.11), and standard library.

Figures 10 and 11 presents the bandwidth and latency for communication
between two pairs of nodes according their location. These measurement were
done with the NetPIPE-4 tool with two nodes and the TCP communication
medium.

bandwidth (Mb/s) Bordeaux Orsay Rennes Sophia
Sophia 68.054155 42.425423 40.150269 940.459517
Rennes 110.025962 95.376749 940.354765
Orsay 108.072588 930.419220

Bordeaux 940.180969

Fig. 10. Bandwidth measurement of the medium of the Grid

latency (ms) Bordeaux Orsay Rennes Sophia
Sophia 5.14608 8.61752 9.06626 0.03695
Rennes 4.00316 4.70542 0.04223
Orsay 4.10875 0.06037

Bordeaux 0.04204

Fig. 11. Latency measurement of the medium of the Grid

One can see in these figures that the available bandwidth between two clusters
is much smaller (10 to 20 times smaller) than the available bandwidth between
two nodes of the same cluster. Moreover, the latency of figure 11 is two order
of magnitude slower between two clusters than between two nodes. Thus, we
consider that this setup represents a typical computational grid as expected in
this study.

Although Grid5000 uses a security and authentication model that isolate
completely the nodes of each cluster from Internet, thus authorize direct IP com-
munication between two pairs of nodes anywhere in the grid, we used ssh tunnels



to establish communications between each cluster, as described in the architec-
ture section. Indeed, this security model is not usual and there are more chances
that a non-experimental grid consisting in the merge of clusters from different
administrations will not provide this ability. Thus, the application would have
to rely on tunnels established on-demand to authorize communications between
two clusters.

So, for the validating experiment, we used the NAS parallel benchmark suite
[20]. Note that since we do not address the issue of workflows or dataflows but the
issue of running an MPI application over a computational grid, we did not use
Grid NAS benchmark, but older parallel NAS benchmarks which were designed
for homogeneous clusters.
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Fig. 12. Overall performances on the NAS BT.B benchmark, on a Grid deployment,
with 4 clusters and 16 to 36 nodes, with and without logging

Figure 12 presents the completion time of the NAS BT benchmark, class
B for two sizes (16 and 36 nodes), with and without logging for the three im-
plementations. For each experiment, we used the four clusters, and distributed
equitably the nodes on each cluster. Each cluster also holds a supplementary
node, which runs the relay application for this cluster and the endpoints of three
ssh tunnels to permit communication between nodes of this cluster and relays
of the other clusters.

This figure demonstrate that the differences of bandwidth and latency ob-
served between the three implementations are too small to be significant in this
kind of grid. The monothreaded implementation seems to provide slightly better
performance without logging compared to one thread per connection and the spe-



cialized thread implementations. However, this difference is not very significant
and may be due to favorable network conditions at the time of the experiment.

Figure 12 also shows the impact of logging when dealing with a real-life
application. Without logging, relays pass messages from one socket to another
establishing a pipeline and the performance loss is mainly due to the major
difference of bandwidth between intra-cluster and inter-cluster communications.
With logging however, relays also have to store a copy of the messages. As long
as the physical RAM can hold it, this does not impact the performances. But
when the physical RAM is fully used (BT.B.16 uses up to 4Gb of virtual address
space in each relay due to message logging), the system begins to swap pages at
every message reception, and induces a significant slowdown of the distributed
application. We tried to modify this behavior by implementing a ad-hoc logging
mechanism which store in files the message payload. However, the caching policy
of the Linux kernel introduces the same page faults and performance degrada-
tion. The current implementation tries to trigger disk synchronization when low
network input/output is observed, but this has to be improved and the logging
still introduces an important overhead in the application.

Last, this figure shows that with or without logging, the NAS BT bench-
mark loses its scalability when distributed over 4 clusters. The benchmark in-
troduces big communications a small number of times, but these communication
are mostly all-to-all. Considering the high heterogeneity of the bandwidth be-
tween clusters and inside clusters, this is easily explainable. Although running
any kind of MPI application is desirable over a grid, the application must be fit-
ted with the grid network heterogeneity to obtain the maximum performances.
Activity traces of the experiment demonstrated that CPUs where used at 75%
in BT.B.16, and at 32% in BT.B.36. This demonstrates that the communication
cost is too high to provide scalability.

6 Conclusion

In this work, we present four methods for implementing message relay for MPI
applications running on a computational grid. We propose a fault-tolerant im-
plementation of the relay which provides remote pessimistic message logging.
We evaluate three of the implementation methods on a single cluster for band-
width and latency measurement, then on a French computational grid for real-
life benchmark. Every evaluation was done with and without logging in order to
estimate the overhead of the message logging.

Micro benchmark demonstrated that the implementation can have a signifi-
cant impact on the performance of the relay. Surprisingly, for long messages, only
the most thread-consuming implementation obtained the medium saturation.
This is surprising since this approach is generally believed as quite inefficient.
However, the study demonstrated that the generic approach of the monothreaded
method may provide the same performances for long messages and also provide
the best performances for short messages. This method is implemented and is
being evaluated as we write this article.



The real-life benchmark demonstrated the feasibility of the relaying technique
and its limitations. For maximum performance, the application should be aware
of the different networks capacities and node placement, groups and other issues
should be addressed automatically by the grid MPI library. Coupled with a
checkpointing mechanism and a checkpoint scheduler to alleviate the memory
consumption of the relays when logging is enabled, remote pessimistic message
logging can be of low cost as it is proposed in this work.

The current implementation is a proof of concept for relays used as fault-
tolerance components in the computation grid. For performance, direct commu-
nications must be re-enabled between the peers of a same cluster. This intro-
duces two issues: 1) the matching of messages must be distributed between the
preferred relay and the driver, which will have to multiplex its communication
channels; 2) the event logging can no more happen at the relay-level only. This
work, and in particular the section discussing the performances of relays with
many channels to multiplex on a same cluster, gives clues on how the first point
must be addressed. The second point relates to composition of fault-tolerance
protocols. A first step will be to compose a message logging protocol at the
cluster level with the pessimistic logging protocol used at the relays level.

Another issue not addressed in this work is the integration of this fault tol-
erance technique in the classical grid framework. The current implementation
uses a script-based, ad-hoc, crude, resource booking mechanism and failure de-
tection. Managing the nodes, deploying the relays, checkpoint servers, detecting
the failures and booking new resources to cope with them should be automatic
and fitted for any kind of grid. We hope to develop collaborations on this subject
with the other CoreGrid members.

Last, to provide fault-tolerance, we still have to assume that the relays will
not be subject to failure. This introduces multiple points of failures, one per
cluster at least. This also means that the current implementation can not cope
with mass failures like the loss of a complete cluster including its relay. This is a
legitimate concern since it is likely that a whole cluster may fail simultaneously
because of an Internet disconnection or a power failure of the cluster site. To
address this issue, one has to introduce replication or distribution of logging.
Doing this without introducing a high performance overload is a hard task.
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Abstract. In a network consisting of several thousands computers, the
occurrence of faults is unavoidable. Being able to test the behavior of a
distributed program in an environment where we can control the faults
(such as the crash of a process) is an important feature that matters in
the deployment of reliable programs.
In this paper, we extend FAIL-FCI (for Fault Injection Language, and
FAIL Cluster Implementation, respectively), a software tool that permits
to elaborate complex fault scenarios in a simple way, while relieving the
user from writing low level code. In particular, we show that not only we
are able to fault-load existing distributed applications (as used in most
current papers that address fault-tolerance issues), we are also able to
inject qualitative faults, i.e. inject specific faults at very specific moments
in the program code of the application under test. Finally, and although
this was not the primary purpose of the tool, we are also able to inject
specific patterns of workload, in order to stress test the application under
test. Interestingly enough, the whole process is driven by a simple unified
description language, that is totally independent from the language of
the application, so that no code changes or recompilation are needed on
the application side.

1 Introduction

One of the topics of paramount importance in the development of Grid mid-
dleware is the impact of faults since their probability of occurrence in a Grid
infrastructure and in large-scale distributed system is actually very high. So it
is expected that Grid middleware is itself reliable and provides a comprehen-
sive support for fault-tolerance mechanisms, such as failure-detection, check-
pointing-recovery, replication, software rejuvenation, component-based reconfig-
uration, among others. One of the techniques to evaluate the e!ectiveness of
those fault-tolerance mechanisms and the reliability level of the Grid middle-
ware is to make use of some fault-injection tool and robustness tester to conduct
some experimental assessment of the dependability metrics of the target system.
In this paper, we present a software that can be used both for software fault-
injection and for stress testing of distributed applications, which are the basis
for dependability benchmarking in Grid Computing.

In a network including several thousands machines, the appearance of faults
is unavoidable. Some applications (for example peer to peer applications) involve



a considerable number of users, e.g. to exchange files or to execute long calcula-
tions (SeTi@Home, Decrypthon, Xtremweb, Boinc, etc.). For those applications,
the appearance and disappearance of participating machines are unpredictable,
very frequent and occur eventually while the application is run. It is particularly
di"cult to study the functioning of large-scale distributed programs: it would be
necessary to have a considerable number of computers and engineering power to
execute the software in an actual situation, to measure the performances or to
detect the defects. With the di"culty to set up such experiments and the fact
that fault occurrences in such systems is not neither controllable nor predictable
(it is also di"cult to compare various solutions), two other approaches are possi-
ble: simulation and emulation. Simulation allows complete control of the runtime
environment, but fails in imitating the actual behavior of all components in the
system. Emulation consists in using a small network to reproduce the behavior
of a large-scale network. However, it is not enough to emulate the machines used
by the participants: it is also necessary to reproduce their behavior.

Testing the validity of fault-tolerant software and measuring the impact on
performance of occurring faults requires being able to control those faults. In-
deed, a fundamental result [5] shows that in an asynchronous distributed system
(where the relative speeds of the processors are not known and unbounded), it
is impossible to solve the consensus problem (all processors terminate agreeing
on some initial value) when there is as little as one faulty process, even when
the considered fault is as simple as a crash fault. The reason for this is that
the decided value can depend on just one process and that in an asynchronous
system, it is impossible to distinguish between a crashed process and a very slow
one. When an application is run on a cluster, it is likely that machines will run
roughly at the same speed (for example a one to ten ratio on the relative speeds
of the processors makes it easy to solve the consensus problem), so the consid-
ered system is actually synchronous. Afterwards, when the application is then
run at a larger scale (e.g. in an Internet-like setting) where the strong synchrony
hypothesis does not hold any more, crucial issues related to fault-tolerance and
asynchronous settings have been overlooked.

2 Related works

When considering solutions for software fault injection in distributed systems,
there are several important parameters to consider. The main criterion is the us-
ability of the fault injection platform. If it is more di"cult to write fault scenarios
than to actually write the tested applications, those fault scenarios are likely to
be dropped from the set of performed tests. The issues in testing component-
based distributed systems have already been described and methodology for
testing components and systems has already been proposed [6,?]. However, test-
ing for fault tolerance remains a challenging issue. Indeed, in available systems,
the fault-recovery code is rarely executed in the test-bed as faults rarely get
triggered. As the ability of a system to perform well in the presence of faults
depends on the correctness of the fault-recovery code, it is mandatory to ac-



tually test this code. Testing based on fault-injection can be used to test for
fault-tolerance by injecting faults into a system under test and observing its be-
havior. The most obvious point is that simple tests (e.g. every few minutes or
so, a randomly chosen machine crashes) should be simple to write and deploy.
On the other hand, it should be possible to inject faults for very specific cases
(e.g. in a particular global state of the application), even if it requires a bet-
ter understanding of the tested application. Also, decoupling the fault injection
platform from the tested application is a desirable property, as di!erent groups
can concentrate on di!erent aspects of fault-tolerance. Decoupling requires that
no source code modification of the tested application should be necessary to
inject faults. Also, having experts in fault-tolerance test particular scenarios for
application they have no knowledge of favors describing fault scenarios using a
high-level language, that abstract practical issues such that communications and
scheduling. Finally, to properly evaluate a distributed application in the context
of faults, the impact of the fault injection platform should be kept low, even if
the number of machines is high. Of course, the impact is doomed to increase with
the complexity of the fault scenario, e.g. when every action of every processor
is likely to trigger a fault action, injecting those faults will induce an overhead
that is certainly not negligible.

Several fault injectors for distributed systems already exist. Some of them
are dedicated to distributed real-time systems such as DOCTOR [8]. ORCHES-
TRA [3] is a fault injection tool that allows the user to test the reliability and
the liveliness of distributed protocols. ORCHESTRA is a ”Message-level fault
injector” because a fault injection layer is inserted between two layers in the
protocol stack. This kind of fault injector allows injecting faults without requir-
ing the modification of the protocol source code. However, the expressiveness
of the faults scenario is limited because there is no communication between the
various state machines executed on every node. Then, as the faults injection is
based on exchanged messages, the knowledge of the type and the size of these
messages is required. Nevertheless, those approaches do not fit the cluster and
Grid category of applications.

The NFTAPE project [13] arose from the double observation that no tool is
su"cient to inject all fault models and that it is di"cult to port a particular tool
to di!erent systems. Although NFTAPE is modular and very portable, the choice
of a completely centralized decision process makes it very intrusive (its execution
strongly perturbs the system being tested). Finally, writing a scenario quickly
becomes complex because of the centralized nature of the decisions during the
tests when they imply numerous nodes.

LOKI [2] is a fault injector dedicated to distributed systems. It is based
on a partial view of the global state of the distributed system. An analysis a
posteriori is executed at the end of the test to infer a global schedule from
the various partial views and then verify if faults were correctly injected (i.e.
according to the planned scenario). However, LOKI requires the modification of
the source code of the tested application. Furthermore, faults scenario are only
based on the global state of the system and it is di"cult (if not impossible) to



specify more complex faults scenario (for example injecting ”cascading” faults).
Also, LOKI there is no support for randomized fault injection.

In [10] is presented Mendosus, a fault-injection tool for system-area networks
that is based on the emulation of clusters of computers and di!erent network
configurations.

Finally in [12] is presented a fault-injection tool that was specially developed
to assess the dependability of Grid (OGSA) middleware. However, the tool de-
scribed in that paper is very limited since it only allows the injection of faults in
the XML messages in the OGSA middleware, which seems to be a bit far from
the real faults experienced in real systems.

Recently, the FAIL-FCI architecture [9] was proposed. This solution ad-
dresses most of the drawbacks of previous approaches, and is overviewed in
the next section.

3 Overview of FAIL-FCI

In this section, we describe the FAIL-FCI framework that is presented in [9].
For further explanations, please refer to the original paper. First, FAIL (for
Fault Injection Language) is a language that permits to easily described fault
scenarios. Second, FCI (for FAIL Cluster Implementation) is a distributed fault
injection platform whose input language for describing fault scenarios is FAIL.
The FAIL language allows defining fault scenarios. A scenario describes, using a
high-level abstract language, state machines which model fault occurrences. The
FAIL language also describes the association between these state machines and
a computer (or a group of computers) in the network.

The FCI platform is composed of several building blocks:

The FCI compiler: The fault scenarios written in FAIL are pre-compiled by the
FCI compiler which generates C++ source files and default configuration
files.

The FCI library: The files generated by the FCI compiler are bundled with the
FCI library into several archives, and then distributed across the network to
the target machines according to the user-defined configuration files. Both
the FCI compiler generated files and the FCI library files are provided as
source code archives, to enable support for heterogeneous clusters.

The FCI daemon: The source files that have been distributed to the target ma-
chines are then extracted and compiled to generate specific executable files
for every computer in the system. Those executables are referred to as the
FCI daemons. When the experiment begins, the distributed application to
be tested is executed through the FCI daemon installed on every computer,
to allow its instrumentation and its handling according to the fault scenario.

The FAIL-FCI approach is based on the use of a software debugger. Like the
Mantis parallel debugger [11], FCI communicates to and from gdb (the Free Soft-
ware Foundation’s portable sequential debugging environment) through Unix
pipes. But contrary to Mantis approach, communications with the debugger are



kept to a minimum to guarantee low overhead of the fault injection platform (in
our approach, the debugger is only used to trigger and inject software faults).
The tested application can be interrupted when it calls a particular function or
upon executing a particular line of its source code. Its execution can be resumed
depending on the considered fault scenario. With FCI, every physical machine is
associated to a fault injection daemon. The fault scenario is described in a high-
level language and compiled to obtain a C++ code which will be distributed on
the machines participating to the experiment. This C++ code is compiled on
every machine to generate the fault injection daemon. Once this preliminary task
has been performed, the experience is then ready to be launched. The daemon
associated to a particular computer consists in:

1. a state machine implementing the fault scenario,
2. a module for communicating with the other daemons (e.g. to inject faults

based on a global state of the system),
3. a module for time-management (e.g. to allow time-based fault injection),
4. a module to instrument the tested application (by driving the debugger),

and
5. a module for managing events (to trigger faults).

FCI is thus a Debugger-based Fault Injector because the injection of faults
and the instrumentation of the tested application is made using a debugger. This
makes it possible not to have to modify the source code of the tested application,
while enabling the possibility of injecting arbitrary faults (modification of the
program counter or the local variables to simulate a bu!er overflow attack, etc.).
From the user point of view, it is su"cient to specify a fault scenario written in
FAIL to define an experiment (See subsequent section). The source code of the
fault injection daemons is automatically generated. These daemons communi-
cate between them explicitly according to the user-defined scenario. This allows
the injection of faults based either on a global state of the system or on more
complex mechanisms involving several machines (e.g. a cascading fault injec-
tion). In addition, the fully distributed architecture of the FCI daemons makes
it scalable, which is necessary in the context of emulating large-scale distributed
systems. FCI daemons have two operating modes: a random mode and a deter-
ministic mode. These two modes allow fault injection based on a probabilistic
fault scenario (for the first case) or based on a deterministic and reproducible
fault scenario (for the second case).

4 Demonstrating Fault Injection and Stress Testing with
FAIL-FCI

In [9], the vast majority of experiments were made on a custom made distributed
program, for which both source code and expertise were available. Moreover,
tests only dealt with the overhead of the FAIL platform, and simply showed
that this overhead was, for practical purposes, negligible.



In this section, we use FAIL-FCI to inject fault and stress test a readily
available distributed application: XtremWeb [4]. The remaining of the section
is organized as follows: Section 4.1 reviews the XtremWeb platform that we use
for our tests. Section 4.2 describes the particular settings that we use for our
experiments. Sections 4.3, 4.4, and 4.5 describe respectively how to use FAIL-FCI
for quantitative fault injection, qualitative fault injection, and stress testing.

4.1 Overview of XtremWeb

XtremWeb is a general purpose platform that can be used for high performance
distributed calculus. A list of tasks (or jobs) is described by the user and then
distributed over the di!erent available nodes of the system. The basic operating
mode of XtremWeb is based on a participants community, e.g. it allows a High
School, a University or a Company to setup and run a Global Computing or Peer
to Peer distributed system for either a dedicated application or a whole range
of applications. The original XtremWeb application is written in Java, but we
used here the C++ version of the software, that is expected to achieve the most
e"cient results. The XtremWeb tool is divided into three modules:

the dispatcher centralizes, organizes and distributes the tasks,
the client proposes a set of tasks to the manager,
a set of workers regularly requests a work from the manager.

Like other distributed system platforms, the XtremWeb platform uses (i) remote
resources (PCs, workstations, servers) connected to the Internet, or (ii) a pool
of resources (PCs, workstations, servers) inside a LAN.

4.2 Technical Settings

Hardware Settings The experiments were performed on 30 machines running
Linux 2.6.7 (except for the XtremWeb dispatcher and the XtremWeb client which
were run on a di!erent machine). Thirteen machines were equipped each with a
2083 MHz processor and 885 Mb RAM. Six machines were equipped each with
two 1533 MHz processors and 885 Mb RAM. Eleven machines were equipped
each with a 1533 MHz processor and 885 Mb RAM. The dispatcher and the
client were run on a machine equipped with a 2995 MHz processor and 527 MB
RAM. This last machine was running Linux 2.6.8. All machines were connected
using a 100 Mbps Ethernet network.

XtremWeb Settings For all performed experiments, the XtremWeb dispatcher
and client were placed on a single machine (lri7-209). The workload of the client
does not really influence the dispatcher: indeed, the client and dispatcher almost
run in a sequential way; the client first gives a list of jobs to the dispatcher at
the beginning of the run, and the dispatcher notices the client when the jobs
have been completed and results are available. The workers are each placed on
a dedicated machine in the cluster (30 such machines).



Before a particular test starts, the dispatcher is started, as well as all workers.
Then, the client is started (the staring time of the client is referred to as the test
begin time). When the client exits (after receipt of an acknowledgement from
the dispatcher), this time is referred to as the test end time.

The particular application that is run with XtremWeb is POV-Ray, which
creates three-dimensional, photo-realistic images using a rendering technique
called ray-tracing. For our purpose, a task consists in calculating a particular
picture using POV-Ray. This operation is requested 40 times. When the dis-
patcher receives a task request from a worker, it sends all necessary information
to perform the calculus of one picture.

4.3 Quantitative Fault Injection

We first design a probabilistic fault scenario, to quickly get a quantitative view
of the fault tolerance capabilities of XtremWeb. We assume that both the dis-
patcher and the client are not subject to faults (i.e. some tasks can be submitted,
and some results can be returned). XtremWeb workers are run on the remaining
30 machines that are subject to faults. The running time is the time between the
client is started and the results are collected. The fault model is as follows: ev-
ery x seconds, each of the XtremWeb workers may crash (and cease functioning)
with probability y. Yet, we wish to ensure that there exists a particular worker
that can not crash, in order to guarantee that the running time is always finite.
The above scenario can be expressed in a surprisingly terse way using the FAIL
language (with x = 5 and y = 10% here):

spyfunc main;

Daemon ADV1 {
node 1:

before(main) -> continue, !ok(G1[1]), !go(G1), goto 2;
node 2:
}

Daemon ADV2 {
node 1:

before(main) -> stop, goto 2;
node 2:

?ok -> continue, goto 4;
?go -> continue, goto 3;

node 3:
always int x = FAIL_RANDOM(1,100);
always time_g timer = 5;
timer && x <= 10 -> halt, goto 4;
timer && x > 10 -> continue, goto 3;

node 4:
}

Computer P1 {



program = "dummy";
daemon = ADV1;
}

Group G1 {
size = 30;
program = "WorkerStatic -i lri7-209";
daemon = ADV2;
}

We now informally describe the aforementioned source code. First, two au-
tomata are defined: ADV1 and ADV2, then automata ADV1 is associated to one
computer P1 (that will execute dummy code), while ADV2 is associated to 30 ma-
chines (that form the G1 group), each executing the executable file WorkerStatic
with the same parameters.

ADV2 runs as follows: the daemon first wait that the program has loaded,
but before the main function is executed, the program is halted. The execution
continues when the ADV1 automata sends either the ’ok’ or the ’go’ message.
Now, the ADV1 simply send the ’ok’ message to a particular automata in the
G1 group, and then a ’go’ messages to all automata in the G1 group. So, one
automata in the G1 group first receive a ’ok’ message, moves to a new state
(node 4), from which it simply runs the program, ignoring subsequent messages
and events. So the corresponding worker process runs smoothly afterwards. In
contrast, the other processes in the G1 group receive the ’go’ message. As a result,
the state is changed (node 3) so that they now receive timer events (every five
seconds). When the time expires, with 10% probability, the process under test
crashes, while with 90% probability, the process continues its computation for
another 5 seconds. Further details about the FAIL language can be found in [1].

We carried out this test using two values for x (5 and 10 seconds) and y
varying from 10% to 90% with increments of 10%. The obtained results regarding
the execution time of the total set of jobs are summarized in Figure 1. As can
be seen in Figure 1, for some settings, the calculus did not terminate, due to
a malfunction of the XtremWeb dispatcher (recall that this process was not
purposely given crash order by the FAIL-FCI framework). So, we also collected
information about the dispatcher failure during the tests, and these results are
presented in Figure 2.

Before running the tests, one would expect that the two curves would in-
crease, with an extra increasing gap between them. When there are no crashes,
the time used to complete the execution of the tasks is approximately 25 seconds.
Starting with a probability of failure of 40%, the results are as expected, but
for lower probabilities, the rate of fault appearance does not significantly change
the execution time. Also, when failures occur only every ten seconds, there is
some kind of equilibrium (between 40% probability and 60% probability) where
the execution time does not vary much. This equilibrium reflects the fact that
if more failures occurred so far, it means that fewer failures are likely to appear
(because there are fewer healthy machines yet) in the future.
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When some tests did not finished, we detected in these cases that the dis-
patcher was still running but was not available anymore (i.e. workers could not
communicate with the dispatcher to notify they completed their task). Figure 2
shows that starting from a 70% probability for a worker to crash every five sec-
onds, the dispatcher ends up failing in 50% of the runs. Also, from a probability
of 80% for a worker to crash every five second, the dispatcher always fail. This
failure of the dispatcher probably reveals a bug that would extremely rarely oc-
cur in a real cluster, these fault rates being pretty extreme: every 5 seconds, 80%
of the nodes crash!

4.4 Qualitative Fault Injection

The quantitative evaluation that was presented in Section 4.3 could also be han-
dled, although if a more tedious and cumbersome way, through proper scripting
of the distributed application. In this section, we go one step further and provide
qualitative evaluation of the faults that could potentially hit the system. In more
details, we are interested here in which part of the XtremWeb clients the fault
occur. In particular, we consider the following four possible logical states for a
particular XtremWeb worker:

1. job received : the XtremWeb worker has received a job to perform from the
XtremWeb dispatcher,

2. after calculus: the XtremWeb worker has finished to perform its task,
3. job finished : the XtremWeb worker has notified the XtremWeb dispatcher

that it completed its job,
4. job completed : the XtremWeb worker has sent the XtremWeb dispatcher the

results of the completed task.

Our goal in this series of tests is to fix the number of workers (30) and the crash
probability (40%), but a worker may only fail at precise points in its program
code: the points that correspond to entering the four states mentioned above.
The corresponding FAIL program (i.e. fault scenario) is as follows (considering
that faults would only occur when the worker is in the state job completed):

spyfunc main;
spyfunc Protocol::DataSaved;
spyfunc Protocol::release;

Daemon ADV1 {
node 1:

before(main) -> continue, !ok(G1[1]), !go(G1), goto 2;
node 2:
}

Daemon ADV2 {
node 1:

before(main) -> stop, goto 2;
node 2:



?ok -> continue, goto 5;
?go -> continue, goto 3;

node 3:
always int x = FAIL_RANDOM(1,100);
before(Protocol::DataSaved) && x <= 40 -> continue, goto 4;
before(Protocol::DataSaved) && x > 40 -> continue, goto 3;

node 4:
before(Protocol::release) -> stop, goto 5;

node 5:
}

Computer P1 {
program = "dummy";
daemon = ADV1;
}

Group G1 {
size = 30;
program = "WorkerStatic -i lri7-209";
daemon = ADV2;
}

As in Section 4.3, there are two automata ADV1 and ADV2 that are dispatched
in the same way as before. The same trick to get at least one working worker
is also used (using the ’ok’ and ’go’ messages). the key di!erence is the use of
breakpoints to get back control over the processes when a particular function
is reached. In this scenario, the methods DataSaved and release of the class
Protocol are watched. The state job completed is reach after the call to the
method DataSaved has completed and just before the call of the method release.
Note that the release method is called often and in various contexts in the
XtremWeb worker code, but only corresponds to the job completed state after
the DataSaved method has been executed.

The obtained results are summarized in Figure 3. In this Figure, the category
without fault refers to the test without injecting faults (for comparison purpose).
For every of the four aforementioned possible states of the workers, two kinds of
faults are considered:

1. suspending the process (using stop in the FAIL language) to simulate an
overloaded machine,

2. crashing the process (using halt in the FAIL language).

We did not collect information about possible dispatcher failures, since no
crashes were observed (this was expected, because the probability of crashes was
40%).

It was expected that injecting stop faults would induce worse performance
than injecting halt faults (because in the first case, the other end of the TCP
connexion, i.e. the dispatcher, is not notified by the network layer that something
bad happened, while in the second case, it usually is). This was confirmed by the
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results we obtained. We also expected that the later the injection (but yet before
the results are sent to the dispatcher), the more time it would take to complete
the calculus. However, and surprisingly, if the workers crash before even starting
a calculus, the performance is worse than if it crashes after the computation.
This behavior is probably due to an misconception in the XtremWeb dispatcher,
that does not expect failures just after the job was sent (at that time, it is
probably not watching the TCP connexion with the client, while it is when the
job is near to completion). We also remark that if a worker crashes after a job is
completed the worker notified the controller that the results are available), then
the performance is almost the same as if no faults were injected.

4.5 Stress Testing

Sections 4.3 and 4.4 showed how FAIL-FCI can be used to obtain failure re-
silience capabilities of distributed applications using a unified approach for both
quantitative and qualitative analysis. We now show that the same tool can be set
up to handle stress testing as well. For this purpose, we use a slightly di!erent
scenario. The set of tasks is the same as before, and the XtremWeb client and
dispatcher are still on the same machine. The test begin time is the time when
both the XtremWeb client and dispatcher are up and running, waiting for work-
ers to perform the tasks. Then, a particular XtremWeb worker is launched into
action with probability y every x seconds. When the client exits (after having



received the acknowledgement from the dispatcher), the current time is taken as
the test end time.

The corresponding scenario written using the FAIL language is as follows
(considering that x = 1 and y = 10%):

spyfunc main;

Daemon ADV1 {
node 1:

before(main) -> continue, !go(G1), goto 2;
node 2:
}

Daemon ADV2 {
node 1:

before(main) -> stop, goto 2;
node 2:

?go -> stop, goto 3;
node 3:

always int x = FAIL_RANDOM(1,100);
always time_g timer = 1;
timer && x <= 10 -> continue, goto 4;
timer && x > 10 -> stop, goto 3;

node 4:
}

Computer P1 {
program = "dummy";
daemon = ADV1;
}

Group G1 {
size = 30;
program = "WorkerStatic -i lri7-209";
daemon = ADV2;
}

We performed tests varying x from 1 to 9 seconds (with increments of 2
seconds), and varying y from 10% to 100%. The obtained results regarding the
global execution time are summarized in Figure 4. We did not collect information
about dispatcher failure, since none appeared.

It was expected that the shape of the curves would have a “U” form for at
least the test with x = 1 (getting workers to the job every second): if few workers
arrive at the same time, the performance is low, if several workers arrive at the
same time, this is manageable by the dispatcher and the performance is good, if
many workers arrive at the same time, the dispatcher would be more overloaded
and the overall performance would be worse that with fewer workers. In fact, all
curves are decreasing, which means that the more workers you get, the faster is
the completion of the calculus. It also means that the C++ version of XtremWeb
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can handle 30 new workers arriving at the same time with no problems (this is
the case where y = 100%).

5 Concluding Remarks

We proposed a unified approach for fault injection and stress testing distributed
applications. Fault injection can be made using a quantitative approach (as in
most related studies) as well as the more original qualitative approach, where
precise faults are inserted at precise logical states of the application under test.
Although the set of possible fault injection is extremely large, the language that
describes the faults scenario is high level and independent from the language used
in the application. This enables decoupling between the application programmers
and the test specifiers, so that expertise is used in the proper domain.

As a proof of concept, we also showed that the same specification language
and fault injection tool could also be used as a stress test platform. While the
preliminary tests we performed caused no problem, they actually raised a num-
ber of interesting open questions. The main one relates to the use of FAIL-FCI
at a larger scale (for purpose of stress testing). We are currently investigating
using our fault injector in larger systems, typically by using emulation schemes,
within the Grid eXplorer [7] project platform. Further studies are needed to see
the e!ect of correlated faults injection (such as those occurring when a virus is
spread throughout the network). Finally, extra development is needed to inte-
grate FCI with self-distributing applications (such as those based on MPI), since



our current implementation assumes that distributed applications are launched
through a ssh-like mechanism.
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Abstract. For effective components, non-functional aspects must be added to
the application functional code. Likewise enterprise middleware and component
platforms, in the context of Grids, services must be deployed at execution in the
component containers in order to implement those aspects.
This paper proposes an architecture for defining, configuring, and deploying such
Technical Services in a Grid platform.

1 Introduction

The last decade has seen a clear identification of the so called Non-Functional as-
pects for building flexible and adaptable software. In the framework of middleware,
e.g. business frameworks such as the EJB [1], architects have been making a strong
point at separating the application operations, the functional aspects, with services that
are rather orthogonal to it: transaction, persistence, security, distribution, etc.

The frameworks, such as EJB containers (JBoss, JOnAs, etc.), can further be config-
ured for enabling and configuring such non-functional aspects. Hence, the application
logic is subject to various setting and configuration, depending of the context. Over-
all, it opens the way to effective component codes usable in various contexts, with the
crucial feature of parameterizations: choosing at deployment time various Technical
Services to be added to the application code. In the framework of Grids, current plat-
forms are falling short to provide such flexibility. One cannot really add and configure
Fault-Tolerance, Security, Load Balancing, etc. without intensive modification of the
source code. Moreover, there are no coupling with the deployment infrastructures.

In an attempt to solve this shortfall of current Grid middlewares, this article proposes
a framework for defining such Technical Services dynamically, based on the application
needs, potentially taking into account the underlying characteristics of the infrastruc-
ture.

Section 2 introduces the ProActive middleware. An overview of the programming
model based on active objects, asynchronous communications, and futures is first given,
followed with a detailed presentation of the deployment model. The later relies on Vir-
tual Nodes and XML deployment descriptors. For the sake of reasoning in the context
of real technical services, Section 3 presents the Peer-to-Peer infrastructure available in
ProActive, and Section 4 the Fault-Tolerance mechanism. Finally, Section 5 proposes
a flexible architecture for specifying Technical Services dynamically at deployment.
Taking Peer-to-Peer and Fault-Tolerance as basic example, it is showed how to appro-
priately combine and configures the two together.



2 ProActive a Grid Middleware

ProActive is a 100% Java library for concurrent, distributed and mobile computing orig-
inally implemented on top of RMI [2] as the transport layer, now HTTP, RMI/SSH, and
Ibis are also usable as transport layer. Besides RMI services, ProActive features trans-
parent remote active objects, asynchronous two-way communications with transparent
futures, high-level synchronisation mechanisms, and migration of active objects with
pending calls. As ProActive is built on top of standard Java APIs, it does not require
any modification to the standard Java execution environment, nor does it make use of a
special compiler, preprocessor or modified Java Virtual Machine (JVM).

2.1 Base Model
A distributed or concurrent application built using ProActive is composed of a num-
ber of medium-grained entities called active objects. Each active object has one dis-
tinguished element, the root, which is the only entry point to the active object. Each
active object has its own thread of control and is granted the ability to decide in which
order to serve the incoming method calls that are automatically stored in a queue of
pending requests. Method calls (see Figure 1) sent to active objects are asynchronous
with transparent future objects and synchronization is handled by a mechanism known
as wait-by-necessity [3]. There is a short rendezvous at the beginning of each asyn-
chronous remote call, which blocks the caller until the call has reached the context of
the callee (on Figure 1, step 1 blocks until step 2 has completed). The ProActive library
provides a way to migrate any active object from any JVM to any other one through the
migrateTo(...) primitive which can either be called from the object itself or from
another active object through a public method call.

3! A future object
is created and returned

1! Object A performs
a call to method foo

2! The request for foo
is appended to the queue

5! The body updates the future
with the result of the execution of foo

6! Object A can use the result
throught the future object

4! The thread of the body
executes method foo on object B

Object B

Proxy Body

Object A

Future

Result

Local node Remote node

Object BObject A

Fig. 1. Execution of a remote method call



2.2 Mapping active objects to JVMs: Nodes

Another extra feature provided by ProActive (compared to RMI for instance) is the
capability to remotely create remotely accessible objects. For that reason, there is a
need to identify JVMs. Nodes provide those extra capabilities : a Node is an object
defined in ProActive whose aim is to gather several active objects in a logical entity. It
provides an abstraction for the physical location of a set of active objects. At any time,
a JVM hosts one or several Nodes.The traditional way to name and handle Nodes in a
simple manner is to associate them with a symbolic name, that is a URL giving their
location, for instance: rmi://lo.inria.fr/Node1.

As an active object is actually created on a Node we have instruction like a = (A)
ProActive.newActive("A", params, "rmi://lo.inria.fr/Node1").

Note that an active object can also be bound dynamically to a Node as the result of
a migration.

2.3 Descriptor-based Deployment of Object-Oriented Grid Applications

The deployment of grid applications is commonly done manually through the use of
remote shells for launching the various virtual machines or daemons on remote com-
puters and clusters. The commoditization of resources through grids and the increasing
complexity of applications are making the task of deploying central and harder to per-
form.

ProActive succeed in completely avoid scripting for configuration, getting comput-
ing resources, etc. ProActive provides, as a key approach to the deployment problem,
an abstraction from the source code such as to gain in flexibility [4].

Principles A first principle is to fully eliminate from the source code the following
elements:

– machine names,
– creation protocols,
– registry and lookup protocols,

the goal being to deploy any application anywhere without changing the source code.
For instance, we must be able to use various protocols, rsh, ssh, Globus, LSF,
etc., for the creation of the JVMs needed by the application. In the same manner, the
discovery of existing resources or the registration of the ones created by the applica-
tion can be done with various protocols such as RMIregistry, Jini, Globus,
LDAP, UDDI, etc. Therefore, we see that the creation, registration and discovery of
resources has to be done externally to the application.

A second key principle is the capability to abstractly describe an application, or
part of it, in term of its conceptual activities. The description should indicate the var-
ious parallel or distributed entities in the program or in the component. As we are in
a (object-oriented) message passing model, to some extend, this description indicates
the maximum number of address spaces. For instance, an application that is designed
to use three interactive visualization Nodes, a Node to capture input from a physic



experiment, and a simulation engine designed to run on a cluster of machines should
somewhere clearly advertise this information.

To summarize, in order to abstract away the underlying execution plateform, and
to allow a source-independent deployment, a framework has to provide the following
elements:

– an abstract description of the distributed entities of a parallel program or compo-
nent,

– an external mapping of those entities to real machines, using actual creation, reg-
istry, and lookup protocols.

XML deployment descritpors To eliminate as much as possible the use of script-
ing languages, that can sometimes become even more complex than application code,
ProActive deployement relies on XML descriptors. Indeed, the complexity is reduce
thanks to XML editor tools, interactive ad-hoc environments to produce, compose, and
activate descriptors. More specifically, the system relies on a specific notion, Virtual
Nodes (VNs):

– a VN is identified as a name (a simple string),
– a VN is used in a program source,
– a VN is defined and configured in a descriptor file (XML),
– a VN, after activation, is mapped to one or to a set of actual ProActive Nodes.

Of course, distributed entities (active objects), are created on Nodes, not on Virtual
Nodes. There is a strong need for both Nodes and Virtual Nodes. Virtual Nodes are
a much richer abstraction, as they provide mechanisms such as set or cyclic mapping.
Another key aspect is the capability to describe and trigger the mapping of a single VN
that generates the allocation of several JVMs. This is critical if we want to get at once
machines from a cluster of PCs managed through Globus or LSF, or even more critical
in a Grid application, the co-allocation of machines from several clusters across several
continents.

Moreover, a Virtual Node is a concept of a distributed program or component, while
a Node is actually a deployment concept: it is an object that lives in a JVM, hosting
active objects. There is of course a correspondence between Virtual Nodes and Nodes:
the function created by the deployment, the mapping. This mapping can be specified in
an XML descriptor. By definition, the following operations can be configured in such a
descriptor:

– the mapping of VNs to Nodes and to JVMs,
– the way to create or to acquire JVMs,
– the way to register or to lookup VNs.

Descriptor Example The first part of the descriptor defines the Virtual Nodes that are
used in the program. Some properties can also be specified: the property multiple
state that a Virtual Node can be mapped on several Nodes, while unique force the
mapping on a unique Node.



<virtualNodesDefinition>
<virtualNode name="vn1" property="multiple"/>
<virtualNode name="vn2" property="unique"/>

</virtualNodesDefinition>

The deployment part allows to associate real resources and virtual Nodes. Here,
the Virtual Node vn1 is mapped onto three JVMs (<vmName>), and the virutal Node
vn2 is mapped on only one JVM. A Node is the result of this mapping.

<mapping>
<map virtualNode="vn1">
<jvmSet>
<vmName value="Jvm1"/>
<vmName value="Jvm2"/>
<vmName value="Jvm3"/>

</jvmSet>
</map>
<map virtualNode="vn2">
<jvmSet>
<vmName value="Jvm1"/>

</jvmSet>
</map>

</mapping>

In the next part, Nodes are associated to real processes. Those processes are started
when the deployment descriptor is activated. In this example, the JVM jvm1 will be
created using the process called localJVM, and the jvm2 will be created using the
process called ssh cluster.

<jvms>
<jvm name="Jvm1">
<creation>
<processReference refid="localJVM"/>

</creation>
</jvm>
<jvm name="Jvm2">
<creation>
<processReference refid="ssh_cluster"/>

</creation>
</jvm>

</jvms>

The processes are defined in the last part of the descriptor. The process localJVM
creates a JVM on the local host. The local creation is defined in the class
process.JVMNodeProcess.

<processDefinition id="localJVM">
<jvmProcess class="process.JVMNodeProcess"/>

</processDefinition>



The process ssh cluster creates a JVM on the remote host
Node1.cluster.inria.fr using a ssh connexion; once connected on the remote
host, a JVM is locally created using the process localJVM. The remote creation using
ssh is defined in the class process.ssh.SSHProcess.

<processDefinition id="ssh_cluster">
<sshProcess class="process.ssh.SSHProcess"
hostname="Node1.cluster.inria.fr">
<processReference refid="localJVM"/>

</sshProcess>
</processDefinition>

3 Peer-to-Peer Infrastructure with ProActive

3.1 Description

Our Peer-to-Peer (P2P) infrastructure provides large scale grids for computations that
would take months for achieving; these grids are a mix of clusters and desktop work-
stations. The P2P infrastructure can be describe by three points. The first one is that
the infrastructure does not need a central point because it is completely self-organized.
The second point is that is flexible. The last one is that the infrastructure is composed
of dynamic JVMs, which run on cluster nodes and on desktop workstations.

Before going on to consider the P2P infrastructure, it is important to define what
P2P is. There are many P2P definitions, many of them are similar to other distributed
infrastructures, such as grid, client / server, etc. For us the P2P definition is the one
defined by [5] as “Pure Peer-to-Peer Network”, this definition focus on sharing, decen-
tralization, instability, and fault tolerance.

Managing different sort of resources (clusters and desktop workstations) as a single
network of resources with a high instability of them requires a fully decentralized and
dynamic approach. Therefore, mimicking data P2P networks is a good solution for
sharing computational resources, where JVMs are the shared resources. Because the
P2P infrastructure is part of ProActive, the infrastructure does not share directly JVMs
but shares ProActive Nodes.

The main characteristic of the infrastructure is the peers high volatility. This is why
the infrastructure aims at maintaining a created JVMs network alive while available peer
exists, this is called self-organizing. When it is not possible to have exterior entities,
such as centralized servers, which maintain peer databases, all peers should be able of
staying in the infrastructure by their own means. A widely used strategy for achieving
self-organization consists on maintaining, for each peer, a list of its acquaintances.

This idea was selected to keep the infrastructure up. All peers have to maintain a list
of acquaintances. At the beginning, when a fresh peer joins the network, it only knows
peers from a list of potential network members. Because not all peers are always avail-
able, knowing a fixed number of acquaintances is a problem for peers to stay connected
in the infrastructure.



Therefore, the infrastructure uses a specific parameter called Number of Acquain-
tances (NOA): the minimum number of known acquaintances for each peer. Peers up-
date their acquaintance list every Time to Update (TTU), checking their own acquain-
tances lists to remove unavailable peers, and if the longer of the list is less than NOA,
discover new peers. To discover new acquaintances, peers send exploring messages
through the infrastructure. Availability is verified by sending a heartbeat to the ac-
quaintances, which is sent every TTU. These two parameters, NOA and TTU, are both
configurable by the administrator, which has deployed the P2P infrastructure.

As previously said, the main goal of this P2P infrastructure is to provide a structure
for sharing Nodes. The resource query mechanism used is similar to the Gnutella [6]
communication system, which is based on the Breadth-First Search algorithm (BFS).
The system is message-based with application-level routing. Messages are forwarded
to each acquaintance, and if the message has already been received, it is dropped. The
number of hops that a message can take is limited with a Time-To-Live (TTL) parameter.
The TTL is also configurable, as NOA and TTU.

The Gnutella BFS algorithm received many justified critics [7] on scalability and
bandwidth usage. ProActive asynchronous method calls with future objects, provides
an enhancement to the basic BFS. Before forwarding a message, a peer, which has a
free Node, waits for an acknowledgment for its Node from the Nodes requester. After
an expired timeout or a non-acknowledgment, the peer does not forward the message.
However, the message is forwarded until the end of TTL or until the number of asked
Nodes reaches zero. The message contains the initial number of requested Nodes, de-
creasing its value each time a peer shares its Node. For peers, which are occupied, the
message is forwarded as normal BFS.

A permanent desktop grid managed by our P2P infrastructure has been deployed on
the 250 desktop workstations of the INRIA Sophia. With this desktop grid, we are the
first, at our knowledge, to solve the NQueens problem with 25 queens. The experimen-
tation took six months for solving this problem instance.

Finally, there is also a work on idleness detection and prediction for improving
resource usage in a P2P systems [8] has based its study on our P2P infrastructure.

3.2 Providing Nodes to the Application

The P2P infrastructure is implemented with ProActive. Thus the shared resource is not
JVMs but ProActive Nodes.

The P2P infrastructure is implemented as a ProActive application because we choose
to be over communication protocols, such as RMI, HTTP, Ibis, etc. Therefore, the P2P
infrastructure can use RMI or HTTP as communication layer. Hence, the P2P infrastruc-
ture is implemented with classic ProActive active objects and especially with ProActive
typed group [9] for broadcasting communications between peers due to your inspired
BFS.

Using active objects for the implementation is a good mapping with the idea of a
peer, which is an independent entities that works as a server with a FIFO request queue.
The peer is also a client which sends requests to other peers. The main active object
is P2PService, which serves all register requests or resource queries, such as Nodes or
acquaintances. The figure 2 shows a peer implementation.
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Fig. 2. A peer implementation: the peer is a JVM within two ProActive Nodes. The first Node
contains all peer functional active objects and the second one is waiting for computation, i.e. it
is the shared resource. The active objects roles are: P2P Service handles all requests with others
peers; First Contact bootstraps the peer in the P2P network; P2P Node Manager manages the
sharing; P2P Acquaintance Manager keeps the acquaintance list up-to-date, sends heartbeat, and
tries to discover new peers when needed; P2P Node Lookup is only activated when an application
asks for acquiring Nodes to the peer.

The sharing Node mechanism is an independent activity from the P2P service. This
activity is handled by the P2P Node Manager active object (PNM). At the initialization
of the PNM and of the P2P Service, the PNM instantiates the shared resource. By
default, it is one Nodes by CPUs in the same JVM. An another way is to share Nodes
from an XML deployment descriptor file by specifing the descriptor to the PNM, which
actives the deployment and gets Nodes ready to share. When the P2P service receives a
Node request, the request is forwarded to the PNM which checks for a free Node. In the
case of at least one free Node, the PNM must book the Node and send back a reference
to the the Node to the original request sender. However, the booking remains valid for
a timeout or for an acknowledgment or none-acknowledgment from the requester.

The asking Node mechanism is allowed by the P2P Node Lookup (PNL), this object
is activated by the P2P Service when it receives an asking Node request from an appli-
cation. The PNL works as a Node broker for thew application. The PNL aims to find the
number of Nodes requested by the application. It uses the BFS to frequently flood the
network until it gets all Nodes or until the timeout is reached. However, the application
can ask to the maximum number of Nodes, in that case the PNL asks to Nodes until the
end of the application.

Finally, the asking Nodes mechanism is fully integrated to the ProActive XML de-
ployment descriptor. This mechanism allows to share Nodes, which are already created
in the P2P infrastructure. The next extract part of an XML Deployment Descriptor
shows a Virtual Nodes, which acquires Nodes by a P2P infrastructure:



...
<virtualNodesDefinition>
<virtualNode name="p2pSlaves" property="multiple"/>

</virtualNodesDefinition>
<mapping>
<map virtualNode="p2pSlaves">
<jvmSet>
<vnName value="slaves"/>

</jvmSet>
</mapping>
...
<jvm name="slaves">
<acquisition>
<aquisitionReference refid="p2pLookup"/>

</acquisition>
</jvm>
...
<infrastructure>
<acquisition>
<acquisitionDefinition id="p2pLookup">
<P2PService NodesAsked="MAX">
<peerSet>
<peer>rmi://registry1:3000</peer>
<peer>rmi://registry2:3000</peer>
</peerSet>
</P2PService>
</acquisitionDefinition>

</acquisition>
</infrastructure>
...

We have introduced a new tag for the XML descriptor, which is acquisition.
This tag allows to acquire Nodes for a Virtual Node from a P2P infrastructure. The
parameter NodesAsked of the tag P2PService is the number of Nodes asked to the
P2P infrastructure, this number can take a special value MAX for asking the maximum of
available Nodes in the P2P infrastructure. The tag peerSet contains the list of peers,
which are already in the P2P infrastructure.

4 Fault-Tolerance in ProActive

As the use of desktop grids goes mainstream, the need for adapted Fault-Tolerance
mechanisms increases. Indeed, the probability of failure is dramatically high for such
systems: a large number of resources imply a high probability of failure of one of those
resources. Moreover, public Internet resources are by nature unreliable.

Rollback-recovery [10] is one solution to achieve Fault-Tolerance: the state of the
application is regularly saved and stored on a stable storage. If a failure occurs, a pre-
viously recorded state is used to recover the application. Two main approaches can be
distinguished : the checkpoint-based [11] approach, relying on recording the state of



the processes, and the log-based [12] approach, relying on logging and replaying inter-
process messages.

Basically, we can compare those two approaches regarding two metrics: the failure-
free overhead, i.e. the additional execution time induced by the Fault-Tolerance mech-
anism without failure, and the recovery time, i.e. the additional execution time induced
by a failure during the execution. Roughly, a checkpoint-based technique provides a low
failure-free overhead but a long recovery time while a log-based mechanism induces a
higher failure-free overhead but a fast recovery.

Choosing one of those two approaches highly depends on the characteristics of the
application and of the underlying hardware. We thus aim to provide a Fault-Tolerance
mechanism that allows to choose the best approach at deployment time.

4.1 Fault-Tolerance in ProActive

Fault-Tolerance in ProActive is achieved by rollback-recovery. Two different mecha-
nisms are available: a Communication-Induced Checkpointing protocol (CIC) or a Pes-
simistic Message Logging protocol (PML).

Those two mechanisms rely on the availability of a stable server for:

– checkpoint and logs storage: checkpoints are sent to the server by the active objects;
– failure detection: a failure detector running on the server periodically send heartbeat

messages to all the active objects;
– resource service: the server is able to find new Nodes for revoering failed active

objects;
– and localization service: an active object can ask to the server for the new location

of a failed and recovered active object.

Communication Induced Checkpointing (CIC) [13] In a CIC fault-tolerant applica-
tion, each active object have to checkpoint at least every TTC (Time To Checkpoint)
seconds. Those checkpoints are synchronized using the application messages so as to
create a consistent global state of the application [14]. If a failure occurs, the entire ap-
plication must restart from such a global state, that is to say every active objects, even
the non faulty, must restart from it latest checkpoint.

The failure-free overhead induced by the CIC protocol is usually low [13], as the
synchronization between active objects rely only on the messages sent by the applica-
tion. Of course, this overhead depends on the TTC value, set by the programmer. The
TTC value depends mainly on the assessed frequency of failures. A little TTC value
leads to very frequent global state creation and thus to a little rollback in the execution
in case of failure. But a little TTC value leads also to a higher failure free overhead.

The counterpart is that the recovery time could be high since all the application must
restart after the failure of one or more active object.

Pessimistic Message Logging (PML) Each active object in a PML fault-tolerant ap-
plication have to checkpoint at least every TTC seconds. The difference with the CIC
approach is that there are no need for global synchronization as with CIC protocol since



all the messages delivered to an active object are logged on a stable storage. Each check-
point is independent: if a failure occurs, only the faulty process have to recover from its
latest checkpoint.

As for CIC protocol, the TTC value impact the global failure-free overhead, but the
overhead is more linked to the communication rate of the application. Regarding the
CIC protocol, the PML protocol induces a higher overhead on failure-free execution.
But the recovery time is lower as a single failure does not involve all the system: only
the faulty has to recover.

4.2 Fault-Tolerance Configuration

Making a ProActive application fault-tolerant is automatic and transparent to the pro-
grammer; there is no need to alter the original source code of the application. The
programmer can specify at deployment time if the application must be started with
Fault-Tolerance, and can select the best mechanism and configuration:

– the protocol to be used (CIC or PML)
– the Time To Checkpoint value (TTC)
– the URLs of the servers

This configuration depends on the application itself, the desired response time, and
the resources used to deploy the application.

The Fault-Tolerance configuration thus cannot rely on the application source code:
when the application is deployed, the active object cannot contain the desired config-
uration. As a consequence, we have decided to put the Fault-Tolerance settings in the
execution environment, i.e. in the Nodes. A Node contains a Fault-Tolerance config-
uration, and this configuration is applied to each active object created on it. When a
Node is created during the mapping of a Virtual Node onto JVMs, a Fault-Tolerance
configuration is associated to that Node.

This approach allows to specify the configuration at deployment time, without any
alteration in the application source code. Moreover, it can rely on the deployment mech-
anism already provided by ProActive.

5 P2P and Fault-Tolerance: Deployment and Technical Services

The P2P infrastructure is composed of Nodes originally started by daemons, which are
installed on all peers machines. After started Nodes, they are maintained by the infras-
tructure itself, self-organization. Those Nodes have thus a default and static configura-
tion, chosen by the administrator at the infrastructure installation time. However, this
situation does not allow the users to choose the most adapted Fault-Tolerance configu-
ration at deployment time for their applications, as with a deployment with explicit cre-
ation of Nodes. More generally, a user must deploy its application on a pre-configured
infrastructure.

We aim to provide a unique way to specify the configuration of the Nodes at de-
ployment time for both kinds of Nodes, created or acquired by the P2P infrastructure.



5.1 Proposition: Technical Services

This section shows our proposition for a simple and unique specification for Node con-
figuration: the Technical Services.

From the programmer point of view, a technical service is a class that must im-
plements the TechnicalService interface of ProActive. This class defines how to
configure a Node. From the deployer point of view, a technical service is a set of tuple
variables-values, each of them configuring a given aspect of the application environ-
ment.

For example, for configuring the Fault-Tolerance, a FaultToleranceService
class is provided; it defines how the configuration is applied from a Node to the ac-
tive objects hosted by this Node. The deployer of the application can then configure
in the deployement descriptor the Fault-Tolerance using the Technical Service XML
interface.

A Technical Service is defined as a stand-alone block in the deployment descriptor.
It is attached to a Virtual Node; the configuration defined by the technical service is ap-
plied to all the Nodes mapped to this Virtual Node. A single technical service can be ap-
plied to several Virtual Nodes. We introduce the <technicalServiceDefinitions>
</technicalServiceDefinitions> in the deployment descriptors schema. Each
service is defined inside a <services></services> as the following example:

<technicalServiceDefinitions>
<service id="service1" class="services.Service1">
<arg name="name1" value="value1"/>
<arg name="name2" value="value2"/>
...
</service>
<service id="service2" class="services.Service2">
...
</technicalServiceDefinitions>

The id attribute identifies a service in the descriptor. It is used to map a service on
a Virtual Node. The class attribute defines the implementation of the service, a class
must implement the Service interface:

public interface TechnicalService {
public void init(HashMap argValues);
public void apply(Node node);

}

The configuration parameters of the service are specified by arg tag in the de-
ployment descriptor. Those parameters are passed to the init method as a hashmap
associating the name of a parameter as a key and its value. The apply method takes as
parameter the Node on which the service must be applied. This method is called after
the creation or acquisition of a Node, and before the Node is returned to the application.

A Virtual Node can be configured by only one Technical Service. Indeed, we believe
that two different Technical Services, potentialy developed by two different program-
mers, cannot be expected to be compliant. However, combining two Technical Services



can be done at source code level, by providing a class extending TechnicalService
that defines the correct merging of two concurrent Technical Services. A Technical Ser-
vice is attached to a Virtual Node as following:

<virtualNodesDefinition>
<virtualNode name="virtualNode1"
property="multiple" serviceRefid="service1"/>

</virtualNodesDefinition>

5.2 Deployment with Fault-Tolerance over P2P

Figure 3 shows a complete example of a deployment descriptor based on the P2P infras-
tructure. We consider a master-slaves application, and we suppose that this application
can support several synchronized masters, for example in a hierarchical way.

This descriptor defines two Virtual Nodes: one for hosting the masters and one for
hosting the slaves. Each Virtual Node is configured by a technical service defining the
most adapted Fault-Tolerance configuration:

– PML protocol with a short TTC value for the masters because this part of the ap-
plication have to be highly reactive if a failure occurs: a failure of a master might
block this entire application.

– CIC protocol with a long TTC value for the salves because the failure of a slave
does not block the entire system. Moreover, the overhead induced on the salve
must be low, as the computational part of the application is realized by the slaves.

6 Conclusion and Future Works

This paper has proposed a way to attach Technical Services to Virtual Nodes, mapping
non-functional aspects to the containers, dynamically at deployment and execution.
More investigations are needed to investigate the fit of the architecture with respect
to the complexity of Grid platforms, and to the large number of technical services to be
composed and deploy.

For the moment we have integrated a Load Balancing mechanism within the P2P
infrastructure [15]. Unfortunately, the Load Balancing configuration is defined at the
peer boot step. We are thus now working on an implementation as a Technical Service.
And in the short term, we are planning to explore the combination of two Technical
Services: Fault-Tolerance and Load Balancing.



<ProActiveDescriptor>
<componentDefinition>
<virtualNodesDefinition>
<virtualNode name="master" property="multiple"
serviceRefid="ft-master"/>
<virtualNode name="slaves" property="multiple"
serviceRefid="ft-slaves"/>

</virtualNodesDefinition>
</componentDefinition>
...
<infrastructure>
<processes>
<processDefinition id="localJVM">
<jvmProcess class="JVMNodeProcess"/>
</processDefinition>

</processes>
<aquisition>
<aquisitionDefinition id="p2pservice">
<P2PService nodesAsked="100000">
<peerSet>
<peer>rmi://registry1:3000</peer>
</peerSet>
</P2PService>
</acquisitionDefinition>
</services>

</infrastructure>
<technicalServiceDefinitions>
<service id="ft-master" class="services.FaultTolerance">
<arg name="proto" value="pml"/>
<arg name="server" value="rmi://host/FTServer1"/>
<arg name="TTC" value="60"/>
</service>
<service id="ft-slaves" class="services.FaultTolerance">
<arg name="proto" value="cic"/>
<arg name="server" value="rmi://host/FTServer2"/>
<arg name="TTC" value="600"/>
</service>
</technicalServiceDefinitions>

</ProActiveDescriptor>

Fig. 3. An complete example: P2P and Fault-Tolerance
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Abstract

The success of Grid Computing in open environments like the Internet is
dependent on the existence of mechanisms to detect malicious failures and sab-
otage attempts. Together with those low-level mechanisms it is also required to
maintain a trust-management system that permits to distinguish the trustable
from the non-trustable participants in a global computation. Without those tech-
niques users with data-critical applications will never rely in desktop grids, and
will rather prefer to support higher costs to run their computations in a closed
and secure cluster environments.

This paper discusses the topics of sabotage-tolerance and trust management.
After presenting the state-of-the-art we describe two novel techniques: a mech-
anism for sabotage-detection and a protocol for distributed trust-management.
From our point of view, the proposed techniques are better suited to the para-
digm of volunteer-based computing commonly deployed in desktop grids.

Keywords desktop grids, sabotage-tolerance, trust-management, depend-
ability.

1 Introduction

In the past years several initiatives of desktop grid computing have shown the potential
opportunity for exploiting the idle CPU cycles that can be found in millions of Internet
computers. Sound examples include SETI@home, LHC@home, Climateprediction.net,
Distributed.net, Einstein@home, Predictor@home, Rosetta@home, PrimeGrid, among
several others that can be found in [1]. These initiatives are representative of some
key areas, like Life Sciences, Mathematics and Cryptography. To support these global
computations there has been some notable advances in desktop grid middleware, like
the case of BOINC [2] and XtremWeb [3].

One of the main concerns of these middleware tools is the support for sabotage
tolerance. Since computations are run in an open and non-trustable environment,
as is the case of the Internet, it is mandatory to protect the integrity of data and
the validity of the computation results. Without a sabotage-detection mechanism
a malicious user can potentially undermine a full computation that may have been
executing during weeks or even months.

!This research work is carried out in part under the FP6 Network of Excellence CoreGRID funded
by the European Commission (Contract IST-2002-004265).



Most users with computation-intensive applications do not trust in open environ-
ments and prefer to execute their applications using clusters that are highly protected
by the traditional security measures. This means that sabotage-tolerance is a manda-
tory issue in desktop grids in order to make them trustable and dependable. Some
contributions can be found in the literature. We review them in this paper and present
initial ideas for a new sabotage-tolerance mechanism that have good potential to be
applied in real desktop grid initiatives.

Along with sabotage-tolerance techniques, it is also crucial to devise some proto-
cols for trust management in desktop grids. Low-level techniques to detect sabotage
attempts will provide some valuable information for the distributed maintenance of
reputation lists among the federated services of a grid environment. On top of that,
higher level protocols are needed for sharing and maintaining an updated view of the
participants’ reputation.

Some trust management systems have already been proposed in the area of Grid,
like the Grid EigenTrust framework [4], the Eigen Trust system for P2P networks
[5], among some others proposals [6]. However, those trust management systems do
not properly exploit the computational paradigm of volunteer-based computing that
is usually found in global computing initiatives.

In this paper, besides reviewing the state-of-the-art, we present a new protocol
for Trust-Management better suited for desktop grids. The protocol maintains the
reputation of the participants according to their relationship in the volunteer-chain
and uses the underlying sabotage-tolerance mechanisms that detect the malicious at-
tempts to undermine a computation. The resulting framework seems to be a valuable
contribution to the existing state-of-the-art.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2 describes the state-of-the-
art of mechanisms for sabotage-tolerance. Section 3 presents a new mechanism that is
based on a technique of checkpoint comparison. Section 4 describes the state-of-the-
art in trust management in the Internet and P2P systems. Section 5 introduces our
protocol for trust-management in desktop grids and describes some of its novelties.
Finally, section 6 concludes the paper and presents some insights about our future
work.

2 Sabotage-Tolerance Techniques

The common paradigm found in desktop grids is the master/worker model: the master
is responsible for scheduling and distributing tasks, while workers contribute to the
execution of the individual tasks. Since any Internet host can run a worker client, it
is necessary to assess the validity of results computed by a given worker. This assess-
ment is influenced by the current trust-level attributed to the worker, and might have
repercussions on the next trust-level, with a positive assessment (i.e. results are valid)
increasing the trust-level, and a negative evaluation penalizing the trust-level classi-
fication of the worker. To support these requirements the middleware should include
mechanisms for sabotage-tolerance. Some schemes have already been presented in the
literature and the taxonomy of the sabotage-tolerance techniques can be classified in
four distinct groups: (a) replication and voting; (b) encryption-based; (c) sampling;
and (d) checkpoint-based techniques.

2.1 Replication

The replication technique is also known as double-check [7] or majority voting [8]. As
the name implies, this technique is based on replicating individual tasks to di!erent
and preferably non-related workers. When completed, the results of the multiple
executions are then compared, and a majority voting is applied: results that do not
agree with the majority are flagged as erroneous. If no majority can be determined



(e.g. all results disagree), all results are classified as erroneous and the computations
needs to be redone.

The technique was first deployed in wide-scale by the SETI@home project to cope
with erroneous results provoked by faulty hardware (overclocking is cited as a major
source of erroneous computations [2]) and malicious users eager to claim credits for
work not performed [9].

The main advantage of this technique lies in its simplicity, which eases its im-
plementation. Additionally, it supports generic computations. Therefore, it is as no
surprise that redundancy technique is the main (and frequently the only) sabotage-
tolerance technique of current major computing projects like SETI@home and other
volunteer projects. In fact, attesting to the popularity of the technique, it is natively
supported by the BOINC framework.

A major weakness of the technique derives from its wasting of resources, since
to complete a task, at least N tasks need to be e!ectively computed. The error
rate of the replication method is determined by the level of redundancy and by the
percentage of erroneous/malicious users existing amongst the volunteers. High level
of redundancy augments the resiliency at the cost of higher impact in the overall
turnaround performance. Additionally, smart colluding saboteurs might successfully
break the technique, if they manage to receive a majority of replicas for a given task.

In computations that yield results sensible to hardware and software platforms
specificities, some further restrictions might be needed to support replication. For
instance, the LHC@home [10] project is extremely susceptible to floating-point imple-
mentations, and the same task run over di!erent machines can yield di!erent numerical
results. To cope with this, homogeneous redundancy is used: replicas of a task are
only assigned to homogeneous systems [11].

2.2 Encryption-Based Techniques

Encryption-based techniques were proposed by Sander et al. [12]. These methods
assume the usage of an encrypt function E(f)(x) and a decrypt function P (x). When
the supervisor submits a task to a worker it includes two functions: f(x), the function
to compute the values of a domain and the encryption function E(f)(x). At the
end of the computation the participant commits the results of f(x) to the supervisor,
which then compares f(x) with P (f)(x). On equality the participant is considered
trustworthy.

The input values x are not sent in cleartext; they are encrypted before submission,
with the function f(x) operating on e(x), which corresponds to the encrypted x. As
pointed out by authors, the main disadvantage of the encryption-based techniques lies
in the di"culty of finding a proper encrypted function for every generic computation.

2.3 Sampling Techniques

Sampling techniques were developed to overcome the limitation of replication, namely
its ine"cient usage of resources. Sampling techniques are proposed under four di!er-
ent approaches: (a) näıve; (b) quizzes; (c) spot checks with black lists and (d) ringers.

a)Näıve. Näıve sample technique [7] is, as the name implies, a simple technique
that uses probes to test the trustiness of participants. Basically, the supervisor sends
test samples to the participants, and then checks results sent back by the assessed
workers. However, the technique can be easily compromised by malicious workers if
these workers are able to distinguish test samples from real application tasks. Indeed,
a malicious worker can respond correctly to test samples, only faking real application
tasks and thus having a dual behavior that goes unnoticed. The fact that test samples
are much less computationally demanding than real tasks makes the identification
of test samples relatively easy for malicious users and thus seriously endangers the



usefulness of the technique. Furthermore, if the test samples are sent separately from
the batch of real tasks, as pictured in figure 1, spotting of samples is even easier
and the technique becomes almost worthless in a hostile environment, as occurred in
SETI@home [9].

Figure 1: Näıve Sampling Architecture

Du et al. [7] extend the näıve sample technique, proposing the commitment-based
sampling (CBS) approach for strictly one-way functions f(x). Their goal is to hidden
the samples, making them indistinguishable from real application tasks. Concretely,
CBS requires that a host who compute f(x) in the domain of D saves all the inter-
mediate results of f(x) and builds a merkle tree to prove the honest computation for
every input x. A merkle tree is a hash-indexed binary tree, where data are kept on
leafs and sibling nodes built through a hash function.

The CBS method involves the following steps:

Step 1: A participant computes its assigned tasks, locally building a merkle tree
which holds the intermediate results of the computation.

Step 2: The supervisor selects and sends a set of samples to the participant, requiring
that the latter proves that she e!ectively computed the chosen samples.

Step 3: The participant proves its honesty by sending not only the computed results,
but also the merkle tree’s path up to the leaf node.

Step 4: The supervisor verifies the results to check whether the participant is cheating
or not. For that purpose, the supervisor reconstructs the merkle tree: if the
hash root node di!ers from the one reported by the participant, the participant
is flagged as cheater.

The main drawback of the CBS method, besides its restricted applicability to one-
way functions, lies in the requirement that every worker builds and holds a huge and
costly merkle tree, which only addresses the cheating of incomplete computation. Ad-
ditionaly, by requiring the reconstruction of the merkle tree, the method induces a
severe computational overhead on the supervisor-side.

b)Quizzes. Shanyu and Lo [6] further extended the näıve sample method by trying
to harden the detection of samples (labeled as quizzes by the authors) by workers.
For that purpose, quizzes are mixed along with workunits as shown in figure 2. When
a batch of tasks is finished the supervisor checks the results related to the quizzes:
the batch is only accepted if all quizzes are correct, otherwise results are discarded
and the tasks rescheduled for another execution. This method is resilient to collu-
sions and presents the advantage that outcome of samples can be verified before the
end of a workunit [13]. However, no e"cient method exists for generating quizzes in
an automatic way, therefore preventing the use of this technique in a wide-scale project.



Figure 2: Quizzes Sampling
Architecture

Figure 3: Spot Checks Archi-
tecture

c)Spot checks with blacklists. Spot-checking was proposed by Sarmenta [8, 14], and
this technique works very similarly to quizzes. Indeed, the main novelty is the tight
integration of the technique with blacklists, which helps to achieve a lower error rate
through time. Under this approach, when a participant is caught cheating, all the work
performed until then is invalidated, the participant is blacklisted and therefore will be
left out of any further computations. Figure 3 illustrates blacklists, with participants
P1,P2 and P3 blacklisted and thus excluded from the pool of workers.

The implementation of spot-checking with blacklist faces some subtle problems,
mainly the requirement of uniquely identifying a participant over time. In fact, iden-
tification through e-mail addresses, as it is commonly used by most volunteer projects
is unreliable, since a malicious participant can easily obtain new e-mail addresses.

Spot-checks have also been proposed without blacklists. However, the participants
have to stay active in the computation for some considerable time in order to avoid a
malicious participant to sabotage a workunit under entity A and then rejoin under an
entity B. To diminish this behavior from malicious participants the join of a project
can only be done after a batch of work units is validated.

d)Ringers. Ringers were introduced by Golle and Mironov [15] to protect against
coalitions of lazy cheaters provided that the computational tasks all involve the inver-
sion of a strictly one-way function, f(x), for a given value y, as in the distributed.net
[16] attacks on cryptographic functions (but not the SETI@home application or other
grid applications that do not involve inversion of one-way function) [17]. Specifically,
the supervisor assigns a domain di!erent D to every worker that computes f(x) for all
x in the domain. To assess the validity of the results, the supervisor computes several
test samples (labeled as ringers) yi = f(xi), sending all the yi to the worker, and then
expecting that the worker returns the correct xi (known by the supervisor).

Three di!erent versions based on the ringer methodology have been proposed: ba-
sic ringers, bogus ringers and magic ringers. With basic ringers, when the supervisor
assigns work to the participants, it includes a list of input values to compute along
with ringers whose values are known by the supervisor. Each participant must return
the results yielded by the computation of input values and ringers, receiving credit
only if all the ringers are committed to the supervisor. A weakness of this method,
shown in figure 4, is that the number of ringers is known by the participant. There-
fore, a malicious participant can halt computing and return faked results as soon as
all ringers of a workunit have been found.

Bogus ringers try to override the basic ringer limitation (i.e., knowledge by the
participant of the number of ringers) by introducing a randomly chosen number of
ringers whose results are not interesting. With this, the supervisor misleads the real
number of ringers to participants as demonstrated on figure 4. Bogus ringers are



Figure 4: Basic and Bogus Ringers

randomly placed along with basic ringers in a workunit to force participant to compute
all the tasks.

The magic ringer variant resorts to the creation of tasks with some of the task’s
images tainted with magic numbers. Upon receiving results from a participant, the
supervisor verifies if all the magic ringers are included in the results, only rewarding
the participant if no magic ringer is missing. Like the bogus ringer method, the magic
ringer variant enhances the basic ringer method by hiding the real number of ringers,
thus promoting complete task computation.

Szajda and Owen [18] tried to overcome ringers’ limitations by extending the tech-
nique to generic computations. Under their approach, the supervisor plants ringers on
the domain of values to be checked, with participants computing both values in do-
main and ringers since domain values and ringers are indistinguishable. However, the
practicability of the proposed approach is seriously hindered by the enormous di"culty
to generate a method to create the indistinguishable ringers.

2.4 Checkpoint verification

Monrose et al. [19] and Antonelli et al. [20] propose a checkpoint-based technique for
sabotage-tolerance. Both schemes address sequential computations that can be bro-
ken in multiple temporal segments (St1 ,...,Sti ,...,Stn), and whose computational state
can be saved when a transition between temporal segments occurs. Two techniques
have been proposed: (a) basic checkpoint verification and (b) distributed checkpoint
verification.

2.4.1 Basic checkpoint verification

The participant takes a periodic checkpoint while computing a workunit. For every
checkpoint a hash is computed and submitted to the supervisor. The supervisor ran-
domly chooses a checkpoint-time Sti , computes the partial execution of the workunit
corresponding to the chosen random time, and computes the hash code for the next
checkpoint. This hash code is compared with the corresponding hash code that was
sent by the participant. As figure 5 demonstrates, supervisor choosing checkpoint Sti

will compute work from Sti and checks the checkpoint Sti+1 .

The error rate of the basic checkpoint method depends on the number of check-
points verified by the supervisor: a high percentage of verified checkpoints yields a low
error rate at the cost of increased number of verifications performed by the supervisor.
In fact, depending on the dimension of the problem, namely the number of tasks and
the number of workers, low error rate might be unachievable since the supervisor might
not scale enough to verify all required checkpoints. Since all verifications need to be



Figure 5: Basic checkpoint verification

done by the supervisor, this technique might induce an unbearable overhead to the
supervisor.

2.4.2 Distributed checkpoint verification

Antonelli et al. [20] have extended basic checkpoint from Monrose et al. [19] proposing
the distributed checkpoint verification.

Figure 6: Distributed checkpoint verification

Under their model, the checkpoint verification is split in six steps as shown on
figure 6. First, the supervisor sends a workunit to the participant (step 1). With this
workunit the participant computes the results and a hash list of the partial checkpoints
sending both to the supervisor(2). The supervisor stores that hash-list that will be
verified by a second participant (herein called the verifier). The supervisor selects some
checkpoints to be computed by the verifier and sends the necessary data (namely how
to contact the participant being scrutinized) to the verifier (3). The verifier requests
the initial checkpoints from the original participant (4)(5). It then computes the partial
work and the next checkpoint, taking a hash code from this new checkpoint. Finally,



this hash code is sent to the supervisor that will verify the similarity between the two
checkpoints (6).

The distributed checkpoint verification method allows the verification of all check-
points without overloading the supervisor. The intermediate steps can also be checked
and this permits the detection of a malicious worker before the completion of a worku-
nit. The price for this technique is the natural redundancy required for checkpoint
comparison, the cost of communication and eventually the capability of participants
to communicate with each others, a requirement that can be di"cult to achieve when
connectivity of hosts is restricted by firewalls and network address translation (NAT)
schemes.

3 Hash Checkpoint Verification Technique

In this section, we present a new variation of a checkpoint-based technique for sabotage
tolerance. We call it Hash Checkpoint Verification (HCV).

Under the HCV approach, two workers (say P1 and P2 ) processing a same workunit
commit their respective checkpoint’s hashes for the same input values. The supervisor
then compares the submitted hash values. If a match occurs, the computation is
accepted, if not, at least one worker is behaving maliciously, the result is discarded
and further verification is needed to assess the trust level of the involved participants.

The HCV technique has the following requirements:

1. The supervisor must submit the same workunit for the two workers that will
compare the partial results using hash codes of the corresponding checkpoints.

2. The checkpoints must be based on the same input data.

3. The hash function h(x) must be deterministic and be applied to the image of
the application data that is stored in the checkpoint.

4. The supervisor must have the possibility to force a checkpoint synchronization
between workers computing the same workunit. The synchronization allows the
commitment of checkpoints for equal input values.

The scheme is represented in Figure 7, which shows two workers (P1 and P2)
computing the same workunit and sending the hash codes to the supervisor that will
perform the comparison.

Figure 7: Checkpoint’s hashes commitment.

This technique does not necessary require a full duplication and comparison of all
checkpoints. Indeed, only the workers untrusted by the supervisor need to be assessed,



and preferably using a highly trusted worker to conduct the checkpoints comparison.
This means this scheme is selective and adaptive, according to the reputation list of
the workers that are active in the computation. Moreover, the HCV technique induces
lower communication costs than the distributed checkpoint verification, since only the
lightweight hash-codes are sent from the workers to the supervisor, with no checkpoint
files being shared between the pair of workers. The overhead at the supervisor’s side
is also much lower, since it is only necessary to validate the match between the hash-
codes. Furthermore, the level of redundancy can be adapted to the environment: in
some non-trustable scenarios the supervisor can even ask for the partial computation
of checkpoints and hash-codes from three or more participants. In other cases, the
redundancy can be much lower and only some partial redundancy inside a workunit is
required to validate the trust level of an unknown participant.

4 Reputation Systems

The popular auction site eBay [21] has already proved that a reputation system is
important to promote transactions between persons that do not know each other [22].
Indeed, reputation systems have an important role because they collect, distribute
and aggregate feedback about participant’s behavior and help to decide whom to
trust, implicitly encouraging trustworthy behaviors. Next, we briefly review reputation
systems for P2P and grids.

4.1 Reputation System on P2P

P2P reputation systems are important to grid computing since some of them pro-
vide the algorithms for grid computing reputation systems like the case of the Grid
EigenTrust which is, as we shall see, derived from P2P EigenTrust.

Di!erent reputation systems have been proposed for P2P networks: (1) debit-credit
reputation computation; (2) credit-only reputation computation; (3) TrustMe; and (4)
EigenTrust.

Debit-credit reputation computation (DCRC) systems and credit-only reputation
computation (CORC), proposed by Minaxi et al. [23], give credits to users that serve
others (i.e., acting as server). DCRC also debits users who act as clients. On a P2P
file-sharing context, both DCRC and CORC apply credit for file uploads, with DCRC
also debiting file downloads. Under DCRC, collusion is not compensatory, since the
user is debited when downloading, but using multiple identities – one for uploads and
other for downloads – can be rewarding. On the contrary, CORC is resilient to multi-
ple identities but is vulnerable to collusion, since colluded users can promote multiple
downloads, from each other, only to receive unfair credits.

Aameek et al. [24] have proposed TrustMe as a secure and anonymous underly-
ing protocol for trust management in P2P. TrustMe builds reputation in a user-based
approach, in which a peer gives a reputation rating to another peer based on all
its experiences with that peer. Therefore, the trust value of a peer A comes from
the aggregation of all ratings that other peers have about peer A. To preserve peers
anonymity, TrustMe keeps the trust rating of each peer at a random peer Y, called the
Trust Holding Agent (THA) peer. THA replies to all queries involving trust values it
holds, enforcing secure communications through public keys. TrustMe works as fol-
lows: when a peer A wants to know the trust value of a peer B, it broadcasts a trust
query. THA replies with the sought trust value and then, peer A decides whether or
not to interact with B. If peer A resolves to interact with peer B, it reports, after the
iteration has occurred, its trust value regarding peer B, with the THA updating peer
B value.



D. Kamvar et al. [5] suggested EigenTrust for P2P networks in order to build the
global reputation of a peer X. EigenTrust is based on the aggregation of the local
trust that each peer holds about peer X. This algorithm operates on di!erent steps:
first, it normalizes the local trust values which must lie between 0 and 1 ; second,
it aggregates the local trust values, collecting the opinions of di!erent peers; finally,
it makes a probabilistic interpretation of the results in order to search for reputable
peers. Only the local trust of peers that are not trying to mislead the system about
the reputation of a given peer matters. The time to aggregate all the trust values is
pointed as one of the trust system drawbacks. Furthermore, the aggregations require
significant computations. In spite of this, the Eigentrust algorithm has already been
ported to grid environments, as we shall see next.

4.2 Reputation Systems on Grid Computing

Alunkal et al. [4] proposed the Grid EigenTrust algorithm based on EigenTrust for
P2P networks. The grid version works as follows: first, the algorithm establishes,
within an institution and based on various contexts, the trust value for each entity.
Then, it refers to reliability, which represents the trust of each institution. The global
trust of an entity is derived from the institutions’ trust reliability and the trust level of
the entity inside the institution. With this approach the algorithm is not restricted to
a specific context but supports the context specificity of each desktop grid computing
project. The context is very important since it is inside it that reputation is calculated.

Figure 8: Grid EigenTrust reputation system

Figure 8 illustrates how Grid EigenTrust organizes the entities (participants) inside
an institution, and these ones belonging to virtual organizations (VOs). The reputation
services are responsible to evaluate the reputation of resources, services and users inside
an institution and this evaluation can be done using the EigenTrust algorithm.

The architecture of a reputation service is comprised by the following elements:
collection manager (collects data from entities); calculation manager (computes repu-
tation values based on a context); data collection manager (stores values to maintain
a global and historical view) and reporter (reports reputation values when queried).

The Grid EigenTrust technique induces some overhead in communication and com-
putation processes but it is suited for generic contexts, since it is not coupled to a
specific application. It also adapts dynamically to new participants/identities that
join to a project inside an institution.



In their work, Shanyu and Lo [6] suggested a global reputation system where all
the participants share a trust list and an optional blacklist. The aggregation of the
trust values reported by individual participants is made using simple functions. This
technique does not incur in computational overhead as Grid EigenTrust, and adds the
possibility to incorporate blacklists. Nevertheless, the study does not clearly explain
how the simple functions can aggregate the trust values. Although some di!erences
exist between the global reputation system and Grid EigenTrust, both share the same
architecture.

4.3 Proposals for Reputation Systems

In this section, we present two proposals related to reputation systems for volunteer
desktop grid projects: the volunteer invitation system (VIS), and the global centralized
reputation system (GCRS). The former aims at building trustable network of volun-
teers resorting to invitations, while GCRS is a proposal for aggregating the reputation
related data of indivual volunteer projects under a unique central meta-reputation
system. Next, we briefly analyze the di"culties and inconveniences of unique identifi-
cation systems. We then detail the VIS system and present GCRS.

4.4 The problem of unique identification

Uniquely identifying a volunteer participant is one of the most serious challenges faced
by trust management systems for desktop grid computing. Indeed, commonly used
attributes like e-mail addresses and host’s IP addresses o!er few, if any, guarantees of
trustability and persistency. For instance, a malicious user can easily create an e-mail
account, in one of the many free e-mail providers, for the sole purpose of engaging
into a volunteer computing project in an anonymous way. When, and if, the malicious
user behavior is caught by the sabotage tolerance system and the corresponding e-mail
address is blacklisted, the malicious volunteer can quickly create a new e-mail account,
and rejoin the project under a new and unsuspected identity.

Likewise, IP addresses are not suited for unique and persistent identification of
users, since most hosts are not directly connected to the Internet, instead being kept
behind ISP or corporate firewalls and possibly with a masqueraded, private and dy-
namic IP address, that can vary periodically. Therefore, under such dynamic condi-
tions, the IP address is meaningless for identification purposes. Furthermore, mobile
computing devices like laptops allow their owners to easily connect from any place
they might be, further hardening a trustable identification through IP address, since
IP address changes accordingly to the geographical location.

In fact, unique and reliable identification of users, if at all possible, also raises major
privacy issues as the Pentium III’s unique identifier number flaw as demonstrated some
years ago [25][26]. Moreover, unique identification schemes might discourage honest
volunteers, not only for the burden identification schemes would probably require, but
also for the lost of privacy they might represent for the volunteers.

4.5 The volunteer invitation system

To circumvent the need for a unique and unforgeable identity system, we propose a
novel approach, named the volunteer invitation system (VIS). Basically, VIS relies
on human social relationships to create a trustable community of volunteers, with
volunteers inviting other users to volunteer resources, therefore vouching for their
guests’ trustability. In VIS, a user can only enroll as a volunteer in a desktop grid
project through an invitation sent by a volunteer who is already contributing to the
project.

To insure that invitations are made in a conscious manner, inviters are rewarded
or penalized accordingly to the behavior of their guests. The goal is to make the



inviters, up to a certain level, responsible for the behavior and performance of the
participants that have joined through their invitations. Under the VIS approach, a
volunteer participant, that has proved her honesty, worthiness and commitment to the
public computing project, is granted with a certain number of wild cards that she can
distribute to known users who want to join the volunteering network.

The worthiness and dedication of a participant is evaluated through the amount
of contributed work to the project (possibly measured in credits), while honesty is
assessed through sabotage tolerance measures, for instance keeping records of erro-
neous returned results. To motivate volunteers to distribute their wild cards to recruit
participants, inviters receive a bonus given by the profit function W (x), where x is
related to the computing contribution (i.e. credits) achieved by participants that have
enrolled through their invitations. Reciprocally, when an invitee is caught behaving in
a dishonest manner, the inviter is penalized by the withdrawal of L(x) amount of cred-
its, besides losing all the bonus credits she benefited from the now distrusted invitee,
and possibly being, at least temporarily, banned from sending further invitations. The
goal of the reward/penalty mechanism is to motivate volunteers to carefully choose
the users they invite to join the volunteering network: a good invitation yields credits,
while a badly chosen invitee provokes lost of credits. Additionally, to further reward
well behaved inviters, the number of wild cards entrusted to a participant can evolve
over time, accordingly to her performance and honesty behavior. A basic outline of
VIS architecture is given in Figure 9.

Over time, the chain of volunteers evolves, with participants that were once invited,
receiving wild cards to distribute and so on. An interesting open issue relates to
the link strength, if any, that should exist between first generation inviters and non-
directly invited descendents. As the name implies, a non-directly invited descendent
is a participant that has received a wild-card through a former invitee of an inviter,
and thus was not directly invited by the first generation participant. Formalizing, a
nth-generation descendent, is a user that was invited by a participant that was herself
invited by a (n " 1)th generation descendent and so forth. When n is one, we have
a first generation descendent. Figure 10 illustrates a inviter-invitee tree relationship.
Specifically, the open issue reports to what should be the link between a participant
and her descendents? That is, how much liability, if any, should an ascendant be held
responsible for the acts of a nth generation descendent? Moreover, if held liable, how
should this liability be accounted for? A possible solution would be to use a decay
generation factor, upon which the impact of a descendent on the bonus and malus
credits, would be inversely proportional to generation distance between ascendant and
descendent, possibly dropping to zero after a given number of generations. We plan
to assess these issues in future work.

To bootstrap VIS, that is, when a volunteer project is launched, first invitations
need to be sent by projects coordinators and alike to credible and willing to participate
users. Thereafter, over time, a list of inviters will emerge, as a way to reward the most
dedicated participants for their e!ort and honesty to the volunteer project.

A possible misusage of the system would be for a participant who holds several
machines to invite herself under a new identifier, trying to benefit for the bonuses
conceded to inviters for well behaved participants. For instance, a three-machine user
could, in a first instance only register a machine, and when granted wild cards, use
them to enroll her other two machines under a newly created identifier. However,
even if the sum of credits achieved by the multiple identifiers of the same user are
superior to the credit granted to a single identifier with multiple machines, these
credits are spread across multiple identifiers and might not be much fruitful in terms
of ranking, except if identifiers are allowed to group as teams. Furthermore, self-
invitation of multiple-machine volunteer could be further discouraged by rewarding
the volunteering of multiple machines in such a way that self-invitation would not
yield additional earnings.



Figure 9: Invitation System Architecture

A potential limitation of the VIS system is the overhead that it might induce on the
volunteer project supervisor. Indeed, inviters-invitee relationships need to be kept the
supervisor, and the relationship-tree might, especially in a wide-scale project, become
unmanageable. Furthermore, dependent on the number of relationship’s generations
kept and used for credit accounting, updating participant’s credits might require ex-
pensive resources from the project server-side. However, relationship records can be
limited to a certain generation-level and thus the induced overhead over the servers’
project can be controlled at the cost of losing relationship related information.

4.5.1 Interoperability with sabotage techniques

To assess the trustability of workers, VIS need to resorts to sabotage tolerance de-
tection techniques. Of particular importance is the detection of collusion that might
exists between invitation-related participants. In fact, an important aspect to avoid
collusion is that invitation-related workers should not belong to the same verification
process or group. For instance, related participants cannot be on the same voting group
(under the replication technique) or cannot check each other’s checkpoints (under the
checkpoint verification method).

4.6 Global Centralized Reputation System

In this section, we briefly present our proposal for a meta-reputation system: the global
centralized reputation system (GCRS). The main motivation behind GCRS is simply
to aggregate the individual knowledge of as many as possible reputations systems (the
more the merrier) of public computing projects and make this precious information
available under a unique centralized reputation system. In fact, nowadays, public
computing projects holds reputation information (namely, badly computed workunits
and alike) only using it locally, that is, in the context of their own project. However,
combining the reputation information of several, if not all, major public computing
projects, under a unique and central reputation system would permit a much wider
view of reputation. Simply put, the global centralized reputation system (GCRS) acts
as a reputation system that centrally stores reputation of all local reputation systems



Figure 10: Tree Participants Invitations.

(possibly based on VIS) of desktop grid computing projects.
Some open issues that should be addressed by a wide reputation system like GCRS

are:

1. Unique identification of volunteers: this is a recurring issue in the context of
volunteer reputation system. As discussed above, no identification mechanism
exists that permits unique and reliable identification. Moreover, even such a
mechanism would exist, it would probably refrain some volunteers to participate
because of privacy concerns.

2. Security : the access to reputation related information, and, more importanly,
its management need to be carefully securized, otherwise unauthorized use of
information may arise, or even worse, erroneous information might taint the
system, compromising the reputation of the own global reputation system.

3. Correction of information: since errors are always a possibility, a global system
like GCRS would need a mechanism to correct erroeneous information that may
have got into the system. For instance, a volunteer erroneously flagged as mali-
cious users, should be able, with the presentation of proper proofs, to clean her
erroneous reputation record.

5 Conclusion

This paper discussed two important topics in the area of grid computing: sabotage
tolerance and trust management systems. We presented two new techniques that to the
best of our knowledge exploit much better the paradigm of volunteer-based computing
in desktop grids, when compared with the previous work that has been published in
the literature. Our work is still on-going and the next step will be the validation and
enhancement of our techniques in a real system or using a simulation framework.
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Abstract. Institutional desktop grids, that is, grids comprised by the desktop 
machines of an institution (academic or corporate) can act as an important 
source of computing power for local user, if the high volatility of such re-
sources is properly harnessed. In this paper, we focus on scheduling techniques 
that can improve turnaround time of bag-of-tasks applications. For that pur-
pose, we combine shared-checkpoint management with several scheduling 
methods like FCFS, adaptive timeout, simple replication and short-term avail-
ability predictions. The main goal is to minimize turnaround time by reducing 
negative effects of resources volatility on the executions of bag-of-tasks appli-
cations. We present and assess several scheduling policies oriented toward fast 
turnaround times, and assess them through trace-based simulations over the re-
sources of 32 machines of two classrooms of an academic environment.  

Keywords: desktop grid, scheduling, turnaround time, bag-of-tasks, checkpoint, 
short-term predictions, task replication 

1   Introduction 

In the last years, desktop grids, defined as pool of networked desktop computers, 
have emerged as an attractive way to exploit resources of desktop systems, which 
would otherwise remain largely idle. Indeed, it is a well-studied fact that machines 
primarily devoted to regular human-dependent interactions, like e-office applications 
(work processing, spreadsheets, etc.) and e-communications such as instant messag-
ing, e-mail, and Internet browsing barely use their resources. For instance, Heap [1] 
reports nearly 95% CPU idleness amongst Unix machines, with an even higher value 
of 97% measured in Windows machines assigned to academic classrooms [2]. Fur-
thermore, in their comprehensive study of more than 200000 SETI@home [3] hosts, 



Anderson and Fedak [4] report that an average of 89.9% of CPU was volunteered to 
public computing through the BOINC platform [5], meaning that roughly 90% of 
CPU would have been wasted if it was not exploited by BOINC projects. 

The potential of desktop grid is huge: a modern but none the less regular PC offers 
a respectable computational power, undreamed of just a few years ago. For instance, 
as of November 2005, the average PC volunteering resources to SETI@home deliv-
ered 1.568 GFfops, had 806 MB of main memory, 1.78 GB of swap space, and a 60 
GB disk with unused space amounting to 35 GB [4]. The recent trend toward multiple 
CPU cores probably means that in a short-term future, average resources idleness will 
be higher, possibly including entire CPU core. 

Along with to PC continuously increasing performance, the exponential growth of 
Internet has permitted the success of major public-computing projects like 
SETI@home, Einstein@home, lhc@home and folding@home, just to name a few. A 
complete reference for public computing projects can be found at [6].  

Practically all desktop grid applications follow the master-worker paradigm, upon 
which a central master entity coordinates the whole computation. Under this model, a 
worker requests tasks from the master, processing the assigned tasks in background 
mode and under minimal local system priority, since priority to resource usage is 
always given to local users.  

A major hurdle that poises efficient usage of desktop grids lies in the high volatil-
ity of resources. Indeed, in addition to expectable resources failures (hardware and 
software) that cause machine crashes, network outages and other similar problems, 
machines can become, without prior warning, inaccessible for volunteer computing 
simply because the machine’s owner has claimed back the machine’s resources. Choi 
et al. classify desktop grid resource failures into two broad classes: volatility failures 
and interference failures [7]. The former includes network outages and machines 
crashes that render the resources inaccessible. The latter emerges from the volunteer 
nature of resources which are ultimately under the control of their respective owner.  

Checkpointing is a well-know fault-tolerance mechanism that might be used to re-
duce the limitations imposed by the high volatility of resources. It consists in periodi-
cally saving the application or the executing process’s state to stable storage. So, 
whenever a failure interrupts a volunteer computation, the application can be resumed 
from the last stable checkpoint as soon as the original resource or an equivalent one is 
available. This way, the lost caused by a failure are reduced to the computing time 
elapsed since the last usable checkpoint was saved. 

Checkpoints can be broadly classified in two types: system-level and applica-
tion-level. The former involves saving the whole state of the process that executes the 
application we wish to preserve. Although transparent to both programmer and user, 
system-level checkpointing usually generates big chunk of data to be saved, since the 
whole process’ state need to be preserved. This significantly increases the costs of the 
checkpoint operations [8]. Furthermore, a system-level checkpoint is strongly tied to 
the operating system where it was created and thus can only be used for restoring 
execution in a compatible system, which frequently means a machine with compatible 
hardware and operating system. This seriously hinders portability of system-level 
checkpoints. On the contrary, checkpoint at the application-level requires the direct 
intervention of the application programmer to point out the meaningful data of the 



application that needs to be preserved. However, since only the needed data are 
saved, application-level checkpoints are way lighter than system-level. Moreover, if 
saved in a transportable format, checkpoints can be used to restore the execution in 
another machine, possibly with a different hardware and operating system (as long as 
a version of the application exists for the restore machine), thus permitting task mi-
gration. Apart from Condor [9], which relies on system-level checkpoint (and only on 
certain Unix platforms) [8], all major volunteer middlewares like BOINC and Xtrem-
Web resort to application-level checkpoint. 

1.1 Institutional desktop grids 

Institutions like academics and enterprise often own hundredths of PCs, primarily 
devoted to low demanding computing activities like e-office and alike. Although 
these environments could potentially be good contributors of public computing pro-
jects, several reasons may preclude their participation. First, security issues might 
forbid execution of foreign and unauthorized software, in fear of the consequence that 
a worm exploiting eventual vulnerabilities of the desktop grid middleware might 
damage the computing infrastructure or that weaknesses might compromise the integ-
rity and privacy of data kept in the institution computing system. Furthermore, an 
institution might be unwilling to commit its resources like computers, electric power 
and staff to support them, to volunteer projects that might not provide a direct and 
immediate return to the institution. This is especially true for corporate environments. 
More importantly, the institution idle resources might benefit the own institution if 
properly harnessed. Indeed, while most users barely load the computing resources 
available to them, a minority of users need all the computational power they can get. 
Thus, properly fueled, unexploited resources from low demanding users could benefit 
resource hungry users.  

Institutional desktop grids frequently benefit from more homogeneous computing 
infrastructures, with, for instance, a substantial percentage of machines matching a 
unique operating system and software profile (hardware might be more variable, with 
newer machines delivering better performance than older ones). Additionally, it is 
rather frequent for an institutional desktop grid to have resources concentrated in a 
single geographical point, with a fast network infrastructure. This is especially true 
for resources that are located within distance of local area network technology, for 
instance in an academic campus or at a corporate headquarter. Also, security can be 
more effectively controlled, with incidents (malicious usage, anomalies) being poten-
tially traced back to the source in a more efficient manner. 

All the above cited characteristics facilitate the deployment and management of 
desktop grid middleware, easing exploitation of institutional desktop grid resources. 

1.2 Motivation 

In this work, we study scheduling strategies focused on delivering fast turnaround 
time for typical bag-of-tasks applications, that is, applications comprised of inde-



pendent tasks. Our main motivation is to devise scheduling policies optimized for 
delivering fast turnaround time in institutional desktop grid environments.  

For bag-of-tasks applications, turnaround time is defined as the elapsed time be-
tween the submission of the first task until the last task is completed. Fast turnaround 
times are especially relevant in iterative and/or speculative research based on comput-
ing, like for instance research dependent on computer simulation [10]. Indeed, in 
iterative/speculative-based research, next steps of the work are dependent on the 
outcome of the current execution. Thus, speeding up execution turnaround time per-
mits exploring more hypotheses or alternatively to faster reach a solution. 

To overcome volatility that hinders efficiency of resource usage in desktop grids 
and undermines turnaround time, we resort to shared checkpoints, adaptive execution 
timeouts, task replication and short-term predictions of resource availability.  

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the stud-
ied scheduling methodologies, while section 3 describes the simulated scenarios used 
to assess the proposed scheduling policies. In section 4, we discuss main results. 
Section 5 describes related work. Finally, section 6 concludes the paper.  

2   Scheduling methodologies 

Since they do not require intra-task communication and present a high computa-
tion-to-communication ratio, bag-of-tasks applications are reasonably fitted for desk-
top grid environments. However, traditional eager scheduling algorithms like First 
Come First Served (FCFS), which yield good performance in high-throughput ori-
ented systems, are normally inefficient if applied unchanged in environments where 
fast turnaround times are sought [11]. 

In order to adapt FCFS to fast turnaround-oriented environments we applied sev-
eral changes. First, we added support for shared checkpoints. Under the shared 
model, checkpoints are kept in a common repository and not exclusively at the exe-
cuting machine’s storage. This permits checkpoints to be shared amongst machines, 
allowing tasks to be resumed, moved or replicated to another machines, accordingly 
to the circumstances. This effectively provides for task mobility, and consequently for 
an improved usage of resources relatively to private checkpointing. A requirement of 
the shared checkpoint model is the existence of a storage infrastructure accessible to 
all machines and able to support the possible concurrent access of the computers 
involved in computation. In a medium-sized institutional environment, a regular PC 
acting as file server should suffice to implement a shared checkpoint service. Fur-
thermore, this service can be located jointly with the scheduler service, to promote 
synergies between the scheduling and the checkpointing systems. 

Based on shared checkpoints, and using FCFS as base, several scheduling policies 
were devised, namely FCFS-AT (AT stands for adaptive timeout), FCFS-TR (task 
replication) and FCFS-PRDCT-DMD (prediction on demand). 



2.1 FCFS-AT 

FCFS-AT improves the base FCFS with the inclusion of an adaptive timeout that 
sets a time limit for the termination of a task. This timeout defines the maximum time 
conceded to the machine for completing the execution of the assigned task. Should 
the timeout expire before the task has been completed, the scheduler considers the 
task as non-completed and can therefore reassign it to another machine, where it will 
be restarted, possibly from the last stable checkpoint (assuming shared checkpoint is 
enabled). 

The timeout is defined when a task is assigned to a requesting machine and its du-
ration takes into account the needed CPU reference time to complete the task as well 
as the machine computing performance as given by the Bytemark benchmark indexes 
[12]. These values are used to compute the minimum time needed by the candidate 
machine to complete the task, estimating an ideal execution, that is, a fully dedicated 
and flawless machine. To accommodate for reality, a tolerance is added to the base 
timeout. This tolerance, defined by way of a percentage of the timeout’s base-time, 
varies accordingly to the CPU reference time still needed to complete the task (the 
bigger the reference CPU time needs, the bigger the tolerance percentage). However, 
if the execution is scheduled for a night-period or for a weekend, the tolerance is 
fixed, respectively to 10% and 5%. This is to take advantage of the stability of the 
desktop grid resources during period of low or non-existence of human presence.  

2.2 FCFS-TR 

FCFS-TR adds task replication on top of the FCFS-AT scheduling policy. The 
main strategy is to resort to task replication at the terminal phase of the computation, 
when all uncompleted tasks are already assigned and there is at least one free ma-
chine. The underlying principle is that replicating a task, especially if the replica is 
scheduled to a faster machine than the current one, augments the probability of a 
faster completion of the task, and thus might reduce the turnaround time. Even, if the 
replica is assigned to a slower or equal performance machine, it can still be useful 
acting as backup in case if the primary machine fails or get delayed.  

In order to avoid excessive replicas of a same task, something that could perturb 
the balanced access to resources, the number of replicas of a task is maintained under 
a predefined threshold. Therefore, tasks which level of replication has already 
reached the limit can only be further replicated when one of the current replicas is 
interrupted. For the experimental results presented in this paper, the maximum num-
ber of replicas was set to 3. Furthermore, when a task is terminated all other results 
produced by replicas that might exist are simply discarded (we do not consider re-
dundancy for sabotage-tolerance purposes, assuming that all computing resources 
behaves honestly). 



2.3 FCFS-PRDCT-DMD 

The FCFS-PRDCT-DMD scheduling policy resorts to short-term prediction re-
garding machines’ availability on top of FCFS-TR. When a prediction indicates that a 
currently requested machine might fail in the next scheduling interval, the scheduler 
orders a checkpoint (henceforth referred as “checkpoint on demand”) and then pro-
motes the creation of a replica if conditions are met (that is, at least a free machine 
exists and the maximum number of replicas for the considered task has not yet been 
reached). The rationale behind this policy is to anticipate unavailability of machines, 
taking the proper measures to reduce or even eliminate the effect of the machine un-
availability on the execution of the application. 

In this work, the prediction method used was the sequential minimal optimization 
(SMO) algorithm which yielded the best prediction results in a previous study [13]. 

3   Simulated scenarios 

In this section, we present the computing environments that were simulated to assess 
the scheduling methodologies. We resorted to simulation due to the infeasibility of 
conducting repeatable experiments in real desktop grid systems. Specifically, we used 
trace-driven simulations. 

3.1 Trace 

All simulations were driven by a trace collected from two academic classrooms of 16 
machines each. The trace is comprised of samples, collected every two minutes at the 
machines, through the Distributed Data Collector (DDC) [14]. Each sample aggre-
gates several metrics, like uptime, CPU idleness and memory to name just the metrics 
that are relevant to this work.  

Besides being used for classes, machines of both classrooms are accessible to any 
student of the institution, for the purpose of performing their practical assignments, to 
access e-mail and the web. An important issue regarding the machines is that no shut-
down policy exists, that is, when leaving a machine, a user is advised but not obli-
gated to shut it down. Therefore, machines may remain powered on for several days 
[2].  

The trace was collected during a class period, over 39 consecutive days and con-
tains nearly 27000 samples. Figure 1 plots the number of accessible machines over 
time for both traces. Analyzing the left plot, it is possible to identify the night-time 
and weekend period by their flat lines, since the number of powered on machines 
remain practically constant when the classrooms are closed (from 4 am to 8 am on 
weekdays and from Saturday 9 pm to Monday 8 am on weekends).  

Figure 1 plots the number of accessible machines over time for the trace. Analyz-
ing the plot, it is possible to identify the night-time and weekend period by their flat 
lines, since the number of powered on machines remain practically constant when the 
classrooms are closed (from 4 am to 8 am on weekdays and from Saturday 9 pm to 



Monday 8 am on weekends). For the whole trace, the mean count of accessible ma-
chines, represented by a flat line in the plot, was 17.42, yielding an availability of 
54.44%. 

 

Figure 1: Count of machines over time  

3.2 Machine sets 

To assess the behavior of the scheduling policies relatively to raw machine speed and 
heterogeneity of resources, two machine sets, labeled as M01 and M04, were simu-
lated. The M01 set holds 32 identical fast machines of type D (see Table 1), while the 
M04 set, as the name implies, is a mix of four different groups of machines (each one 
of the four group holds 8 machines of a type depicted in Table 1). The M01 group 
delivers a higher computational power than M04, since only 8 machines of M04 are 
as fastest as the machines of the M01 set.  
The four types of machines simulated are summarized in Table 1. The column “CPU” 
identifies the machine’s CPU type, while the next column indicates the performance 
index of the respective machine group. This performance index corresponds to the 
arithmetic mean of the Bytemark benchmark indexes INT and FP [12], with higher 
values expressing higher performances. Finally, the fourth column corresponds to the 
reference performance ratio of machines relatively to the reference machine. The 
reference machine, shown in the last row of Table 1, is used as reference for calibrat-
ing execution of tasks. For instance, a task requiring 3600 seconds of CPU when run 
on the reference machine, would take nearly 6950 seconds on a type A machine. 
 

Type CPU Performance 
index 

Ratio to  
reference machine 

A PIII@650 MHz 12.952 0.518 
B PIII@1.1 GHz 21.533 0.861 
C P4@2.4 GHz 37.791 1.511 
D P4@3.0 GHz 42.320 1.692 

Avg. -- 28.649 1.146 
Reference P4@1.6 GHz 25.008 1.00 

Table 1: Main characteristics of types of machines 



4   Main results 

In this section, we present and discuss the simulation results of the proposed schedul-
ing policies. Due to space limitation, only the most relevant results are shown. 

4.1 Simulated tasks 

Simulations were carried out with applications comprised of 25 and 75 tasks, with 
individual tasks requiring 1800 and 7200 seconds of reference machine’s CPU time.  
The influence of checkpoint policies over the execution turnaround time were meas-
ured by varying the number of saved checkpoints during the execution of a task. For 
this purpose, simulations were carried out modeling executions with one checkpoint, 
nine checkpoints, besides non-checkpointed executions. In single-checkpointed exe-
cutions, the checkpoint is saved when the task reached half of its execution, while for 
the nine-checkpoint executions checkpointing occurs every 5% of the execution. The 
size of individual checkpoint was set to 1 MB for all simulated executions. 

Regarding access to desktop grid resources, we assumed that the presence of a lo-
cal user at a machine would not suspend the execution of an opportunistic task at that 
machine. Instead, preserving the quality of service for a local user relies on the prior-
ity mechanism of the host machine’s operating system, with foreign tasks run under 
the lowest priority level. This behavior is similar to the one permitted by the BOINC 
client. 

To assess the effects of the weekday/weekend variations of the trace over the 
workloads (weekends present much lower volatility of resources), separated simula-
tions were carried out for weekdays and weekends. Finally, to prevent results biased 
by particular specificities of the trace, all simulations were carried multiple times 
from different starting points, with reported turnaround times corresponding to the 
mean average of the multiple executions. 

4.2 Ideal execution time 

In order to permit a clearer assessment of the results, turnaround times are reported 
relatively to the Ideal Execution Time (IET). Specifically, reported results correspond 
to the slowdown ratio, that is, the ratio of the application turnaround time relatively to 
the IET for the given tasks characteristics (number of tasks and reference CPU time 
requirement). The IET measures the theoretical turnaround time that would be re-
quired for the execution of the application if performed under ideal conditions, such 
as fully dedicated and failure-free machines, and with absolutely no overhead. Table 
2 reports the IETs (in minutes) for the scenarios analyzed in this study. 

 



Turnaround 
(minutes) Number of 

tasks 
Task 

(seconds) M01 M04 
25 1800 17.73 35.46 
25 7200 70.91 141.83 
75 1800 53.19 70.91 
75 7200 212.74 283.66 

Table 2: Ideal Execution Time for the machine/task pairs 

4.3 Results 

In this section we present the main results. We first analyze the results obtained for 
weekdays and then results for weekends. 

Instead of reporting turnaround times, we present, hopefully, more meaningful 
slowdown ratios relative to IET. Specifically, every plot aggregates the slowdown 
ratios for the following scheduling policies: adaptive timeout (AT), first come first 
served (FCFS), transfer replicate (TR) and transfer replicate with prediction and 
checkpoint on demand (TR-PRDCT-DMD). It is important to note that plots display 
slowdown ratios, with lower values meaning faster, and thus better, turnaround times. 

To assess the effect of sharing checkpoints on turnaround time, the shared version 
of a policy (identified by the S suffix) is plotted next to the private version (labeled 
with a P suffix). Finally, to evaluate the effect of checkpoint frequency over the turn-
around time, each plot holds the results for the three studied checkpoint frequencies: 
no checkpoint (left-most group of bars), one checkpoint (center group) and nine 
checkpoints (right-most group).  

A common property of the results is that, for every scheduling policy, the 
shared-checkpoint version almost always yields a better turnaround time than the 
private version. This is due to the fact that a shared-checkpoint scheduler holds a 
global view of the system (refreshed at the periodicity of the system, that is, 2–minute 
in the case of our simulated scenario). Thus, the scheduler knows about the whole 
state of the system (i.e., which machines are available and which are down), and 
consequently can react much more promptly when a failure occurs (for instance, a 
machine goes down), by rescheduling tasks accordingly to availabilities. In fact, the 
positive effects of a global view of the system on turnaround time can be evaluated 
comparing shared and private policies when checkpointing is disabled. 

Weekdays 

Figure 2 aggregates the slowdown ratio plots of machine sets M01 (left) and M04 
(right) for the execution of 25 tasks of 1800-second CPU time on weekdays. For the 
M01 set (henceforth identified as 25/1800/M01), best results are achieved with the 
TR policy with the adaptive timeout (AT) scheduling also performing reasonably. 
Surprisingly, the prediction-based policy yields poor results, even for the shared ap-
proach. We hypothesize that the prediction methodology, while trying to replicate 



tasks executing on machine predicted as unavailable on the next scheduling round, 
might occupy other machines that would otherwise run more useful replications (from 
the point of view of turnaround time). As we should see later on, the prediction-based 
method yields more positive results over larger applications. 

For the M04 machine set, the transfer based policies yielded the best results. This 
can be explained by the medium heterogeneity of the M04 set, which creates oppor-
tunities for beneficial replications, namely when a task is replicated to a faster ma-
chine, something that does not occur under M01, since all machines of this set are 
equal. The results also point out that benefits of checkpointing are visible even for 
single-checkpointed executions. 

 

  
Figure 2: Slowdown ratio for 25/1800 tasks on M01 (left) and M04 (right) 

For the 25/7200 case (Figure 3), the prediction-based policy performs practically 
on pair with the simple replication policy that still delivers the best turnaround time 
on the M01 set. For the M04 set, TR-PRDCT-DMD outperforms the simple replica-
tion scheduling. In fact, the prediction-based scheduling yields much better results for 
7200-second tasks than it does for 1800-second ones, indicating that the policy is 
better suited for longer tasks, especially in heterogeneous machine environments like 
M04. Once again, while checkpoint benefits on turnaround times are seen with low 
checkpoint frequency (i.e. one checkpoint), increasing the checkpoint frequency to 
nine checkpoints per execution only yields marginal improvements. 

 

  
Figure 3: Slowdown ratio for 25/7200 tasks on M01 (left) and M04 (right) 

The relative shape of the 75/1800 plots (Figure 4) are somewhat similar to 25/1800 
indicating that the number of tasks does not seem to influence much the behavior of 
the scheduling policies. In this case, the replication based policy is consistently the 
fastest policy regardless of the machine set. Again, results demonstrate that the pre-
diction-based policy is not suited for short tasks. Finally, and quite surprisingly, the 
basic FCFS policy performs reasonably for the M04 set. 

 



  
Figure 4: Slowdown ratio for 75/1800 tasks on M01 (left) and M04 (right) 

Slowdown ratios for the 75/7200 case, shown in Figure 5, further confirm our sup-
position regarding the appropriateness of the prediction-based policy to longer tasks 
in heterogeneous environments. In fact, independently of the checkpoint frequency, 
the prediction-based policy outperforms the other scheduling methods. For the homo-
geneous machine set M01, basic tasks replication (TR) yields the best results. 

 

  
Figure 5: Slowdown ratio for 75/7200 tasks on M01 (left) and M04 (right) 

Weekends 

For weekends executions, only the 75/7200 case is shown (Figure 6) since results 
for all the other cases follow a similar pattern. With a homogeneous set of machines 
(set M01), the simple replication (TR) scheduling outperforms all others policies, 
which behaves similarly to each other. This means that the TR policy is suited to 
stable and homogeneous environments like the one found on weekends.  

Once again, the heterogeneity of the M04 set seems to be the main cause of the 
low slowdown ratios obtained by the replication-based policies. The fact that the 
prediction-based scheduling yields good results for the M04 set confirms the appro-
priateness of such policy for a high number of long tasks when run in heterogeneous 
environments. 

An interesting observation is that, contrary to what occurs on the weekday period, 
the shared-checkpoint versions present no real advantage over the private-checkpoint 
ones, especially with the homogeneous machine set (M01). This is due to the higher 
stability of resources on weekends, with the shared-checkpoint method advantage of 
early detection of interrupted tasks being useless, since practically no interruption 
occurs. 

 



  
Figure 6: Slowdown ratio for weekend execution of 75/7200 tasks on M01 

(left) and M04 (right) 

5   Related Work 

In this section we briefly review studies related to scheduling bag-of-tasks over 
desktop grids.  

Scheduling methodologies for speeding turnaround times of task parallel applica-
tions executed over desktop grids were exhaustively studied by Kondo et al. [11]. The 
authors used a self-developed Perl simulator to analyze several scheduling strategies 
such as resource exclusion (excluding less performance resources), resource prioriti-
zation (intrusting tasks preferably to the fastest machines), and task duplication. Simi-
larly to our approach, the study resorted to trace-based simulations, using traces col-
lected from the Entropia desktop grid environment [15]. However, the study targeted 
only small sized-tasks, with the length of tasks being 5, 15 and 35 minutes of CPU 
time. Moreover, the work did not consider task migration, neither checkpointing, 
requiring instead that interrupted tasks be restarted from scratch. Although acceptable 
for small task duration like 5 to 15 minutes, the need to fully restart interrupted tasks 
can be unbearable for bigger tasks, especially in highly volatile environments. 

Cirne et al. [16] promote the OurGrid project in the quest of attracting computing 
laboratories from any place to create a global community of shared resources. For that 
purposes, laboratories that join OurGrid grant access to their own resources, receiving 
in turn the permission to use other laboratories’ resources. The OurGrid projects 
implements the workqueue with replication policy (WQR) scheduling policy. Under 
this scheme, tasks are assigned to requesting workers, in a FCFS-like way, regardless 
to the machine performance characteristics (OurGrid scheduling assumes no knowl-
edge about the machines connected to the project). When all tasks have been distrib-
uted to workers, and if there are enough resources, replicas from randomly chosen 
tasks are created. OurGrid acts as a best-effort scheduler, not guaranteeing the execu-
tion of all tasks. In fact, the authors conclude that task replication significantly aug-
ment the probability of an application being terminated. 

Anglano and Canonico [17] propose the work queue with replication and 
fault-tolerance (WQR-FT) scheduling algorithm for bag-of-tasks applications. 
WQR-FT enhances the basic WQR methodology with replication and checkpointing. 
Similarly to WQR, WQR-FT is a knowledge-free scheduler, meaning that it does not 
require full knowledge about the state of the resources that comprise the execution 
system. The study concludes that for environments with unknown availability, check-



point is recommended since it may yield significant improvement when volatility of 
resources is high. A limitation of WQR-FT lies in its best-effort approach, in the 
sense that the scheduler does not guarantee that all tasks comprising a given applica-
tion are effectively executed. This differs from our work, which is based on the prem-
ise that an application must be completely executed, thus requiring that the scheduler 
enforces the execution of all the tasks.  

Weng and Lu [18] study the scheduling of bag-of-tasks with associated input data 
over grid environments (LAN and WAN) of heterogeneous machines. They propose 
the Qsufferage algorithm which considers the influence of input data repositories’ 
location for scheduling tasks. They conclude that the size of task’s input data influ-
ences the performance of the studied heuristic-based algorithms. In our work we 
assume that task input size is not meaningful relatively to the 1MB checkpoint size 
used. 

Zhou and Lo [19] propose the Wave scheduler for optimizing turnaround time of 
bag-of-tasks run over volunteer peer-to-peer systems. Wave scheduler uses time 
zones to organize peers, so that tasks are run during workers’ nighttime periods. At 
the end of the nighttime period, unfinished tasks are migrated to a new nighttime 
zone. This way, tasks ride a wave of idle cycles around the world, to reduce turn-
around time. However, the exploitation of moving night zones is only feasible in a 
wide-scale system. 

The authors of [20] define a scheduling methodology based on availability and re-
liability of workers. Specifically, workers are classified based on their availability and 
reliability, yielding four classes: high availability/low reliability (HA/LR), high avail-
ability/high reliability (HA/HR), low availability/low reliability (LA/LR) and low 
availability/high reliability (LA/HR). The scheduling strategy deploys tasks in order 
to match the task priority to an appropriate worker. For instance, high priorities tasks 
are preferentially assigned to HA/HR workers. The proposed scheduling policy tar-
gets BOINC-based projects since this middleware already collects enough informa-
tion to classify individual workers.  

6 Conclusions 

This paper presented and evaluated several checkpoint-based scheduling methodolo-
gies oriented toward delivering fast turnaround times in institutional desktop grid 
environments. The evaluation of policies was carried out through trace-driven simula-
tions, resorting to a trace collected in two classrooms of an academic institution. 

As expected, for all proposed scheduling policies, the shared-checkpoint versions 
yielded much better turnaround times than the private-checkpoint ones. This advan-
tage is partially due to the fact that the proposed shared-checkpoint scheduler main-
tains a minimal global view of the desktop grid system, knowing which machines are 
accessible (for instance, through a simple heartbeat mechanism). This permits early 
detection of machine failures and consequently allows for a possibly fast rescheduling 
of interrupted tasks, with the advantage of using the last stable checkpoint to resume 
execution, thus preserving previously done computation. On the contrary, pri-



vate-checkpoint based schemes can only address the issue of detecting interrupted 
tasks through timeouts, or speculatively scheduling replicas. 

Apart some minor situations, all scheduling policies performed better than the clas-
sical FCFS methodology. In fact, only the prediction-based method produced worse 
turnaround time than FCFS, and only for small applications, with a low number of 
small tasks (the 25/1800 cases). However, for longer applications and namely longer 
tasks (7200 seconds), the prediction-based policy outperformed the other scheduling 
methodologies. 

Replication-based methodologies are appropriate to heterogeneous machine envi-
ronments, since replication of tasks to faster machines yields opportunities for 
quicker termination and thus shorter turnaround times. 

Regarding checkpoints, results show that the effects of checkpoint frequency (that 
is, the number of checkpoints saved during the execution of a task) over turnaround 
time are minors, only yielding marginal improvements. This means that the used 
desktop grid resources are only mildly hindered by volatility, providing an interesting 
environment for resource harvesting. However, checkpoint usage would certainly be 
more rewarding if suspension of opportunistic execution of a task occurred whenever 
a local user occupied a machine, since task interruption frequency would then be 
much higher.  
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Abstract. Desktop grids use the idle cycles of desktop PC’s to provide huge computational power at low cost.
However, because the underlying desktop computing resources are volatile, achieving performance guarantees such
as task completion rate is difficult. We investigate the use of buffering to ensure task completion rates, which is
essential for soft real-time applications. In particular, we develop a model of task completion rate as a function of
buffer size. We instantiate this model using parameters derived from two enterprise desktop grid data sets, evaluate
the model via trace-driven simulation, and show how this model can be used to ensure application task completion
rates on enterprise desktop grid systems.

1 Introduction

For over a decade, the largest distributed computing platforms in the world have been desktop grids, which use the
idle computing power and free storage of a large set of networked (and often shared) hosts to support large-scale
applications. Desktop grids are an extremely attractive platform because there offer huge computational power at
relatively low cost. Currently, many desktop grid projects, such as SETI@home [1], FOLDING@home [2], and EIN-
STEIN@home [3], use TeraFlops of computing power of hundreds of thousands of desktop PC’s to execute large,
high-throughput applications from a variety of scientific domains, including computational biology, astronomy, and
physics.

Despite the huge return-on-investment that desktop grids offer, the platform’s use has been limited to mainly task
parallel, high-throughput applications. This is a consequence of the resources’ volatility and heterogeneity. That is, the
resources are volatile in the sense that CPU and host availability fluctuates tremendously over time. This is because the
hosts are shared with the owner/user, whose activity is given priority over the desktop grid application; at any time, an
executing desktop grid task may be preempted due to user activity (e.g. key/mouse activity, other user processes, and
etc.). Moreover, the hosts are heterogeneous in terms of clock rates, memory sizes, and disk sizes, for example. As a
result of such volatility and heterogeneity, broadening the range of desktop grid applications is a challenging endeavor.

In this paper, we focus on enabling soft real-time applications to execute on enterprise desktop grids; soft real-time
applications often have a deadline associated with each task but can afford to miss some of these deadlines. While
this problem entails a myriad of issues (such as timely data transfers), our goal is to achieve probabilistic guarantees
on task completion rates via buffering. That is, we determine how large a buffer must be allocate to ensure that some
fraction of tasks meet their corresponding deadlines. We concentrate particularly on achieving such guarantees on
desktop grids in enterprise environments, for example a company’s local area network. This is a challenging because
task execution can be delayed or cancelled by users’ preemptive activity or machine hardware failures.

A number of soft real-time applications ranging from information processing of sensor networks [4], real-time
video encoding [5], to interactive scientific visualization [6,7,8] could potentially utilize desktop grids. An example
of such an application that has soft real-time requirements is on-line parallel tomography [7]. Tomography is the
construction of 3-D models from 2-D projections, and it is common in electron microscopy to use tomography to
create 3-D images of biological specimens. On-line parallel tomography applications are embarrassingly parallel as
each 2-D projection can be decomposed into independent slices that must be distributed to a set of resources for
processing. Each slice is on the order of kilobytes or megabytes in size, and there are typically hundreds or thousands
of slices per projection, depending on the size of each projection. Ideally, the processing time of a single projection
can be done while the user is acquiring the next image from the microscope, which typically takes several minutes [9].
As such, on-line parallel tomography could potentially be executed on desktop grids if there were effective method for
meeting the application’s relatively stringent time demands.



To enable such soft real-time applications to utilize desktop grids, we investigate the use of buffering to ensure
task completion rates. In particular, the contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows. First, we develop a
model of the successful task completion rate as function of the server’s buffer size. Second, in the process of verifying
the model’s assumptions, we show that the aggregate compute power of desktop grid systems can often be modelled
using a normal distribution. Third, in the process of developing the model and running trace-driven simulations, we
found several guidelines to be used when scheduling tasks with soft deadlines on volatile resources and describe them
in detail.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we formalize the specific problem that we address, describing in
detail our application and platform model. Then, in Section 3, we characterize two desktop grid systems in an effort
to instantiate parameters in our model using realistic values. In Section 4, we develop a model of task completion rate
as function of buffer size. We describe in Section 6 how our work in this paper relates to previous research. Finally, in
Section 7, we summarize our conclusions and describe future research directions.

2 Problem Statement

In this section, we formalize the problem that we address in this paper. In particular, we detail the application and
platform model shown in Figure 1. Table 1 summarizes the variable definitions given in this section.

Fig. 1. Application and Platform Model



A reader periodically reads input data from disk into an input buffer (see Figure 1, step 1) of size b. We assume each
input datum corresponds to a single task and use the term task synonymously with the term input datum. Specifically,
the reader inserts a batch withH input tasks into the input buffer every Cin time units. Each task is assigned a deadline
d, which denotes the maximum amount of time allowed to expire before the corresponding result becomes useless; d
defines the soft real-time constraint of an application. The length of d is directly related to the length of the buffer and
is given by

d = (b ! Cin)/H (1)

We assume the application can tolerate a small percentage of tasks that fail to complete by the deadline.
The total number of tasks is T . We assume the execution of each tasks is independent of one another, and that all

tasks are of equal size s, which denotes the amount of computational work (in floating point operations for example)
required to complete a task. For tasks with large input data sizes, we assume that the data transfer time can be folded
in with the task size s. A clear limitation of our platform model it that does not include a detailed and precise model of
the network. Accurate network models is currently an open and difficult problem in parallel and distributed computing,
and so, we postpone the inclusion of a more accurate network model for future work.

A scheduler is then responsible for scheduling a task from the input buffer to the set of N workers (see Figure 1,
step 2). If a task’s deadline passes, or if the buffer overflows with too many tasks, the scheduler will delete tasks
from the buffer. However, once a task is scheduled, the scheduler does not have the ability to cancel an executing
task. (Although implementable, most desktop systems such as BOINC [10], XtremWeb [11], and Entropia [12] do not
provide preemption mechanisms.)

Once assigned a task, a worker downloads the task from the scheduler (see Figure 1, step 3) and computes a result
during its idle time. If the task fails (for example, because of user keyboard/mouse activity, or hardware failure), we
assume the scheduler will detect the failure immediately and can then reassign the task. (Fast failure detection can be
done through the use of worker heartbeats or time out mechanisms). Or if the task completes, the worker uploads the
result to the scheduler, which then removes the task from the input buffer and places the result in the output buffer .
Upon completion, a writer then writes the results in the output buffer to disk (see Figure 1, step 4).

The workers are heterogeneous, unreserved and shared machines. As such, they can have different processor
speeds, and at any given moment in a time, an executing task can be preempted because of the desktop user’s ac-
tivity. In particular, we denote the amount of computational power (in floating point operations, for example) usable
by the desktop grid application between time t and t + ! on worker i as pt,t+!

i where ! is some time interval and
1 " i " N . The value of pt,t+!

i ranges between 0 and ! ! host’s maximum number of operations per second.
Several factors can influence the value of pt,t+!

i . For instance, if the desktop machine i is powered off or there is
continuous user keyboard activity between time t and t + !, then pt,t+!

i would most likely be 0. If another process
if running on the machine, then pt,t+!

i may be some fraction of the maximum possible value. If pt,t+!
i measures the

compute power from an individual host, then the total amount of computational power P t,t+! available from the entire
platform consisting of N workers is given by

!N
i=1 pt,t+!

i .
In our analysis based on previously described model, the performance metric we use is the percent of tasks that

successfully complete before their corresponding deadlines, and we refer to this metric as the task success rate (or
inversely, the task failure rate).

3 Characterization

Using the formulation described in the previous section, our goal is to construct a model to estimate the rate at which
task deadlines are met as a function of the buffer size. To construct a such a model, one needs to first understand the
characteristics of the platform’s aggregate compute power during some interval of time. The aggregate compute power
is directly related to the rate at which tasks that can be completed.

Because desktop grid hosts are volatile, clearly some fraction of the aggregate compute power cannot be used as
tasks begin to execute but then fail to run to completion. Thus, one also needs to characterize the volatility of the
platform and in particular, the rate at which tasks fail to meet their deadlines. The rate at which tasks fail to meet their
corresponding deadlines is also directly related the task success rate.



In this section, we give a statistical characterization of these two variables P t,t+! (the aggregate compute rate) and
fdl (the rate at which a task does not complete by the deadline), and then use these variables in a model described later
in Section 4.

3.1 Trace Data Sets

For both characterization and simulation purposes, we use the UC Berkeley (UCB) trace data set first described in [13].
The traces were collected using a daemon that logged CPU and keyboard/mouse activity every 2 seconds over a several
weeks on about 85 hosts. The hosts were used by graduate students the EE/CS department at UC Berkeley. We use the
largest continuously measured period between 2/28/94 and 3/13/94, and focus on the busiest periods of user activity
between the hours of 10AM to 5PM. The traces were post-processed to reflect the availability of the hosts for a desktop
grid application using the following desktop grid settings. A host was considered available for task execution if the
CPU average over the past minute was less than 5%, and there had been no keyboard/mouse activity during that time. A
recruitment period of 1 minute was used, i.e., a busy host was considered available 1 minute after the activity subsided.
Task suspension was disabled; if a task had been running, it would immediately fail with the first indication of user
activity.

The clock rates of hosts in the UCB platform were all identical, but of extremely slow speeds. In order to make
the traces usable in our simulations experiments for modern-day applications, we transform clock rates of the hosts to
a clock rate of 1.5GHz, which is a modest and reasonable value relative to the clock rates found in the other current
desktop grid platforms. Doing so, we assume that the effects of user CPU and mouse/keyboard activity has remained
constant over the years. Several works, such as [14] and [15], provide evidence that many desktop grids characteristics
have remained similar over time.

In addition to the UCB data set, we use another trace data set collected from desktops at the San Diego Supercom-
puter Center (SDSC), first reported in [14]. This data set was collected by submitting compute-intensive tasks to about
200 hosts at SDSC through the Entropia desktop grid system [12], which ensured that a task would only run when
the machine was free. When permitted to execute by the Entropia desktop grid system, each task would continuously
compute floating-point operations and log the number of operations completed every 10 seconds. The tasks’ output
was then retrieved and used to create a continuous trace of CPU availability for each host. Because the tasks were
executed through a real desktop grid system, the CPU availability perceived by the task is exactly the performance that
would be obtained by a real compute-intensive desktop grid application. Using the above method, traces for over 200
hosts with host speeds ranging 179MHz to 3.0GHz over a 1 month period were obtained.

3.2 Normality of Aggregate Compute Power

We hypothesize that P t,t+! can be modeled with a normal distribution. Intuitively, P t,t+! is the sum of several random
variables pt,t+!

i for 1 " i " N . The central limit theorem [16] states that the sum of a set of variates from any
distribution with a finite mean and variance tends towards a normal distribution. By the central limit theorem, for large
relatively large i, P t,t+! should be distributed normally.

To test this hypothesis, we first measured P t,t+! at thousands of different values of t and with ! equal to 60 second
intervals. The rationale for using 60 second intervals is that task sizes would rarely be shorter than 60 seconds. We then
conducted a parameter fit of this data set with a normal distribution using maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) [16].

MLE is a standard and the most popular technique for parameter estimation used for statistical modelling purposes.
Intuitively, the MLE method finds parameter values for a particular distribution that maximize the probability that the
data set came from that particular distribution. For the normal distribution, a MLE solver will attempt to maximize a
likelihood function of µ and " given the data set. After applying MLE to the data set, we found the estimate of the
mean µ̂ and standard deviation "̂ to be 4.3829!108 and 2.6136!107 operations per second respectively for UCB trace
data set. For the SDSC data set, the estimated mean µ̂ and standard deviation "̂ were 1.3998 ! 108 and 1.5630e + 07
operations per second, respectively.

To measure the fit of the data set with respect to the normal probability distribution corresponding to the de-
rived parameters, we conduct both a graphical test via a quantile-quantile (QQ) plot and a quantitative test via the



Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) goodness-of-fit test. A QQ plot plots the quantiles of the empirical data versus the quan-
tiles of the normal distribution. If the empirical data does in fact come from a normal distribution, the resulting plot
will be linear (even if the empirical distribution is shifted or re-scaled relative to the normal distribution).
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Fig. 2. Quantile-quantile plot of empirical data for P t,t+!

As depicted in Figures 2(a) and 2(b), we find that the QQ plots exhibits a strong linear relationship between the
quantiles of the empirical and modelled distributions, and this in turn gives evidence that P t,t+! is distributed normally.
The QQ plot for the SDSC data set is slightly skewed at the ends compared to the ideal. Nevertheless, the cumulative
distribution function (CDF) of the empirical data versus the fitted is virtually indistinguishable. After careful visual
inspection of the SDSC traces, we suspect that the skew (which occurs with relatively very few data points) is due to
a few “abnormal” events, such as coordinated backups of all the hosts which would reduce the CPU availability of all
hosts simultaneously resulting in relatively low values of P t,t+! .

In addition, to comparing graphically the empirical data set with the hypothesized normal distribution, we use the
Kolmogorov-Smirnov (KS) test. Intuitively, the KS test reflects the maximum difference between the observed CDF
of the data set and the expected CDF of the test distribution.

For large data sets (such as our empirical data set for P t,t+!), the KS test is “too sensitive” in the sense that
it will almost always reject the null hypothesis that the data follow the normal distribution as it detects very minor
differences between the empirical data and the data from the hypothesized distribution. For large data sets gathered
from real environments, a certain amount of noise will occur in the data sets and one cannot expect these data sets to
match the hypothesized distribution perfectly.

So instead of using the KS test on the entire data set as a whole we use the a similar method deployed in [17] to
determine whether the sample data could have the hypothesized distribution. That is, we conduct many KS tests on
subsamples randomly selected from the entire data set. In particular, we conducted KS tests on 1000 subsamples of
the data, each with about 100 randomly chosen data points, and then determine the mean p-value to either reject or
accept the null hypothesis.

We find that the resulting mean p-value of the KS tests with the UCB data to be 0.466, and the mean p-value of the
KS test with the SDSC data to be .448, which are clearly above the traditional .05 threshold. While this should not be
interpreted as absolute proof in support of the null hypothesis, it does provide additional quantitative evidence for the
validity of our hypothesized distribution, which complements the results of our graphical tests.

The combination of our graphical test and KS test provide strong evidence that P t,t+! is distributed normally. So
despite the volatility of desktop grid resources, we find that certain aggregate statistics of the computational power of
these resources can be modelled accurately with probability distributions.



The fact that P t,t+! follows a normal distribution is useful for several reasons. First, one can accurately estimate
the variance and determine confidence intervals for aggregate desktop grid performance. In past work [14,13,18], only
the mean performance is presented and this point estimator does not reflect the volatility of the underlying system.
This could have a number of important applications in multi-job scheduling (where the system is inundated with high-
throughput and short-lived jobs, and the scheduler must give confidence intervals for throughput and response time),
and also soft real-time applications that need guarantees on task completion rates. We give an example of the applying
the normality result to the latter in the following section.

Second, when joining multiple desktop grids, it is possible to estimate the combined compute power easily. That
is, given two desktop grids whose aggregate compute power are P t,t+!

1 and P t,t+!
2 with normal distributionsN(µ,"2)

and N(#, $2) respectively, then the combined desktop grid’s aggregate compute power P t,t+!
1,2 is distributed normally

with expectation µ + # and variance "2 + $2 [16]. Obtaining such a statistic may be useful for estimating the cost
and benefit (for example total compute power and reduction in variance) of joining two desktop grids infrastructures.
The amalgamation of multiple desktop grids with different software infrastructures has been a topic of much past and
present work [19,20,21] in the area of Grid computing.

3.3 Estimating deadline failure rates

Previously, we determined a method for modelling a desktop grid’s aggregate compute power. However, an application,
especially one with large task sizes, may not utilize all of the aggregate compute power of the system because of task
failures. That is, during execution on a host, a task may in fact be preempted by user CPU or keyboard/mouse activity,
for example; in this case a small fraction of the aggregate compute power is not used and application completion does
not progress.

Thus, to determine the effective compute power of a desktop grid system for an application with a particular task
size, one must first determine the rate at which tasks fail to meet their deadlines. We determine the steady state failure
rate as follows. Using trace driven simulation, we execute a job with an infinite number of tasks over the entire trace
period and then determine the number of tasks that complete before their deadline. We do this for a range of buffer
sizes to determine the failure rate as a function of buffer size. (Note that if a task failed to complete on the host chosen
first, we would randomly pick another host on which the task would be restarted from scratch, and we would repeat
this process until the deadline expired or the task was finished.)

Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the task failure rates on the UCB and SDSC platforms respectively for deadlines in the
range of 15 and 35 minutes for a 15-minute task (that is, a task that takes 15 minutes to execute on a 1.5GHz machine).
Clearly, as d approaches infinity, the task failure rate will approach 0, and so fdl(d)will decrease sublinearly. While the
function is slight curved, we believe that the function can be estimated sufficiently by a linear function for a relatively
small range of deadlines; in particular, we believe that a reasonable range of task success rates (which we discuss later
in Section 4) of interest to system developers (e.g.#80%) corresponds to a range of deadlines in which fdl(d) appears
almost linear.

So, we determined the least squares fit among the data points (also shown in Figures 3(a) and 3(b)), and determined
the following linear relationships between deadline and failure rate for the UCB platform: fdl(d) = $0.008!d+0.322

Since d = f(b) = (Cin/H) ! b,

fdl(f(b)) = ($0.008 ! Cin ! b)/H + 0.322 (2)

We found that for the UCB platform the mean and maximum error between the least-squares fit and simulation result
to be 0.025 and 0.073 respectively.

For the SDSC platform, we found the following linear relationship between the failure rate and deadline: fdl(d) =
$0.020!d+0.628with a mean and maximum error of 0.064 and 0.118 respectively. In a similar fashion, we determine
the least-squares fit for applications with several other task sizes, and found fits with similarly small error values.

4 Modelling Task Success Rate

Previously, we determined that the aggregate compute power can be modelled by a normal random variable, and we
determined a function describing the linear relationship between failure rate and task deadline. In this section, we show
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Fig. 3. Fraction of 15-minute tasks that fail to meet deadline.

Parameter Definition
b Buffer size
H Tasks per batch
Cin Period by which a batch of tasks is inserted into

the input buffer
d Task deadline
s Task size

pt,t+!
i Compute power available between time t and

t + ! for worker i
P t,t+! Aggregate compute power available between

time t and t + ! for the entire desktop grid
T Number of tasks in the application
N Number of workers in the platform
fdl Rate at which tasks fail to meet their deadline
S Fraction of tasks completed before their dead-

lines
Table 1. Parameter Definitions.



the usefulness of these statistics by applying them to help enable a soft real-time application to run on an enterprise
desktop grid. In particular, we construct a model of the task success rate as function of those statistics and other
parameters, in particular the buffer size. For convenience, Table 1 summarizes the parameters that we first introduced
in Section 2.

The minimum buffer size is a function of the desktop grid’s aggregate compute power P t,t+! and the rate at which
tasks enter the buffer and is given by:

b # ((H ! s)/(Cin ! P t,t+!)) !H

# (H2 ! s)/(Cin ! P t,t+!)
(3)

The reason for the second H in equation 3 is to account for the fact that H tasks are added to the input queue at each
period Cin. So we need to scale the buffer size accordingly.

Intuitively, the task success rate should be equal to the frequency that P t,t+! is above some threshold minus the
task failure rate given some deadline. To understand this, it is useful to consider each variable in isolation. Suppose
that the resources are complete dedicated and so the deadline failure rate is 0. Then clearly the success rate is entirely
dependent on P t,t+! being above some threshold. Now suppose that P t,t+! is very large relatively to the number
and frequency of incoming tasks. Then clearly, the task success rate depends on the rate at which tasks can run to
completion before the deadline.

More formally, the task success rate as a function of the buffer size can be given by:
S(b) = Pr(P t,t+! > %)$ fdl(f(b))
where % is some constant and fdl(f(b)) can be estimated by the results of Section 3.3.
Moreover, using equation 3, we derive the following:
Pr(P t,t+! > %) = Pr(P t,t+! # (H2 ! s)/(Cin ! b)).
Then, for the UCB platform, the task success rate as a function of buffer size is given by:

S(b) = Pr(P t,t+! > (H2 ! s)/(Cin ! b))$
(($0.008 ! Cin ! b)/H + 0.322)

(4)

The intuition behind the above equation is that tasks can fail to meet their deadlines for two reasons. Firstly, failure
can occur if the aggregate compute power in the system dips below the incoming work rate. The probability that this
occur is given by Pr(P t,t+! > (H2 ! s)/(Cin ! b)). Secondly, failure can occur if a task encounters (repeatedly) host
failures. For example, even if the aggregate compute power in the system is always greater than the incoming work
rate, i.e., Pr(P t,t+! > (H2 ! s)/(Cin ! b)) = 1, host unavailability may still cause some tasks to fail in meeting their
deadlines. This is particularly relevant to the UCB platform, where the intervals of availability tend to be quite small.
(This is a consequence of the relatively strict criteria for which a host is considered available, i.e., the host cannot have
any other user processes running, any keyboard/mouse activity is disallowed, and etc.)

We plot the success rate S(b) as a function of the buffer size, represented by the solid blue line in Figures 4(a), 4(b),
and 4(c) for 65 " b " 130, which correspond to applications with 5-minute, 15-minute, and 25-minute tasks respec-
tively. We set the number of tasks per batch H to be 64, which is large enough so that any host that was available
always received a task so that the entire computing power of the platform would be utilized. We choose a minimum
value of 65 for b since clearly b must be greater than or equal to H . Initially, for relatively small buffer sizes, S(b) is
relatively low, but as b increases S(b) dramatically increases until a buffer size of 70, at which point the curve’s “knee”
occurs. Thereafter, S(b) increases at a much lesser rate. For example, for an application with 15-minute tasks shown
in Figure 4(b), a buffer size of 70 results in a .80 success rate, where as a buffer size of 120 only results in a 10%
increase in success rate.

The shape of the curve can be explained as follows. For relatively small buffer size values, i.e., between 65-70, the
success rate value is dominated by Pr(P t,t+! # (H2 ! s)/(Cin ! b)); P t,t+! is normally distributed with a relatively
small variance, and so small changes in b dramatically affect Pr(P t,t+! # (H2 !s)/(Cin !b)). Moreover, because we
set the batch size H so that the entire system is saturated with tasks, Pr(P t,t+! # (H2 ! s)/(Cin ! b)) dramatically
changes for values of b close to H . For buffer sizes greater than 70, Pr(P t,t+! # (H2 ! s)/(Cin ! b)) becomes
close to one, and so the success rate is dominated more by the deadline failure rate, which explains the more gradual
increase in success rate with an increase with b. The above explanation applies similarly to the results for the SDSC



platform shown in Figures 5(a), 5(b), and 5(c). We chose a slightly different range for the buffer size in these plots as
the least-squares fit for fdl was more accurate in this smaller range; specifically, we used the result in Figure 3(b) to
determine a range of interest (as fdl gives a lower bound on the success rate), and then “bootstrapped” by determining
the fdl in that new smaller range.
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Fig. 4. Task success rate versus buffer size on UCB platform.
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Fig. 5. Task success rate versus buffer size on SDSC platform.

5 Model Applicability

One potential weakness in our model is that the steady-state failure rate fdl was measured using a job with an infinite
number of tasks. We were concerned that fdl would in fact be too pessimistic because tasks submitted in the previous
batches would interfere with the progress of tasks in the most recently submitted batch. That is, fdl could be too
pessimistic if tasks of previous batches that failed to complete immediately would remain in the queue (until their
deadline passed) and thus delay the execution of tasks of the current batch such that these tasks would “starve” and
miss their deadlines. In turn, this might affect the applicability of the model for jobs with a relatively small number of
batches.

To determine the accuracy of fdl and the result of including it in our model, we determined the mean success rate
for an application with a relatively small number of batches (10). (This represents a worst-case scenario, i.e., increasing
the number of batches would only improve our model’s accuracy.) To do this, we ran trace-driven simulations of the
execution of jobs with 5, 15 and 25-minute tasks and 10 batches.



We chose thousands of different starting points in the traces to begin a job and executed the job via trace-driven
simulation. The red dotted line in Figures 4 and 5 shows the mean result of running these simulation experiments for
various buffer sizes on the UCB and SDSC platforms, respectively. Also shown in those figures are the critical mean
(µcr

err) and maximum errors (maxcr
err) between the model and simulation results; we define µcr

err and maxcr
err to be

the mean and maximum errors for range in which S(b) is greater than .80 because we believe that system developers
will not be concerned as much with success rates below this threshold. We found that the maximum error between the
model and simulation results to be .063 over both platforms’ results, which indicates a precise fit between the model
and simulated results.

The close fit between the model and simulation results can be explained by the way in which tasks are scheduled to
hosts. Firstly, tasks are dropped from the buffer if there is no host on which the task can completed before its deadline.
Virtually all desktop grid systems [22,10,11,12] keep track host clock rate information, and so it is reasonably to
assume that a scheduler can determine whether a host can complete a task by the deadline if it were completely
dedicated to task execution. We found that this trivial policy resulted in significant (>10%) improvement in terms of
task success rates. Secondly, tasks are dropped in First-In-First-Out (FIFO) order so that if the buffer ever overflows
as incoming tasks are placed in the queue, then the oldest tasks are removed from the queue first. For these reasons,
the negative affect of old tasks starving newly arrived ones is greatly reduced.

Ironically, what we believed was a weakness in the way we calculated fdl was its strength. Because fdl measures
the rate at which tasks fail to meet their deadlines when the system is in steady state, fdl takes into account the effect
that older tasks have on the execution newly arrived ones. Alternatively, we had first erroneously measured fdl by
just using random incidence. In particular, we chose hundreds and thousands of starting points for a task on each host
over the entire trace period, and determined whether the task could be completed by a particular deadline, assuming
the platform was entirely free. This resulted in a failure rate that was inaccurate by 10% precisely because it did not
consider the fact that other tasks already in the system could prevent newly arrived tasks from completing by their
deadlines. While an error of 10% may seem negligible in absolute terms, if the curves in Figures 5 and 4 had been
shifted down by 10%, the corresponding buffer sizes would have changed dramatically (and would therefore be not as
accurate).

Nevertheless, in general, fdl is still slightly pessimistic, and as a result, S(b) tends to be a lower bound on the true
success rate. This explains why the S(b) is slightly lower than the simulation results shown in Figures 4 and 5;

To apply the plots shown in Figures 4 and Figure 5, a desktop grid developer could use the graph to determine
what buffer size is needed to achieve some desired success rate. For example, suppose an application consists of 15-
minute tasks. Using Figure 4(b), if a 90% success rate for the application is acceptable, then a buffer size of about
120 would be needed, and the developer can then determine the amount of RAM necessary to make the success rate
achievable. Conversely, if a desktop grid server already has some amount of memory, then a desktop grid developer
could determine the corresponding buffer size and task success rate that will be result by such a configuration. Another
way to use the result is determine the cost effectiveness of add more memory to a server. For example, if the server’s
current memory size can support a maximum buffer size of 65 tasks, it may be worthwhile to purchase slightly more
memory to support a maximum buffer size of 70 tasks, thereby increasing the success rate by 20%. In contrast, if 120
tasks can already be stored in the server’s memory, purchasing the same amount of memory to increase the number of
buffered tasks to 125 will only improve the success rate by less than 3%.

6 Related Work

There is related work in several different areas, namely desktop grid characterization, performance modelling, and
scheduling for soft real-time applications. With respect to characterization, several papers [18,14,23] report the mean
aggregate compute power of desktop grid systems, but do not detail the distribution. The work in [14] also reports
failure rates, but the definition of failure rates is entirely different from that as defined in this paper. In [14], a failure
is defined to be a task execution that fails run to completion. In this paper, a failure is a task that is not completed
by a specific deadline; so although a task execution may fail to run to completion, the task may still successfully
complete in time on a different host. As discussed in Section 4, using the latter definition of failure is essential for our
model’s accuracy. In [17], the authors use similar (and standard) statistical modelling techniques on desktop grid data
sets. However, they model availability intervals, i.e., the time elapsed between two consecutive machine failures. In



contrast, in Section 3.2, we model the aggregate compute power of each desktop grid within some time period, which
is entirely different from availability intervals, and thus arrive at different conclusions regarding its distribution.

In [24,17], the authors give evidence that machine availability follows Weibull or hyperexponential distributions.
While their models could potentially be incorporated into our model to determine task failure rates, we opted to take
an empirical approach to model task failure rates as it was unclear whether the same probability distributions reported
in [17] could model availability in our desktop grid traces. Moreover, the trace data sets used in that study were not
available, so if we used the identical probabilistic model described in [17] to determine task failure rates, it would be
difficult to verify our new model’s accuracy.

Also, there has been much work in the area of performance modelling and scheduling on desktop grids [25,26,27,28,29,30,31].
To the best of our knowledge, none of these works use an application model where the goal is to determine the affect
of buffer size on task completion rates with respect to a deadline. In addition, there has been some work on scheduling
soft real-time applications on non-dedicated systems [6]. However, in these systems, the definition of CPU availability
is quite different. That is, user activity (e.g. keyboard/mouse activity, or user processes) does not necessarily preempt a
running desktop grid task; instead, the machines are shared between the desktop grid task and other users. As a result,
the resources modelled in that study are much less volatile than those used here.

7 Summary and Future Work

We described a closed-form model for task success rate as a function of buffer size. Our model assumed that the
aggregate compute power of a desktop grid can be modelled as a normal probability distribution, and we showed the
validity of our assumption via traces derived from two real desktop grid systems. Moreover, our model used the task
deadline failure rate as a parameter, and we showed that such failure rates can be modelled adequately with a least-
squares fit. Our model can be used by system developers who wish to determine an adequate buffer size for their (soft
real-time) application to guarantee a certain task completion rate.

For future work, we plan on looking at replication techniques as an alternative means of improving the task success
rate. Replication invariably “wastes” resources as they compute redundant tasks, and as such, it is only option when
there are more hosts relative to the number of tasks. We hope to extend our current model to predict task success rate
as a function of replication levels.
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Abstract. Lookup in un-structured P2P systems is mainly performed by having each node forward 
each incoming query message to all of its neighbours, a process called flooding. Although this 
algorithm has excellent response time and is very simple to implement, it creates a large volume of 
unnecessary traffic in today’s Internet because each node may receive the same query several times 
through different paths. We propose an innovative technique, the feedback-based approach that 
aims to improve the scalability of flooding. The main idea behind our algorithm is to monitor the 
ratio of duplicate messages transmitted over each network connection, and not forward query 
messages over connections whose ratio exceeds some predefined threshold. Through extensive 
simulation we show that this algorithm exhibits significant reduction of traffic in random and 
small-world graphs, the two most common types of graph that have been studied in the context of 
P2P systems, while conserving network coverage.  

1   Introduction 

In unstructured P2P networks, such as Gnutella and KaZaA, each node is directly connected to a 
small set of other nodes, called neighbors. Most of today’s commercial P2P systems are unstructured 
and rely on random overlay networks [7,9]. Unstructured P2P systems have used flooding as their 
prevailing resource location method [7,9]. A node looking for a file issues a query which is broadcasted 
in the network. An important parameter in the flooding algorithm is the Time-To-Live or TTL. The 
TTL indicates the number of hops away from its source a query should propagate. The node that 
initiates the flooding sets the query’s TTL to a small positive integer, smaller than the diameter of the 
network. Each receiving node decreases by one the query TTL value before broadcasting it to its 
neighbors. The query propagation terminates when its TTL reaches zero.  

The basic problem with the flooding mechanism is that it creates a large volume of unnecessary 
traffic in the network mainly because a node may receive the same queries multiple times through 
different paths. The reason behind the duplicate messages is the existence of cycles in the underlying 
network topology. Duplicates constitute a large percentage of the total number of messages generated 
during flooding. In a network of N nodes and average degree d and for TTL value equal to the diameter 
of the graph, there are N(d-2) duplicate messages for a single query while only N-1 messages are 
needed to reach all network nodes. The TTL was incorporated in the flooding algorithm in order to 
reduce the number of messages produced thus reducing the overall network traffic. Since the paths 
traversed by the flooding messages are short, there is a small probability that those paths will form 
cycles and thus generate duplicates. However, as we will see below, even this observation is not valid 
for small-world graphs. Furthermore, a small TTL value can reduce the network coverage defined as 
the percentage of network nodes that receive a query. 

In an effort to alleviate the large volumes of unnecessary traffic produced during flooding several 
variations have been proposed in the literature [12]. Most of these rely on randomly or selectively 
propagating the query messages to a small number of each node’s neighbours. The neighbour selection 
criteria is the number of responses received, the node capacity, or the link latency. Although these 
methods succeed in reducing excessive network traffic, they usually incur significant loss in network 
coverage, meaning that only a small part of the network’s nodes are queried, thus a much smaller 
number of query answers are returned to the requesting node. This can be a problem especially when 

 



the search targets rare items for which often no response is returned. Other search methods such as 
random walkers or multiple random walkers suffer from slow response time. 

Aiming to alleviate the excessive network traffic problem while at the same time maintain high 
network coverage, in this paper, we devise an innovative technique, the feedback-based algorithm, that 
attacks the problem by monitoring the number of duplicates on each network connection and trying to 
forward queries over connections that do not produce an excessive number of duplicates. During an 
initial and relatively short warm-up phase, a feedback is returned for each duplicate that is encountered 
on an edge to the upstream node. Following the warm-up phase each node decides to forward incoming 
query messages on each of its incident edges based on whether the percentage of duplicates on that 
edge during the warm-up phase does not exceed some predefined threshold value. We show through 
extensive simulation, for different values of the parameters involved, that this algorithm is very 
efficient in terms of traffic reduction in random and small-world graphs, the two most common types of 
graph that have been studied in the context of P2P systems, while the algorithm exhibits minor loss in 
network coverage. Furthermore, a restricted version of the algorithm which gives the best results does 
not require any protocol modification.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Following the related work section, the 
feedback-based algorithm is presented in Section 3. The two most common types of graphs that were 
studied in the context of P2P systems, and on which we conducted our experiments, are presented in 
Section 4. The simulation details and the experimental results on static graphs are presented in Section 
5. Finally, the algorithm’s behavior on dynamic graphs, assuming that nodes can leave the network and 
new nodes can enter at any time, is presented in Section 6. We conclude in Section 7 with a summary 
of the results. 

2   Related Work 

Many algorithms have been proposed in the literature to alleviate the excessive traffic problem and to 
deal with the traffic/coverage trade-off [12].  One of the first alternatives to be proposed was random 
walk. Each node forwards each query it receives to a single neighboring node chosen at random. In this 
case the TTL parameter designates the number of hops the walker should propagate. Random walks 
produce very little traffic, just one query message per visited node, but reduce considerably network 
coverage and have long response time. As an alternative multiple random walks have been proposed. 
The node that originates the query forwards it to k of it neighbors. Each node receiving an incoming 
query transmits it to a single randomly chosen neighbor. Although compared to the single random walk 
this method has better behavior, it still suffers from low network coverage and slow response time. 
Hybrid methods that combine flooding and random walks have been proposed in [5]. 

In another family of proposed algorithms query messages are forwarded not randomly but rather 
selectively to part of a node’s neighbors based on some criteria or statistical information. For example, 
each node selects the first k neighbors that returned the most query responses, or the k highest capacity 
nodes, or the k connections with the smallest latency to forward new queries [6]. A somewhat different 
approach named forwarding indices [2] builds a structure that resembles a routing table at each node. 
This structure stores the number of responses returned through each neighbor on each one of a pre-
selected list of topics. Other techniques include query caching, and the incorporation of semantic 
information in the network [3,10,14]. 

The specific problem we deal with in this paper, namely the problem of duplicate messages, has 
been identified and some results appear in the literature. In [13] a randomized and a selective approach 
is adopted and each query message is send to a portion of a node’s neighbors. The algorithm is shown 
to reduce the number of duplicates and to maintain network coverage. The performance of the 
algorithm is demonstrated on graphs of limited size. In another effort to reduce the excessive traffic in 
flooding, Gkatsidis and Mihail [5] proposed to direct messages along edges which are parts of shortest 
paths. They rely on the use of PING and PONG messages to find the edges that lie on shortest paths. 
However, due to PONG caching is this not a reliable technique. Furthermore, their algorithm 
degenerates to simple flooding for random graphs, meaning that in this case no duplicate messages are 
eliminated. Finally, in [8] the authors propose to construct a shortest paths spanning tree rooted at each 
network node. However, this algorithm is not very scalable since the state each network node has to 
keep is in the order of O(Nd), where N is the number of network nodes and d its average degree.  

 



3   The Feedback-based Algorithm 

The basic idea of the feedback based algorithm is to identify edges on which an excessive number of 
duplicates are produced and to avoid forwarding query messages over these edges. In the algorithm’s 
warm-up phase, during which flooding is used, a feedback message is returned to the upstream node 
for each duplicate message. The objective of the algorithm is to count the number of duplicates 
produced on each edge during this phase and subsequently, during the execution phase, to use this 
count to decide whether to forward a query message over an edge or not. 

In a static graph, a query message transmitted over an edge is a duplicate if this edge is not on the 
shortest path from the origin to the downstream node. One of the key points in the feedback-based 
algorithm is the following: Each network node A forms groups of the other nodes, and a different count 
is kept on each one of A’s incidents edges for duplicate messages originating at nodes of each different 
group. The objective is for each node A to group together the other nodes so that messages originating 
at nodes of the same group either produce many duplicates or few duplicates on each one of A’s 
incident edges. An incident edge of some node A that produces only a few duplicates for messages 
originating at nodes of a group belongs to many shortest paths connecting nodes of this group to the 
downstream node. An incident edge of node A that produces many duplicates for messages originating 
at nodes of a group belongs to few shortest paths connecting nodes of this group to the downstream 
node. Notice that if all duplicate messages produced on an edge were counted together (independent of 
their origin), then the algorithm would be inconclusive. In this case the duplicate count on all edges 
would be the almost the same since each node would receive the same query though all of its incident 
edges. The criteria used by each node to group together the other nodes are critical for the algorithm’s 
performance and the intuition for their choice is explained below.  

A sketch of the feedback-based algorithm is the following: 

! Each node A groups together the rest of the nodes according to some criteria.  
! During the warm-up phase, each node A keeps a count of the number of duplicates on each of its 

incident edges, originating at nodes of each different group.  
! Subsequently, during the execution phase, messages originating at nodes of a group are forwarded 

over an incident edge e of node A, if the percentage of duplicates for this group on edge e during the 
warm-up phase is below a predefined threshold value.  

 

Fig. 1. Illustration of the horizon criterion for node A and for horizon value 3 

Two different grouping criteria, namely, the hops, the horizon, and a combination of them 
horizon+hops are used that lead to three variations of the feedback-based algorithm. 

! Hops criterion: Each node A keeps a different count on each of its incident edges for duplicates 
originating k hops away (k ranges from 1 up to the graph diameter). The intuition for this choice is 
that, as we will see below, in random graphs small hops produce few duplicates and large hops 
produce mostly duplicates. Thus, messages originating at close by nodes are most probably not 
duplicates while most messages originating at distant nodes are duplicates. In order for this grouping 
criterion to work each query message should store the number of hops traversed so far. 

! Horizon criterion: The horizon is a small integer, smaller than the diameter of the graph. A node is 
in the horizon of some node A if its distance in hops from A is less than the horizon value, while all 
other nodes are outside A’s horizon, Fig. 1. For each node inside A’s horizon a different count is 
kept by A on each of its incident edges. Duplicate messages originating at nodes outside A’s horizon 
are added up to the count of their entry node in A’s horizon. For example, in Fig. 1, duplicates 
produced by queries originating at node K are added up to the counters kept for node J, while 
duplicates produced by queries originating at nodes E,F,G,H,I are added up to the counters kept for 
node D. The intuition for the choice of this criterion is that shortest paths differ in the first hops and 

 



when they meet they follow a common route. For this criterion to be effective a message should 
store the identities of the last k nodes visited, where k is the horizon value.  

! Horizon+Hops criterion: This criterion combines the two previous. Duplicates are counted 
separately on each one of A’s incident edges for each node in A’s horizon. Nodes outside A’s 
horizon are grouped together according (1) to their distance in hops from A and (2) to the entry node 
of their messages in A’s horizon.  
Three variations of the feedback-based algorithm are presented based on the grouping criteria used. 

The algorithm using the hops criterion is show in Fig. 2. For the hops criterion to work each query 
message needs to store the number of hops traversed so far. The groups formed by node A in the graph 
of Fig. 1 according to the hops criterion are shown in Table 1. 

Feedback-based algorithm using the Hops criterion 
1. Warm-up phase  

a. Each incoming non-duplicate query message is forwarded to all neighbors except 
the upstream one. 

b. For each incoming duplicate query message received, a duplicate feedback is 
returned to the upstream node. 

c. Each node A, for each incident edge e, counts the percentage of duplicate feedbacks 
produced on edge e for all queries messages originating k hops away. Let us denote 
this count by De,k 

2. Execution phase 
a. Each node A forwards an incoming non-duplicate query message that originates k 

hops away over its incident edges e if the count De,k does not exceed a predefined 
threshold. 

Figure 2. The feedback-based algorithm with the Hops criterion. 

Table 1. Groups of the Hops criterion based on the example of example of Fig. 1. 

Hops 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Groups of nodes formed by node A B C D, J E, K F G, H I 

The algorithm using the horizon criterion is shown in Fig. 3. For the horizon criterion to work each 
query message needs to store the identity of the last k nodes visited. The groups formed by node A in 
the graph of Fig. 1 according to the horizon criterion are shown in Table 2. 

Feedback-based algorithm using the Horizon criterion 
1. Warm-up phase  

a. & b.  Same as in Hops criterion 
c. Each node A, for each incident edge e, counts the percentage of duplicates produced 

on edge e for all query messages originating at a node B inside the horizon, or 
entered the horizon at node B. Let us denote this count by De,B. 

2. Execution phase 
a. Each node A forwards an incoming non-duplicate query message that originates at a 

node B inside the horizon, or which entered the horizon at node B over its incident 
edges e if the count De,B does not exceed a predefined threshold value. 

Figure 3. The feedback-based algorithm with the Horizon criterion. 

Table 2. Groups of the Horizon criterion based on the example of example of Fig. 1 

Node in A’s horizon B C D J 

Groups of nodes formed by node A B C D, E, F, G, H, I J, K 

The algorithm using the combination of the two criteria described above, namely the horizon+hops, 
is shown in Fig. 4. For this criterion each message should store the number of hops traversed and the 
identity of the last k nodes visited. The groups formed by node A in Fig. 1 for the horizon+hops 
criterion are shown in Table 3. 

 



Feedback-based algorithm using the Horizon+Hops criterion 
1. Warm-up phase  

a. & b.  Same as in Hops criterion 
c. Each node A, for each incident edge e, counts the percentage of duplicates produced 

on edge e for all queries messages originating at a node B inside A’s horizon, or 
which entered A’s horizon at node B and originated k hops away. Let us denote this 
count by De,B,k. 

2. Execution phase 
a. Each node A forwards an incoming non-duplicate query message originating at 

some node B inside A’s horizon, or which entered A’s horizon at node B and 
originated k hops away, over its incident edges e if the count De,B,k does not exceed 
a predefined threshold. 

Figure 4. The feedback-based algorithm with the Horizon+Hops criterion. 

Table 3. Groups of the Horizon+Hops criterion based on the example of example of Fig. 1 

Node in A’s horizon B C D J 

Hops 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3 4 

Groups of nodes formed by node A B C D E F G, H I J K 

We should emphasize that in order to avoid increasing the network traffic due to feedback messages, 
a single collective message is returned to each upstream node at the end of the warm-up phase. 

4   Random vs. Small-World Graphs 

Two types of graphs have been mainly studied in the context of P2P systems. The first is random 
graphs which constitute the underline topology in today’s commercial P2P systems [7,9]. The second 
type is small-world graphs which emerged in the modelling of social networks [4]. It has been 
demonstrated that P2P resource location algorithms could benefit from small-world properties. If the 
benefit proves to be substantial then the node connection protocol in P2P systems could be modified so 
that small-world properties are intentionally incorporated in their network topologies.   
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Fig. 5. (a) A clustered graph with no rewired edges 
(rewiring probability p=0). (b) A small-world graph 
produced from the clustered graph with a small 
rewiring probability (c) A random graph produced if 
every edge is rewired to a random node (rewiring 
probability p=1) 

Fig. 6. By rewiring a few edges of the initial clustered 
graph to random nodes the average diameter of the 
graph is greatly reduced, without significantly affecting 
the clustering coefficient 

In random graphs each node is randomly connected to a number of other nodes equal to its degree. 
Random graphs have small diameter and average diameter. The diameter of a graph is the length 
(number of hops for un-weighted graphs) of the longest among the shortest paths that connect any pair 
of nodes. The average diameter of a graph is the average of all longest shortest paths from any node to 
any other node. 

 



A clustered graph is a graph that contains densely connected “neighborhoods” of nodes, while 
nodes that lie in different neighborhoods are more loosely connected. A metric that captures the degree 
of clustering that graphs exhibit is the clustering coefficient. Given a graph G, the clustering coefficient 
of a node A of G is defined as the ratio of the number of edges that exist between the neighbors of A 
over the maximum number of edges that can exist between its neighbors (which equals k(k-1) for k 
neighbors). The clustering coefficient of a graph G is the average of the clustering coefficients of all its 
nodes. Clustered graphs have, in general, higher diameter and average diameter than their random 
counterparts with about the same number of nodes and degree. 

A small-world graph is a graph with high clustering coefficient yet low average diameter. The small-
world graphs we use in our experiments are constructed according to the Strogatz-Watts model. 
Initially, a regular, clustered graph of N nodes is constructed as follows: each node is assigned a unique 
identifier from 0 to N-1. Two nodes are connected if their identity difference is less than or equal to k 
(in mod N arithmetic). In Fig. 5(a) such a graph is shown for N=16 and k=2. Subsequently, each edge 
of the graph is rewired to a random node according to a given rewiring probability p. If the rewiring 
probability of edges is relatively small, a small-world graph is produced (high clustering coefficient 
and small average diameter), as shown in Fig. 5(b). As the rewiring probability increases the graph 
becomes more random (the clustering coefficient decreases). For rewiring probability p=1, all graph 
edges are rewired to random nodes, and this results to a random graph, Fig. 5(c). In Fig. 6, we can see 
how the clustering coefficient and the average diameter of graphs vary as the rewiring probability p 
increases. Small-world graphs are somewhere in the middle of the x axis (p=0.01). 

The clustering coefficient of each graph is normalized with the respect to the maximum clustering 
coefficient of a graph with the same number of nodes and average degree. In what follows, when we 
refer to the clustering coefficient of a graph with N nodes and average degree d, denoted by CC, we 
refer to the percentage of its clustering coefficient over the maximum clustering coefficient of a graph 
with the same number of nodes and average degree. The maximum clustering coefficient of a graph 
with N nodes and average degree d is the clustering coefficient of the clustered graph defined 
according to the Strogatz-Watts model, Fig. 5(a), before any edge rewiring takes place. 

Fig. 7 shows the percentage of duplicates messages generated per hop over the messages generated 
on that hop on a random and on a small-world graph of 2000 nodes and average degree 6. We can see 
from this figure that in a random graph there are very few duplicate messages in the first few hops (1-
4), while almost all messages in the last hops (6-7) are duplicates. On the contrary, in small-world 
graphs duplicate messages appear from the first hops and their percentage (over the total number of 
messages per hop) remains almost constant till the last hops.  
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Fig. 7. Percentage of messages generated per hop, which are duplicates, in random and small-world graphs. In 
small-world graphs the percentage of duplicates in hops 2 to 11 is almost constant, while in random graphs, in 
small hops there are no duplicates and in large hops almost all messages are duplicates 

5   Experimental Results on Static Graphs 

The simulation was performed using sP2Ps (simple P2P simulator) developed at our lab. The 
experiments were conducted on graphs with 2000 nodes and average degree 6. The clustering 
coefficient ranged from 0.0001 to 0.6, which is the maximum clustering coefficient of a graph with 
N=2000 and d=6. We shall refer to CC values from now on, as percentages of that max value. We 
conducted experiments for different values of the algorithm’s parameters. The horizon value varied 
from 0 (were practically the horizon criterion is not used) up to the diameter of the graph. Furthermore, 
we used two different threshold values, namely 75% and 100%, to select the connections over which 
messages are forwarded. For example a threshold of 75% indicates that if the percentage of duplicates 
on an edge e during the warm up phase exceeds 75% for messages originated at the nodes of a group, 

 



in the execution phase no query message from this group is forwarded over edge e. The TTL value is 
set to the diameter of the graph.  

The efficiency of our algorithm is evaluated based on two metrics, firstly the percentage of 
duplicates sent by the algorithm, in relation to the naive flooding and secondly the network coverage 
(defined as the percentage of network nodes reached by the query). Thus, the lower the duplicates 
percentage and the higher the coverage percentage, the better. Notice that a threshold value of 100% 
indicates that messages originating at the nodes of a group are not forwarded only over edges that 
produce exclusively (100%) duplicates for all nodes of that group during the warm-up phase. In this 
case we do not experience any loss in network coverage but the efficiency of the algorithm in duplicate 
elimination could be limited. In all experiments on static graphs, the warm-up phase included one 
flooding from each node. In the execution phase, during which the feedback-based algorithm is 
applied, again one flooding is performed from each node in order to gather the results of the simulation 
experiment.  

In Figs 8-13 we can see the experimental results for the feedback-based algorithm with the horizon 
criterion. In Fig. 8 we can see the percentage of duplicates produced as a function of the percentage of 
graph nodes in the horizon for three graphs (random with CC=0.16, clustered with CC=50, and small-
world with CC=91.6) and for threshold value 100%, which means that there is no loss in network 
coverage. We can deduce from this figure that the efficiency of this algorithm is high for clustered 
graphs and increases with the percentage of graph nodes in the horizon. Notice that in clustered graphs, 
with a small horizon value a larger percentage of the graph is in the horizon as compared to random 
graphs. In Fig. 9 we plot the percentage of duplicates produced by the algorithm as a function of the 
clustering coefficient for horizon value 1 and threshold 100%. We can see that even for such a small 
horizon value the efficiency of the algorithm increases linearly with the clustering coefficient of the 
graph. We can thus conclude that the feedback-based algorithm with the horizon criterion is efficient 
for clustered and small-world graphs. 

Even if the percentage of graph nodes in the horizon decreases, in case the graph size increases and 
the horizon value remains constant, the efficiency of the algorithm will remain unchanged, because in 
clustered graphs the clustering coefficient does change significantly with the graph size. Thus, the 
horizon criterion is scalable for clustered graphs. In contrast, in random graph, in order to maintain the 
same efficiency as the graph size increases, one would need to increase the horizon value, in order to 
maintain the same percentage of graph nodes in the horizon. Thus the horizon criterion is not scalable 
on random graphs. 
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Fig. 8. Percentage of duplicates as a 
function of the percentage of graph 
nodes in the horizon for three graphs 
with clustering coefficients 0.16, 50, 
and 91.6, and threshold value 100% 

Fig. 9. Percentage of duplicates 
as a function of the clustering 
coefficient for horizon value 1 
and threshold value 100% 

Fig. 10. Percentage of duplicates as 
a function of the percentage of graph 
nodes in the horizon for three graphs 
with different clustering coefficients 
(0.16, 50, and 91.6) and threshold 
value 75%

Figs 10-13 show the efficiency of the algorithm with the horizon criterion in duplicate elimination 
for threshold 75%. In Figs 10 and 11 we can see that the algorithm is very efficient on clustered graphs. 
From the same figures we can see that with this threshold value in random graphs (CC=0.16) most 
duplicate messages are eliminated but there is loss in network coverage. Thus, even if we lower the 
threshold value, the horizon criterion does not work well for random graphs. The algorithm’s behavior 
is summarized in Fig. 12, where duplicate elimination, denoted by D, and network coverage, denoted 
by C, are combined into one simple metric, defined as C2D.  

In Fig. 13 we can see again the efficiency of the algorithm for horizon value 1 (as in Fig. 9) but for a 
threshold of 75%. Notice that the algorithm’s efficiency is not linear to the percentage of the clustering 
coefficient of the graph. This arises because the threshold value of 75% is not necessarily the best 
choice for any clustering coefficient. 
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Fig. 11. Network coverage as a 
function of the percentage of graph 
nodes in the horizon for three graphs 
with clustering coefficients 0.16, 50, 
and 91.6 and threshold 75% 

Fig. 12. Efficiency of the feedback 
based algorithm as a function of the 
percentage of graph nodes in the 
horizon for three graphs with 
clustering coefficients 0.16, 50, and 
91.6 and threshold 75% 

Fig. 13. Network coverage, 
percentage of duplicates, and 
efficiency as a function of the 
clustering coefficient for horizon 
value 1 and threshold 75% 

 In Fig. 14 we can see the experimental results for the algorithm with the hops criterion for a graph 
with 2000 nodes and average degree 6 while varying the clustering coefficient. We can see in this 
figure that the hops criterion is very efficient in duplicate elimination, while maintaining high network 
coverage, for graphs with small clustering coefficient. This means that this criterion exhibits very good 
behaviour on random graphs. As the clustering coefficient increases the performance of the algorithm 
with the hops criterion decreases. This behaviour can be easily explained from Fig. 7, where the 
percentage of duplicates per hop is plotted for random and small-world graphs. We can see from this 
figure that in random graphs, the small hops produce very few duplicates, while large hops produce too 
many. Thus, based on the hops criterion only, we were able to eliminate a large percentage of 
duplicates without greatly sacrificing network coverage. 

As mentioned before, the hops criterion works better for random graphs. In case the graph size 
increases, the number of hops also increases (recall that the diameter of a random graph with N nodes 
and average degree d is log(N)/log(d) ). Thus, the hops criterion is scalable on random graphs. 
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Fig. 14. Network coverage, 
percentage of duplicates, and 
efficiency of the algorithm with 
the hops criterion as a function of 
the clustering coefficient 

Fig. 15. Network coverage, percentage 
of duplicates, and efficiency of the 
algorithm with the horizon+hops 
criterion as a function of the clustering 
coefficient 

Fig. 16. Efficiency of algorithms 
with the horizon, hops, and 
horizon+hops criteria as a function 
of the clustering coefficient and 
for horizon value 1 

In Fig. 15, we see the efficiency of the algorithm for the horizon+hops criterion. As we can see from 
this figure this combination of criteria constitutes the feedback based algorithm efficient in graphs with 
all clustering coefficients, random and small-world. In Fig. 15, three different metrics are plotted, the 
network coverage, the percentage of duplicates, and the efficiency as a function of the clustering 
coefficient of the graph. We can see that for any clustering coefficient network coverage is always 
above 80%, while the percentage of duplicate messages not eliminated is always less than 20%. This 
behavior is achieved for random and small-world graphs for horizon value of only 1. Thus the 
horizon+hops criterion is scalable on all types of graphs. 

In Fig. 16 we compare the efficiencies of the hops, horizon, and horizon+hops and we see that their 
combination, horizon+hops works better than each criterion separately. 

6   Experimental Results on Dynamic Graphs 

In what follows, we introduce dynamic changes to the graph, meaning that a graph node can leave and 
some other node can enter the graph, and we monitor how these changes influence the algorithm’s 

 



efficiency. We introduced a new parameter to our experiments in order to capture the rate of graph 
change. This parameter measures in query-floods the lifetime of a node in the graph. A graph rate 
change of r means that each node will initiate, on the average, r query-floods before leaving the 
network. Insertion of new nodes is performed so as to preserve the clustering coefficient of the graph.  

We also introduce a dynamic way to determine when the warm-up phase can terminate, meaning 
that we have collected enough measurements. The warm-up phase for a group of nodes terminates after 
the percentage of duplicates seen on an edge for messages originating at nodes of the group stops to 
oscillate significantly. More specifically, the warm-up phase terminates on an edge for a group of 
nodes, if in each of the last 20 rounds the change in the count (percentage of the number of duplicates 
seen on that edge for messages originating at nodes of the that group) was smaller that 2% and the total 
change over the last 20 rounds was smaller that 1%. 

We perform experiments for random graphs and for small-world graphs with clustering coefficient 
CC=33 and CC=84. For each of these graphs, the value of the change rate equals 0 (static graph), 1, 50, 
and 200. A change rate of 200 indicates that each node will make 200 query-floods before leaving the 
network, which is a reasonable assumption for Gnutella 2 [7]. This is because each Ultrapeer contains, 
on the average, 30 leaves. A leaf node has in general much smaller average lifetime than an Ultrapeer, 
which means that each Ultrapeer will “see” more than 30 unique leaves in its lifetime. If we assume 
that each leaf node will send one query through the Ultrapeer, this explains the fact that real-world 
measures with an Ultrapeer show that each Ultrapeer sends about 100 queries per hour. For each of 
these graphs and change rates, we run experiments with the following Horizon values: 

! Horizon values = {1|2} for random graphs and for small-world graphs with CC = 33. 
! Horizon values = {1|4} for small-world graphs with CC = 84. 

We performed two experiments with the same horizon value, one using the hops criterion and one 
without the hops criterion. The threshold value was set to 75%. Each experiment performed 25*2000 
floods. The difference between the values “0 wo act. threshold” and “0 with act. threshold” in the x 
axis in the figures indicates that in both cases the change rate is 0 (static graph), but in the first case, the 
numbers are taken from the experiments described in the previous section, while in the second case the 
activation threshold was used to terminate the warm-up phase. This enables us to clearly see the benefit 
of the activation threshold.  
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Fig. 17. Performance (efficiency) 
of the algorithm on a dynamic 
graph for the horizon criterion 

Fig. 18. Performance (efficiency) 
of the algorithm on a dynamic 
graph for the hops criterion 

Fig. 19. Performance (efficiency) of 
the algorithm on a dynamic graph 
for the horizon + hops criterion 

Fig. 17 shows how the algorithm performs on dynamic graphs for the horizon criterion.  We should 
first note that the use of the activation threshold increases the efficiency of the algorithm significantly. 
This happens because nodes gradually start eliminating traffic for certain groups of nodes instead of all 
of them starting eliminating duplicates for all groups simultaneously.  

We can see that the efficiency of the algorithm decreases when the change rate is 1. The main reason 
for this is not that the measurements for each group quickly become stale, but rather because each node 
needs some warm-up period to learn the topology of the network. A certain amount of traffic needs to 
be “seen” by any node, to make the necessary measurements. If that time is a large fraction of the 
node’s lifetime, it means that it will spend most of its time measuring instead of regulating traffic 
according to the measurements.  

Finally and most importantly, we can see that the results for a change rate of 200 are the same as 
those of a change rate of 0 with activation threshold, which shows that, given that the warm-up phase is 
shorter than the time during which the nodes use the algorithm (execution phase), the changes of the 
graph do not affect the algorithm’s efficiency. 

In Fig. 18 we can see that the activation threshold is beneficial to the algorithm with the hops 
criterion. Furthermore, from the same figure, it becomes clear that the efficiency of the feedback-based 
algorithm with the hops criterion is not greatly affected by the dynamic changes in the graph. We 

 



should however point out that it seems to lightly affect the efficiency of the algorithm in highly 
clustered graphs.  

In Fig. 19 we see the efficiency of the algorithm for the horizon+hops criterion. We should notice 
again that the use of the activation threshold does not harm the algorithm, except in the case of the 
graph with high clustering coefficient and for a horizon value greater than 1. However, as we have seen 
before, there is not reason to use a horizon value larger than 1. Again, the change rate does not affect 
the measurements for groups of nodes, since the reason for the low efficiency at high change rates is 
the fact that the nodes spent most of their lifetime in the warm-up phase.   

Fig. 20. Per flood efficiency on a dynamic random 
graph with change rate 20 with horizon = 1 + hops. X 
axis is number of flood, Y axis is percentage 
compared to naïve flooding. 

Fig. 21. Per flood efficiency on a dynamic random 
graph with change rate 200 with horizon = 1 + hops. 
X axis is number of flood, Y axis is percentage 
compared to naïve flooding. 

 

Fig. 22. Per flood efficiency using dynamic threshold 
on a dynamic random graph with change rate 20 with 
horizon = 1 + hops. X axis is number of flood, Y axis 
is percentage compared to naïve flooding. 

Fig. 23. Per flood efficiency using dynamic threshold 
on a dynamic random graph with change rate 200 on 
a random graph with horizon = 1 + hops. X axis is 
number of flood, Y axis is percentage compared to 
naïve flooding.

Finally, Figs 20 and 21 show the stability and the small per-flood variation of the algorithm for 
random graphs, with 20 and 200 change rates. One can see than not only the performance of the 
algorithm is stable, but furthermore the coverage and the duplicates of each flooding do not vary much 
among all floods 

7   Dynamic threshold 

In all simulation experiments performed thus far a static threshold value was used. Each node A 
groups the rest of the nodes and during the execution phase of the algorithm eliminates messages 
originating at nodes of a group if the percentages of duplicates originating at these nodes during the 
warm-up phase does not exceed a static predefined threshold. Three different grouping criteria were 
used, namely the Hops, Horizon, and Horizon+Hops. Experiments were contacted for different 

 



threshold values such as 75% and 100%. Assume that the percentage of duplicates registered by node 
A on its incident edge e for messages originating at nodes of a specific group G is De,G. Using a static 
threshold value the algorithm eliminates, during the execution phase, all messages originating at nodes 
of group G, if De,G exceeds the predefined threshold. However, imagine a group of nodes whose Ce,B,k 
count is higher than the threshold, but whose non-duplicates constitutes a large fraction of the total 
non-duplicates sent by node A. By eliminating the messages originating at nodes of this group, the 
algorithm would lose a large fraction of the total non-duplicate messages.  

In this section we perform experiments based on a dynamic threshold to further improve the 
algorithm’s efficiency. In this variation of the algorithm each node A keeps on each one of its incident 
edge e and for each group of nodes G the following counts: 
! De,G : the number of duplicates originating at nodes of G during the warm-up phase. 
! Me,G : the number of non-duplicates originating at nodes of G during the warm-up phase. 
 Furthermore, each node A counts to total number of non-duplicate M and duplicate D messages seen 
during the warm-up phase. 
Messages originating at nodes of a group G are eliminated by node A during the execution phase if 
((M- Me,G)/M)*((M-Me,G)/(M+D-Me,G-De,G)) exceeds M/(M+D), meaning that for node A there are 
many duplicates originating at this group of nodes G but the non-duplicates originating at G are not too 
many. 

The modified algorithm thus is: 

Feedback-based algorithm with dynamic threshold  
1. Warm-up phase  

a. Each incoming non-duplicate query message is forwarded to all neighbors except 
the upstream one, only if it originates at a node of a group not marked as eliminated, 
as explained below. 

b. For each incoming duplicate query message received, a duplicate feedback is 
returned to the upstream node. 

c. Each node A, for each incident edge e, counts the number of non-duplicates sent 
over and the number of duplicate feedbacks produced on for all queries messages 
originating at nodes of group G. Let us denote these counts Me,G and De,G 
respectively. 

d. Each node A, counts the total number of non-duplicates sent and duplicate 
feedbacks produced on all its incident edges collectively. Let us denote those counts 
M and D respectively. When the ratio of M over M+D stops to oscillate 
significantly over time  (see section 6), the algorithm enters the execution phase. 

2. Execution phase 
e. Each node iterates through all Me,G and De,G pairs. If the value ((M- Me,G)/M)*((M-

Me,G)/(M+D-Me,G-De,G)) is larger than M/(M+D) the messages originating at nodes 
of group G are marked eliminated, M and D are reduced by Me,G and De,G, 
respectively.  

f. All M, D and Me,G and De,G counts are reset to 0 and the algorithm returns to the 
warm-up phase. 

Figure 24. The feedback-based algorithm with the Horizon+Hops criterion and dynamic threshold. 

After eliminating messages originating at some groups, the algorithm returns to the warm-up phase, 
since the filtering it performed will affect the patterns of the traffic and thus the probability of sending 
duplicates over some edge. However, the node will now not forward any messages that correspond to 
eliminated groups of nodes. 

Figs 22 and 23 show the performance of the new algorithm compared with Figs 20 and 21 which is 
the same algorithm with a threshold value of . One can notice a 5 to 10 percent loss in coverage and a 5 
to 10 percentage gain in duplicates elimination. One might argue that an equal loss in coverage for an 
equal gain in duplicate elimination is not an improvement. This mistaken assumption is because of the 
fact that we compare all algorithms with the naïve flooding. This was done throughout the paper since 
the objective was to illustrate the efficiency of the algorithm in reducing the duplicates generated by of 
the naïve flooding. However, in order to compare two versions of our algorithm, one should compare 
the percentage of duplicates over the non-duplicates rather than compared to the duplicates of the naïve 
flooding. To illustrate, Fig. 20 shows a coverage of 90%, meaning that the flood was received by 1800 
nodes, in the graph used in the simulations. The duplicates percentage is 20%. Given that the number 
of duplicates of the naïve algorithm is about 8000, the number of duplicates is 1600. We see thus that, 
in this case, the ratio of non-duplicates to duplicates is 89%. In Fig. 22, the nodes reached are 1600, but 

 



the duplicates are the 10% of the naïve flooding, which is 800. This leads us to a ratio of 50%. Notice 
that this ratio for the naïve flooding is 400%. 

7   Conclusions  

We presented the feedback-based algorithm, an innovative method which reduces significantly the 
number of duplicate messages produced by flooding while maintaining high network coverage. The 
algorithm monitors the percentage of duplicates on each connection during a warm-up phase, and 
directs traffic to connections that do not produce excessive number of duplicates during the execution 
phase. In order for this approach to work, each network node groups together the rest of the nodes 
according to some criteria, so that nodes that produce many duplicates on its incident edges are in 
different groups than those that produce only few duplicates. The efficiency of the algorithm was 
demonstrated through extensive simulation on random and small-world graphs, the two most common 
types of graphs that have been studied in the context of P2P systems. The experiments involved graphs 
of 2000 nodes. The feedback-based algorithm was shown to reduce to less than 20% the number of 
duplicates of flooding while conserving network coverage above 80%. This led to an eight times 
reduction of the duplicates to non-duplicates ratio. The memory requirements in each node are much 
less compared to the algorithm that constructs shortest paths trees from each network node. The 
efficiency of our algorithm was demonstrated on static and dynamic graphs.  
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Abstract. This report envisions making large-scale distributed appli-
cations self managing by combining component models and structured
overlay networks. A key obstacle to deploying large-scale applications
running on Internet is the amount of management they require. Often
these applications demand specialized personnel for their maintenance.
Making applications self managing will help removing this obstacle. Bas-
ing the system on a structured overlay network will allow extending the
abilities of existing component models to large-scale distributed systems.
A structured overlay network is a form of peer-to-peer network that pro-
vides strong guarantees on its behavior. The guarantees are provided for
e!cient communication, e!cient load balancing, and self management in
case of node joins, leaves, and failures. Component models, on the other
hand, support dynamic configuration, the ability of part of the system to
reconfigure other parts at run-time. By combining overlay networks with
component models we achieve both low-level as well as high-level self
management. We are working on a practical implementation of this vi-
sion. To show its usefulness, we will target multi-tier applications, and in
particular we will consider three-tier applications using a self-managing
storage service.

1 Introduction

An important objective of CoreGRID is to investigate the scalability of dis-
tributed systems in the areas of Grid and Peer-to-Peer technologies. In our view,



it is not possible to achieve scalability without first achieving self management,
since a large-scale distributed system will otherwise be completely unmanage-
able. This report presents a vision for self management that combines two areas
that were previously considered independently, namely peer-to-peer systems and
component models. We observe that for large-scale distributed applications, each
of these areas is missing an essential part, and that the essential part is to be
found in the other area! Peer-to-peer research does low-level self management
based on algorithms and ignores how applications are to be deployed and main-
tained during their lifecycles. Component research provides mechanisms for high-
level self management but barely touches the world of distributed computing;
distribution in the component area is limited mainly to client/server computing
and cluster computing. Peer-to-peer systems, if rethought in terms of compo-
nents, will be able to handle the application lifecycle. Component models, if
built on top of a peer-to-peer infrastructure, will be able to handle decentralized
distributed applications. In this report, we motivate this vision and compare it
with existing work in both areas and in the area of autonomic computing. We
then elaborate on this vision and explain how we are working toward it.

Fig. 1. A traditional and a self-managing three-tier architecture.

To illustrate the general usefulness of our vision, let us see how it applies
to a popular application architecture, the multi-tier application. Multi-tier ap-
plications are the mainstay of industrial applications. A typical example is a
three-tier architecture, consisting of a client talking to a server, which itself
interfaces with a database (see Figure 1). The business logic is executed at the
server and the application data and meta data are stored on the database. But
multi-tier architectures are brittle: they break when exposed to stresses such as
failures, heavy loading (the ”slash-dot e!ect”), network congestion, and changes
in their computing environment. This becomes especially cumbersome for large-
scale systems. Therefore, cluster-based solutions are employed where the three-
tier architecture is duplicated within a cluster with high speed interconnectivity



between tightly coupled servers. In practice, these applications require intensive
care by human managers to provide acceptable levels of service, and make as-
sumptions which are only valid within a cluster environment, such as perfect
failure detection.

Lack of self management is not only pervasive in multi-tier architectures, but
a problem in most distributed systems. For example, deploying a distributed file
system across several organizations requires much manual configuration, as does
adding another file server to the existing infrastructure. If a file server crashes,
most file systems will stop functioning or fail to provide full service. Instead, the
system should reconfigure itself to use another file server. This desirable behavior
is an example of self management.

In this vision, we intend to make large-scale distributed applications such
as these self managing. In this report we outline our vision of a general archi-
tecture which combines research on structured overlay networks together with
research on component models. These two areas each provide what the other
lacks: structured overlay networks provide a robust communications infrastruc-
ture and low-level self-management properties for Internet-scale distributed sys-
tems, and component models provide the primitives needed to support dynamic
configuration and enable high-level self-management properties. We present our
general architecture and outline the work that is needed to realize it. We will
use this outline as a guide to help us orient our own research.

Structure of the report

This report is an extended version of a paper presented at the CoreGRID Inte-
gration Workshop held in Pisa, Italy, in November 2005. The report is divided
into five main sections:

– Section 2 gives a definition of self management as we use it in this report.
– Section 3 compares our vision with related work in the areas of structured

overlay networks (peer-to-peer systems), component models, and autonomic
computing.

– Section 4 gives detailed motivation to explain why combining structured
overlay networks with component models is a good approach for realizing
self management. This section also presents in more detail our motivating
example, a three-tier e-commerce application.

– Section 5 summarizes our recent work toward realizing the vision of self
management.

– Section 6 gives a brief conclusion.

2 Definition of Self Management

Self management and self organization are overloaded terms widely used in many
fields. We define self management along the same lines as done in [9], which can
be summarized in that the system should be able to reconfigure itself to han-
dle changes in its environment or requirements without human intervention but



according to high-level management policies. It is important to give a precise
definition of self management that makes it clear what parts can be handled
automatically and what parts need application programmer or user (system
administrator) intervention. The user then defines a self management policy
and the system implements this policy. Self management exists on all levels of
the system. At the lowest level, self management means that the system should
be able to automatically handle frequent addition or removal of nodes, frequent
failure of nodes, load balancing between nodes, and threats from adversaries.
For large-scale systems, environmental changes that require some recovery by
the system become normal and even frequent events. For example, failure be-
comes a normal situation: the probability that at a given time instant some part
of the system is failed approaches 1 as the number of nodes increases. At higher
levels, self management embraces many system properties. For our approach, we
consider that these properties are classified in four axes of self management: self
configuration, self healing, self tuning, and self protection.

To be e!ective, self management must be designed as part of the system from
its inception. It is di"cult or impossible to add self management a posteriori.
This is because self management needs to be done at many levels of the system.
Each level of the system needs to provide self management primitives (”hooks”)
to the next level.

The key to supporting self management is a service architecture that is a
framework for building large-scale self-managing distributed applications. The
heart of the service architecture is a component model built in synergy with a
structured overlay network, to provide the following self-management properties:

1. Self configuration: Specifically, the infrastructure provides primitives so that
the service architecture will continue to work when nodes are added or re-
moved during execution. We will provide primitives so that parts of the
application can be upgraded from one version to another without interrupt-
ing execution (online upgrade) . We will also provide a component trad-
ing infrastructure that can be used for automating distributed configuration
processes.

2. Self healing: The service architecture will provide the primitives for con-
tinued execution when nodes fail or when the network communication be-
tween nodes fails, and will provide primitives to support the repair of node
configurations. Specifically, the service architecture will continue to provide
its basic services, namely communication and replicated storage, and will
provide resource trading facilities to support repair mechanisms. Other ser-
vices are application-dependent; the service architecture will provide the
primitives to make it easy to write applications that are fault-tolerant and
are capable of repairing themselves to continue respecting service level agree-
ments.

3. Self tuning: The service architecture will provide the primitives for im-
plementing load balancing and overload management. We expect that both
load balancing and online upgrade will be supported by the component



model, in the form of introspective operations (including the ability to freeze
and restart a component and to get/set a component’s state).

4. Self protection: Security is an essential concern that has to be considered
globally. In a first approximation, we will consider a simple threat model,
in which the nodes of the service architecture are considered trustworthy.
We can extend this threat model with little e!ort for some parts, such as
the structured overlay network, for which we already know how to protect
against more aggressive threat models, such as Sybil attacks.

2.1 Feedback loops

An essential feature of self management is that it adds feedback loops throughout
the system. A feedback loop consists of (1) the detection of an anomaly, (2) the
calculation of a correction, and (3) the application of the correction. Whereas in
non-self-managing systems, the feedback loops often go through a human being,
in a self-managing system this is avoided. The human being is still needed, but
to manage the loop from the outside and not to be part of the loop. Feedback
loops can exist within one level or cross levels. An example of a loop within a
level is failure handling in a structured overlay network: it contains a feedback
loop to detect a node failure and to reorganize its routing information. In some
cases, it can be important for failure handling to cross levels. For example, the
low level detects a network problem, a higher level is notified and decides to try
another communication path, and the low level then implements that decision
(see Figure 2).

system reaction

observe correct

Monitor
service

Actuator
service

service
Management

Low level

High level

Fig. 2. An example of a feedback loop that traverses system levels.

Because of the feedback loops, it is important that the system behavior con-
verges (no oscillatory, chaotic, or divergent behavior). In the future, we intend



to model formally the feedback loops, to confirm convergent behavior (possibly
changing the design), and to validate the model with the system. This research
was pioneered in the classic work of Norbert Wiener on Cybernetics [17]. We
will apply it to the area of large-scale distributed systems. We will use tech-
niques from several domains. One important source of inspiration is the physics
of complex systems. For example, Krishnamurthy et al [11] have used the master
equation approach to formalize the algorithms of the Chord structured overlay
network and to derive its behavior under various rates of node leaves and joins.
Another source of inspiration is the domain of electronic circuit design. Elec-
tronic systems frequently use feedback loops, in particular negative feedback,
to keep the system near its desired behavior. For example, phase-locked loops
(PLLs) are used in demodulators to track a signal that can have strong random
fluctuations in frequency. If the incoming signal deviates in frequency from the
PLL’s internal oscillator then a correction is applied to the oscillator. This kind
of negative feedback works for systems that can be approximated by linear or
monotonic behavior. Unfortunately, the formal model of a computer system is
generally highly nonlinear or nonmonotonic, so that naive approximations may
not work. It is one of our goals to explore this aspect of feedback loops. We
will use our experience in exploring how to program systems with monotonic
behaviors (which are usually called declarative; see chapters 2 to 4 in [16]). In
addition, it may be possible to exploit oscillatory or chaotic behavior to enhance
certain characteristics of the system. We will explore this aspect as well.

3 Related Work

Our approach to self management can be considered a computer systems ap-
proach. That is, we give a precise definition of self management in terms of com-
puter system properties, namely configuration, fault tolerance, performance, and
security. To make these properties self managing, we propose to design a sys-
tem architecture and the protocols it needs. But in the research community self
management is sometimes defined in a broader way, to touch on various parts of
artificial intelligence: learning systems, swarm intelligence (a.k.a. collective intel-
ligence), biologically-inspired systems, and learning from the immune system [9].
We consider that these artificial intelligence approaches are worth investigating
in their own right. However, we consider that the computer systems approach is
a fundamental one that has to be solved, regardless of these other approaches.
In what follows, we focus on the computer systems approach.

Let us characterize the advantages of our proposed architecture with respect
to the state of the art in computer systems. There are three areas to which we
can compare our approach:

1. Structured overlay networks and peer-to-peer systems. Current research on
overlay networks focuses on algorithms for basic services such as communi-
cation and storage. The reorganizing abilities of structured overlay networks
can be considered as low-level self management. We extend this to address



high-level self management such as configuration, deployment, online up-
dating, and evolution, which have been largely ignored so far in structured
overlay network research.

2. Component-based programming. Current research on components focuses on
architecture design issues and not on distributed programming. We extend
this to study component-based abstractions and architectural frameworks
for large-scale distributed systems, by using overlay networks as an enabler.

3. Autonomic systems. Most autonomic systems focus on individual autonomic
properties, specific self-managed systems, or focus on specific elements of
autonomic behavior. Little research has considered the overall architectural
implications of building self-managed distributed systems. Our position is
unique in this respect, combining as it does component-based system con-
struction with overlay network technology into a service architecture for
large-scale distributed system self management.

We now present these areas in more detail and explain where the contribution
of our approach fits. In Sections 4 and 5 we then go deeper into the specifics of
our approach.

3.1 Structured overlay networks and peer-to-peer systems

Research on peer-to-peer networks has evolved into research on structured over-
lay networks, in particular on Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs). The main dif-
ferences between popular peer-to-peer systems and structured overlay networks
are that the latter provide strong guarantees on routing and message delivery,
and are implemented with more e"cient algorithms. The research on struc-
tured overlay networks has matured considerably in the last few years [15, 14,
3]. Hardware infrastructures such as PlanetLab have enabled DHTs to be tested
in realistically harsh environments. This has led to structured peer-to-peer com-
munication and storage infrastructures in which failures and system changes are
handled gracefully.

At their heart, structured overlay networks enable the nodes in a distributed
system to organize themselves to provide a shared directory service. Any appli-
cation built on top of an overlay can add information to this directory locally,
which immediately results in the overlay system distributing the data onto the
nodes in the system, ensuring that the data is replicated in case some of the
nodes become unavailable due to failure.

The overlay guarantees that any node in the distributed system can access
data inserted to the directory e"ciently. The e"ciency, calculated as the number
of reroutes, is typically logk(N), where N is the number of nodes in the system,
and k is a configurable parameter. The overlay makes sure that the nodes are
interconnected such that data in the directory always can be found. The number
of connections needed vary in di!erent system, but are typically in the range O(1)
to O(log N), where N is the number of nodes in the overlay.

Though most overlays provide a simple directory, other abstractions are pos-
sible too. More recently, a relational view of the directory can be provided [6],



and the application can use SQL to query the relational database for informa-
tion. Most ordinary operations, such as selection, projection, and equi-joins are
supported.

All structured overlays provide self management in presence of node joins
and node departures. This means that a running system will adapt itself if new
nodes arrive or if some nodes depart. Self management is done at two distinct
layers: the communication layer and the storage management layer.

When nodes join or leave the system, the communication layer of the struc-
tured peer-to-peer system will ensure that the routing information present in the
system is updated to adapt to these changes. Hence, routing can e"ciently be
done in presence of dynamism. Similarly, the storage management layer main-
tains availability of data by transferring data which is stored on a departing
node to an existing node in the system. Conversely, if a new node arrives, the
storage management layer moves part of the existing data to the new node to
ensure that data is evenly distributed among the nodes in the system. Hence,
data is self configured in presence of node joins and leaves.

In addition to the handling of node joins and leaves, the peer-to-peer system
self heals in presence of link failures. This requires that the communication layer
can accurately detect failures and correct routing tables accordingly. Moreover,
the communication layer informs the storage management layer such that data
is fetched from replicas to restore the replication degree when failures occur.

Much research has also been conducted in making peer-to-peer systems self
tuning. There are many techniques employed to ensure that the heterogeneous
nodes that make up the peer-to-peer system are not overloaded [10]. Self tuning
is considered with respect to amount of data stored, amount of routing tra"c
served, and amount of routing information maintained. Self tuning is also applied
to achieve proximity awareness, which means that routing done on the peer-to-
peer network reflects the latencies in the underlying network.

Lately, research has been conducted in modeling trust to achieve security
in large-scale systems [1]. In essence, a node’s future behavior can be predicted
by judging its previous behavior. The latter information can be acquired by
regularly asking other nodes about their opinion about other nodes.

3.2 Component-based programming

The main current de-facto standards in distributed software infrastructures,
Sun’s J2EE, Microsoft .Net, and OMG CORBA, provide a form of component-
based distributed programming. Apart from the inclusion of publish-subscribe
facilities (e.g. the JMS publish-subscribe services in J2EE), support for the con-
struction of large-scale services is limited. Management functions are made avail-
able using the traditional manager agent framework [7] but typically do not sup-
port online reconfiguration or autonomous behavior (which are left unspecified).
Some implementations (e.g. JBoss) have adopted a component-based approach
for the construction of the middleware itself, but they remain limited in their
reconfiguration capabilities (coarse-grained, mostly deployment time, no support
for unplanned software evolution).



Component models supported by standard platforms such as J2EE (the EJB
model) or CORBA (the CCM model) are non-hierarchical (an assemblage of sev-
eral components is not a component), and provide limited support for component
introspection and dynamic adaptation. These limitations have been addressed
in work on adaptive middleware (e.g. OpenORB, Dynamic TAO, Hadas, that
have demonstrated the benefits of a reflective component-based approach to the
construction of adaptive middleware). In parallel, a large body of work on ar-
chitecture description languages (e.g. ArchJava, C2, Darwin, Wright, Rapide,
Piccola, Acme or CommUnity) has shown the benefits of explicit software archi-
tecture for software maintenance and evolution. The component models proposed
in these experimental prototypes, however, su!er from several limitations:

1. They do not allow the specification of component structures with sharing, a
key feature required for the construction of software systems with resource
multiplexing.

2. They remain limited in their adaptation capabilities, defining, for those that
do provide such capabilities, a fixed meta-object protocol that disallows var-
ious optimizations and does not support di!erent design trade-o!s (e.g. per-
formance vs. flexibility).

3. Finally, and most importantly, they lack abstractions for building large dis-
tributed structures.

Compared to the current industrial and academic state of the art in component-
based distributed system construction, our approach intends to extend a reflec-
tive component-based model, the Fractal model [4], that subsumes the capabil-
ities of the above models (it caters to points (1) and (2)) in order to address
point (3).

3.3 Autonomic systems

The main goal of autonomic system research is to automate the traditional
functions associated with systems management, namely configuration manage-
ment, fault management, performance management, security management, and
cost management [7]. This goal is becoming of utmost importance because of
increasing system complexity. It is this very realization that prompted major
computer and software vendors to launch major R&D initiatives on this theme,
notably, IBM’s Autonomic Computing initiative and Microsoft’s Dynamic Sys-
tems initiative.

The motivation for autonomic systems research is that networked environ-
ments today have reached a level of complexity and heterogeneity that make their
control and management by human administrators more and more di"cult. The
complexity of individual elements (a single software element can literally have
thousands of configuration parameters), combined with the brittleness inherent
of today’s distributed applications, makes it more and more di"cult to enter-
tain the presence of a human administrator in the ”management loop”. Consider
for instance the following rough figures: One-third to one-half of a company’s



total IT budget is spent preventing or recovering from crashes, for every dollar
used to purchase information storage, 9 dollars are spent to manage it, 40%
of computer system outages are caused by human operator errors, not because
they are poorly trained or do not have the right capabilities, but because of the
complexities of today’s computer systems.

IBM’s autonomic computing initiative, for instance, was introduced in 2001
and presented as a ”grand challenge” calling for a wide collaboration toward the
development of computing systems that would have the following characteris-
tics: self configuring, self healing, self tuning and self protecting, targeting the
automation of the main management functional areas (self healing dealing with
responses to failures, self protecting dealing with responses to attacks, self tuning
dealing with continuous optimization of performance and operating costs). Since
then, many R&D projects have been initiated to deal with autonomic computing
aspects or support techniques. For example, we mention the following projects
that are most relevant to our vision: the recovery-oriented computing project
at UC Berkeley, the Smartfrog Project at HP Research Labs in Bristol, UK,
and the Swan project at INRIA, Alcatel, France Telecom. Compared to these
projects, the uniqueness of our approach is that it combines structured overlay
networks with component models for the development of an integrated architec-
ture for large-scale self-managing systems. Each complements the other: overlay
networks support large-scale distribution, and component models support re-
configuration. None of the aforementioned projects provide such a combination,
which gives a uniform architectural model for self-managing systems. Note also
that many of the above-mentioned projects are based on cluster architectures,
whereas our approach targets distributed systems that may be loosely coupled.

4 Synergy of Overlays and Components

The foundation of our approach is to combine a structured overlay network with
a component model. Both areas have much matured in recent years, but they
have been studied in isolation. It is a basic premise of our approach that their
combination will enable achieving self management in large-scale distributed sys-
tems. This is first of all because structured overlay networks already have many
low-level self-management properties. Structured overlay network research has
achieved e"cient routing and communication algorithms, fault tolerance, han-
dling dynamism, proximity awareness, and distributed storage with replication.
However, almost no research has been done on deployment, upgrading, continu-
ous operation, and other high-level self-management properties.

We explain what we mean with lack of high level self management in overlay
networks by the following concrete problems. An overlay network running on
thousands of nodes will occasionally need a software upgrade. How can a thou-
sand node peer-to-peer system, dispersed over the Internet, be upgraded on the
fly without interrupting existing services, and how do we ensure that it is done
securely? How can it be guaranteed that the new version of the overlay software
will not break when deployed on a node which does not have all the required



software? For example, the new version might be making calls to certain libraries
which might not be available on every node.

To continue the example, nodes in the overlay might provide di!erent services
or may run di!erent versions of the services. For instance, an overlay might
provide a rudimentary routing service on every node. But it might be that high-
level services, such as a directory service, do not exist on every node. We need
to be able to introspect nodes to find out such information, and, if permitted,
install the required services on the remote machine at runtime. Even if the nodes
do provide a directory service, it might be of di!erent incompatible versions.
For example, a node might be running an old version which stores directory
information in memory, while another node has support for secure and persistent
data storage.

The above mentioned research issues have been ignored by the peer-to-peer
community. By using components, we can add these high-level self-management
properties, such as deployment, versioning, and upgrade services. Recent research
on component models, such as the Fractal model [4], is adding exactly those abili-
ties that are needed for doing self management (such as reification and reflection
abilities).

4.1 A three-tier e-commerce application

We now give a motivational example which will show how the overlay and the
component model is used to build a scalable fault-tolerant application. Imagine
an e-commerce application that allows users to use their web browser to buy
books. The user can browse through the library of books, and add/remove books
to its shopping cart. When the user has finished shopping, it can decide to either
make a purchase or cancel it.

Traditionally, the above application is realized by creating a three-tier archi-
tecture, where the client makes request to an application server, which uses a
database to store session information, such as the contents of the shopping cart.

In our system (see Figure 1), there will be several application servers running
on di!erent servers, possibly geographically dispersed running on heterogeneous
hardware. Each application server is a node in a structured overlay network and
can thus access the storage layer, which is a distributed hash table provided by
the overlay. The storage layer has a thin layer which provides a relational view
of the directory, allowing SQL queries, and supports transactions on top of the
distributed hash table. A user visiting the shopping site will be forwarded by a
load balancer to an appropriate server which can run the e-commerce application.
The component model will enable the load balancer to find the server which has
the right contextual environment, e.g. with J2EE installed and with certain
libraries, and which is not overloaded. Thereafter the request is forwarded to the
appropriate server, which uses the overlay storage layer to store its session state.

To continue our above example, we would like the e-commerce application to
be self healing and provide failover. This can be realized by providing a failover
component which periodically checkpoints by invoking an interface in the e-
commerce application forcing it to save its entire state and configuration to the



overlay storage . Should the application server crash, the failure detectors in the
crashed node’s neighborhood will detect this. One such neighbor is chosen by
the overlay and the application is executed on that node. The component model
ensures that the last saved state will be loaded by making calls to a standard
interface in e-commerce application which will load the session state.

We might want our application to be self tuning, such that the e-commerce
application running on an overloaded server is migrated to another application
server . This could be solved using di!erent approaches. One approach would
be to have a component which saves the state of a session, and initiates another
server to start the e-commerce application with the saved state. Notice that the
level of granularity is high in this case as the component model would only de-
fine interfaces for methods which the e-commerce application would implement.
These methods would then save the application specific state to the storage
layer. Similarly, interfaces would be defined to tell the application to load its
state from the storage layer. Another approach, with a low-level of granularity,
would be to use a virtual machine such as Xen or VMWare. With these, the
whole e-commerce application, its OS and state, would be moved to another
machine. This would nevertheless require that the application is running on a
common distributed file system, or is getting its data from a common database.
The overlay could be used to either provide a self-managing distributed file sys-
tem, or let the application use the overlay storage to fetch and store its data.
The virtual machine approach has the additional advantage that it guarantees
that applications running on the same machine are shielded securely from each
other. At the same time, the virtual machine approach would not be able to run
if the servers actual hardware di!er.

5 Realizing the Synergy

To realize the synergy of overlay networks and components, we have started
work in both areas. In the area of components, we are working on building the
basic mechanisms of self management on top of the Fractal model [13, 4]. In the
area of overlay networks, we are working on a decentralized service architecture,
P2PKit, built on top of a structured overlay network [8]. We expect the work
in both of these areas to interact and converge in the future. Current trends in
component programming indicate that more and more programming will be done
by means of components, and that the partition between programming language
and component will be more and more weighted in favor of components.

5.1 Components for self management

The Fractal model is being used to construct self-managing systems. Quéma [13]
describes several of these systems and the framework that is used to implement
them. We briefly present the Fractal model and explain how it implements the
mechanisms needed for self management.



The Fractal model We have developed a component model, Fractal, that
provides most of the primitives necessary for implementing self management.
The Fractal model has the following abilities:

– Compound components: A component can be formed from other components.
– Shared components: A component can be a subcomponent of two di!erent

components. This is important for modeling resources, which often exist in
a single component, while at the same time preserving encapsulation.

– Introspection: A component’s execution can be observed by another compo-
nent.

– Configuration and reconfiguration: Component instances can be installed,
removed, and replaced dynamically. This work is done by other components
in the system.

A Fractal component has one or more interfaces, where an interface is an ac-
cess point for the component. Interfaces exist both for the functional and non-
functional behavior of the component. A Fractal component usually has two
parts: a membrane and a content. The membrane hosts the interfaces and the
content consists of the subcomponents. A Fractal component can have several
levels of control interface: attribute control (for setting the control state of the
component), linking control (for managing linkage between interfaces), content
control (for adding/removing subcomponents), lifecycle control (for stopping,
starting, and other abilities related to the lifecycle).

Constructing self-managing systems with Fractal Fractal has the support
for implementing feedback loops similar to Figure 2 at the level of individual
components. We explain how this support is implemented.

– Actuators: Using the control interfaces, a self-management service can con-
trol the system, for example to start and stop a component or to reconfigure
part of the system (remove/add a subcomponent, create or remove a link,
modify a component’s code, etc.).

– Monitors: Fractal has defined a software framework called LeWYS that per-
mits to define probes to observe parts of the system. The probes run inde-
pendently of the rest of the system by means of an active communication
mechanism called a pump, in which the probe is activated when needed and
its results passed on to the higher level.

– Management service: The management service consists of several subcom-
ponents, each dedicated to a di!erent non-functional behavior such as de-
ployment, fault tolerance, performance tuning, and so forth. Together, these
subcomponents form a representation of the system being managed. Another
entity (a human being, for example) can interact with this representation at
the level of management policies. The subcomponents then perform the nec-
essary actions so that the policies are implemented.

These mechanisms are currently defined in a centralized way, i.e., they are not
being used for large-scale distributed systems. We intend to provide support for
large-scale distribution by means of structured overlay networks.



5.2 Decentralized service architecture

We have developed a first version of a decentralized service architecture, called
P2PKit, which uses a structured overlay network, called P2PS [8]. Both P2PKit
and P2PS are written in Mozart, an advanced portable programming environ-
ment which is e"ciently supported on most flavors of Unix and Windows and
on Mac OS X [12]. Mozart provides a network-transparent distribution support
that simplifies writing distributed applications. We are currently enhancing the
distribution support so that it can use reflective routing: the basic routing of
the system will then be defined by P2PS instead of being hard-wired into the
system. We briefly present P2PS and P2PKit, and we explain how we intend to
implement self management on top of them.

The P2PS library P2PS is a communication library written in Mozart that
provides a robust communications infrastructure with point-to-point and broad-
cast abilities. P2PS implements the Tango protocol [5], which is an extension of
the DKS protocol implemented at SICS and KTH [2]. These protocols e"ciently
maintain their routing tables in the face of failures. Whenever a message is sent
between nodes, the protocol takes advantage of this message to correct any er-
rors in the routing tables. Furthermore, whenever a node fails, this is detected by
neighboring nodes and they take action to correct routing tables. Finally, there
are simple algorithms to handle prolonged network inactivity, to eject nodes that
are no longer behaving correctly because of this. We are testing P2PS and DKS
on top of the PlanetLab infrastructure and on top of the EVERGROW cluster
infrastructure.

Constructing self-managing systems with P2PKit P2PKit allows to de-
ploy services, which we define as a set of component instances that collaborate to
provide a functionality. A service is typically decentralized, with one component
per process. Services are constructed in layers. For example, a failure detection
service can be input to an application service. We have implemented sample
services for peer failure notification, replicating data, and network control and
monitoring. These services are robust: they automatically adapt as peers join
and leave the network. The P2PS library itself is being rewritten to have a
component structure instead of being written in a monolithic fashion.

P2PKit uses a simple component model, Mozart functors, and can install
components and provide components with the ability to communicate with each
other. To enable self management, we will extend this component model with
abilities similar to those in the Fractal model.

6 Conclusions

We have outlined an approach for building large-scale distributed applications
that are self managing. The approach exploits the synergy between structured



overlay networks and component models. Each of these areas has matured con-
siderably in recent years, but in isolation. Each area lacks the abilities provided
by the other. Structured overlay networks lack the deployment and configura-
tion abilities of component models. Component models lack the decentralized
distributed structure of structured overlay networks. By combining the two ar-
eas, we expect to eliminate both of these lacks and achieve a balanced approach
to self management. We are working on both areas, notably on the Fractal com-
ponent model and the P2PKit service architecture, and we expect to merge them
and add self management mechanisms according to the approach of this report.
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Abstract. Resource location or discovery is a key issue for Grid systems
in which applications are composed of hardware and software resources
that need to be located. Classical approaches to Grid resource location
are either centralized or hierarchical and will prove ine!cient as the scale
of Grid systems rapidly increases. On the other hand, the Peer-to-Peer
(P2P) paradigm emerged as a successful model that achieves scalabil-
ity in distributed systems. One possibility would be to borrow existing
methods from the P2P paradigm and to adopt them to Grid systems
taking into consideration the existing di"erences. Several such attempts
have been made during the last couple of years. This paper aims to serve
as a review of the most promising Grid systems that use P2P techniques
to facilitate resource discovery in order to perform a qualitative com-
parison of the existing approaches and to draw conclusions about their
advantages and weaknesses. Future research directions in the field are
also discussed.

1 Introduction

The ultimate target of any resource sharing environment is to pool together
large sets of resources and to make them available to its users and the deployed
applications. A fundamental service in these environments is resource location
which allows the discovery of resource across multiple administrative domains



based on a list of predefined attributes. After specifying the attributes of existing
resources, the system returns a list of locations where the required resources
currently reside.

Grid and P2P are the two most common type of resource sharing systems
currently in wide use. These two systems evolved from di!erent communities
and serve di!erent needs. Grid systems interconnect computers clusters, storage
systems, instruments, and in general available infrastructure of large scientific
computing centers in order to make possible the sharing of existing resources,
such as CPU time, storage, equipment, data, software applications. Most Grid
systems are of moderate-size, they are centrally or hierarchically administered
and there are strict rules governing the availability of the participating resources
(i.e., a large percentage of the CPU time of a participating cluster should be
dedicated for Grid use 24 hours a day). Grids are used for complex scientific
applications which are time critical and they comply to strict QoS rules. Grid
resources are highly dynamic and their values vary significantly over time (i.e.,
available CPU time, memory, available storage, network bandwidth). The re-
sources required by applications are described by specifying a set of attributes
(multi-attribute queries) like available computing power and memory. On the
other hand, the most popular service provided by P2P systems is file sharing
(e.g., Gnutella, KaZaA). Other applications are real time data transfer (e.g.,
telephony such as Skype), cycle stealing (e.g., SETI@Home), or collaboration
(e.g., Groove). The typical participant in such systems enters from a common
desktop asking to download music or video files over Internet TCP connections.
Participation is highly dynamic as users can enter, depart, and rejoin the system
totally unpredictably. Finally, most resource location queries are not attribute-
dependent as in Grids but they either specify a file name, they are keyword
searches or range queries.

Grid and P2P are both resource sharing systems having as their ultimate goal
the harnessing of resources across multiple administrative domains. They have
many common characteristics such as dynamic behavior and heterogeneity of the
involved components. Apart from their similarities, Grid and P2P systems ex-
hibit essential di!erences reflected mostly by the behavior of the involved users,
the dynamic nature of Grid resources (i.e., CPU load, available memory, network
bandwidth, software versions) as opposed to pure file sharing which is by far the
most common service in P2P systems. Another essential di!erence results from
the demanding nature of sensitive Grid applications that are time and data crit-
ical and have strict fault tolerance and security requirements as opposed to P2P
applications which use commodity hardware and exhibit best e!ort behavior.
The basic di!erences between Grid and P2P systems are summarized in Table
1.

Although Grid and P2P systems emerged from di!erent communities in order
to serve di!erent needs and to provide di!erent functionalities, they both consti-
tute successful resource sharing paradigms. It has been argued in the literature
that Grid and P2P systems will eventually converge [26, 67, 38]. The techniques
used in each of these two di!erent types of systems will result to a mutual



Table 1. The basic di"erences between Grid and P2P systems.

In terms of ... Grids P2P
Users Scientific community Any desktop user
Computing Workstations, multiprocessors, Common desktops

computer clusters
Network High speed dedicated network Internet TCP connections
Administration Centralized or hierarchical Distributed
Applications Complex scientific applications such as File sharing, real-time data

large scale simulations, data analysis streaming, cycle steeling
Scale Connect a relatively small number of Connection is possible from any

specialized sites (moderate size) desktop (large size)
Security Secure services for job submission and Protocols for file sharing

interactive execution
Participation Static or slowly changing participation Nodes can enter or leave totally

of nodes over time unpredictably
Trust Trusted users Untrusted, anonymous users

benefit. As the scale of Grid systems rapidly increases, centralized management
will prove ine"cient and other methods will be considered. The QoS constraints
that currently govern most Grid applications will loosen up as Grids will move
towards more popular and diverse application scenarios. Strict resource partic-
ipation rules will be relaxed as participating organizations may need to have
their infrastructure for own use at certain periods and for Grid jobs at other
times and the use of commodity hardware will be allowed. On the other hand,
P2P systems will open up to more sophisticated applications and they will have
to support more complex queries and di!erent QoS levels. P2P is not just for
file sharing, but opens a new era of group based resource-aware communications
for many new applications and services for connected lifestyles [39]. Adding to-
gether location information, presence information, and many other parameters
available in the end-to-end communication path and local resources, new P2P
service scenarios can be envisioned. The market is driving P2P services based
on IP into wireless mobile devices. Some current examples of such services are
VoIP, Instant Messaging, file sharing, navigation systems and multi-party video
conferencing. Associated P2P/Grid application such as mobile Grid for access to
own VO’s Grid resources or distribute/store VO’s shared information (web, dig-
ital cameras, own digital community-TV broadcast, music, etc) will also emerge.
Tomorrow’s resource sharing systems will be of large scale, highly dynamic (in
terms of resource availability and infrastructure participation), and will exhibit
high heterogeneity. Resources can become unavailable at any time and machines
can enter or leave the resource sharing system unpredictably while QoS will still
be an issue for specific applications.

The purpose of the present report is to serve as a review of the most promis-
ing Grid systems that incorporate P2P resource location methods, in order to
perform a qualitative comparison of the existing approaches and to draw conclu-
sions about their advantages and their weaknesses. The systems discussed in this
report make use of di!erent P2P approaches, ranging from unstructured [36, 68,



52, 51, 58] to structured ones [13, 11, 10, 54, 64]. Along with the presentation of
the systems, their capabilities in terms of scalability, reliability, e"ciency, ease of
implementation, ease of use, self-organization, fault-tolerance, security, robust-
ness are also discussed. Furthermore, we elaborate on P2P-based approaches for
building scalable Grid resource discovery services based on semantic information
in order to improve the precision of resource discovery [40, 46, 35, 62, 74]. Finally,
future research directions in the field are discussed.

The remainder of this report is organized as follows. Section 2 describes
resource discovery services as implemented in current Grid systems. Section 3
discusses the P2P paradigm, describing the di!erent models (including unstruc-
tured, structured, and hybrid) and comparing them on the basis of their per-
formances and capabilities. Section 4 presents a review of systems that adopt a
P2P approach to Grid resource discovery. Section 5 discusses the role of seman-
tics in the design of P2P-based Grid resource discovery systems. Finally, Section
6 provides a comparison of the di!erent P2P models and systems for resource
discovery in Grid environments.

2 Resource discovery in Grid systems

Current approaches for resource discovery on Grids are based on centralized or
hierarchical client/server models. This section describes the information services
that provide resource discovery capabilities in the main Grid environments cur-
rently available, including Globus Toolkit [29], Condor [47], UNICORE [24], and
the LCG/EGEE framework [6].

2.1 Globus Toolkit

Globus Toolkit is an open-source set of services and software libraries that sup-
ports the development of Grid systems and applications [29]. It includes soft-
ware for security, information infrastructure, resource management, data man-
agement, communication, fault detection, and portability. In particular, resource
discovery is addressed by the Monitoring and Discovery Service (MDS ) which
provides a framework for publishing and accessing information about Grid re-
sources.

In Globus Toolkit 2, the Monitoring and Discovery Service version 2 (MDS-
2 ) provides information about the status of the system components using the
Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP) as a uniform interface for such
information. MDS-2 includes a configurable information provider called Grid Re-
source Information Service (GRIS ) and a configurable aggregate directory ser-
vice called Grid Index Information Service (GIIS ). A GRIS can answer queries
about the resources of a particular Grid node. Examples of information provided
by this service include host identity (e.g., operating systems and versions), as
well as more dynamic information such as CPU and memory availability. A
GIIS combines the information provided by a set of GRIS services managed by
a given Virtual Organization (VO), giving a coherent system image that can be



explored or searched by Grid applications. A GIIS can also be used to combine
the information provided by a set of GIISes. Therefore, it is possible to create
a hierarchical structure in which a top level GIIS can answer queries about all
the resources in the underlying VOs.

In Globus Toolkit 3, a novel Monitoring and Discovery Service version 3
(MDS-3 ) was implemented. Like MDS-2, MDS-3 is based on a hierarchical ar-
chitecture, but it has been redesigned to be compliant with the Open Grid Ser-
vices Architecture (OGSA) model [30]. In the OGSA framework each resource
is represented as a Grid service, therefore resource discovery mainly deals with
the problem of locating and querying information about useful Grid Services.
In MDS-3 information about resources is provided by the Index Services. An
Index Service is a Grid service that holds information (called Service Data)
about a set of Grid Services registered to it. Service Data are composed of the
so-called Service Data Elements (SDE s), which describe the properties of a sin-
gle resource. A primary function of the Index Service is to provide an interface
for querying aggregate views of Service Data collected from registered services.
There is typically one Index Service per VO. Very often, when a VO consists
of multiple large sites, each site runs its own Index Service that indexes the
various resources available at that site. Then each of those Index Services is in-
cluded in the VO’s Index Service. The Index Service is composed of two main
components: the Providers which are responsible for generating SDEs, and the
Aggregator which is responsible for aggregating and indexing the SDEs coming
from the hosts in the VO.

In Globus Toolkit 4, the Monitoring and Discovery Service version 4 (MDS-
4 ) provides a Web Services Resource Framework (WSRF ) [20] compliant im-
plementation of the Index Service, as well as novel mechanisms for delivering
notifications in the presence of events that match a set of specified rules (Trig-
ger Service).

2.2 Condor

Condor is a resource management system for compute-intensive jobs [47]. Con-
dor receives jobs from users and then finds suitable, available resources on the
network where these jobs can be executed.

Condor adopts a centralized scheduling model. The scheduling task is per-
formed by a Central Manager (CM ). The CM collects information about the
state of resources and receives the users’ requests. The CM then matches the
resource description and usage policies, specified by the resource owners, with
the jobs needs and decides where to schedule them. Both resource and job de-
scriptions are expressed using the ClassAd specification language. This language
allows the specification of job and resource attributes along with users and re-
source owner policies and preferences. It adopts a semi-structured data model,
so that no specific schema is required by the CM. The idea behind ClassAds is
similar to that of newspaper classified advertisements, where free resources that
can accept jobs and users that are looking for available resources publish their
aids. The role of a CM is to act as a broker that selects and ranks resource o!ers



for the user. Subsequently, resource and user entities are put in touch, allowing
them to establish a working relationship.

Resources in Condor are represented by a Resource-owner Agent (RA). Each
RA periodically checks the state of its resource and then constructs a ClassAd
of the resource. The ClassAd will include the resource state and the resource
owner’s usage policies. Then, the ClassAd is sent to the CM. A Condor scheduler
can thus discover new resources and update the state of old ones only when
they advertise their state by sending ClassAds. The validity of the information
contained in the ClassAds is also related to its rate of update. The Condor
scheduling process includes the possibility that a resource may reject an assigned
job due to changes incurred in its state since the last ad was sent.

2.3 UNICORE

UNICORE provides a set of vertically integrated software components designed
to support job definition and secure submission to distributed computer re-
sources [24]. The UNICORE software architecture includes the client, the gate-
way, the Network Job Supervisor (NJS ), and the Target System Interface (TSI ).

The client enables the user to create, submit, and control jobs from any
computer on the Internet. The client connects to a gateway, which authenticates
both the client and the user, before contacting the UNICORE servers, which in
turn manage the submitted jobs. Tasks destined for local hosts are executed via
the native batch subsystem. Tasks to be run at a remote site are transferred to
peer gateways. All necessary data transfer and synchronizations are performed
by the servers, which also retain status information and job output, passing it
to the client upon user request.

In UNICORE the definition of a job and its resource requirements are repre-
sented as an Abstract Job Object (AJO). A client submits the AJO to a selected
UNICORE site through the gateway associated to that site. The gateway passes
the AJO to a NJS of a selected Target System. Thus, the NJS translates the
abstract job into a specific batch job for the associated Target System (a pro-
cess called incarnation) [23]. In order to perform this task, the NJS consults
the so-called Incarnation Database (IDB) which is the main resource discovery
component in UNICORE. The IDB provides the following information: (1) ad-
dresses and ports of TSI instances; (2) incarnations of abstract commands; (2)
information about available capacity and capability resources (e.g., software re-
sources). The NJS makes also use of static information about the Target System
resources to make sure that the requested resources are available and comply to
use policies.

2.4 LCG/EGEE

The LHC Computing Project (LCG) [6] is a large-scale Grid application devel-
oped in the context of the Enabling Grids for E-sciencE (EGEE ) project. The
goal of LCG is to provide a data storage and analysis infrastructure for the



high-energy physics community that will use the Large Hadron Collider (LHC ),
currently being built at CERN.

The information system of the LCG/EGEE framework is based on the Mon-
itoring and Discovery Service version 2 (MDS-2 ) provided by Globus Toolkit 2.
As in Globus Toolkit 2, a hierarchical approach is adopted in LCG: on each node
a Grid Resource Information Service (GRIS ) can answer queries about all the
computing and storage resources of that node, whereas on each site a Grid Index
Information Service (GIIS ) is used to collect and combine the information from
the site GRIS services. The LDAP information model is used to publish static
and dynamic information generated by configuration files and other tools (the
so called information providers).

In LCG the Berkeley Database Information Index (BDII ) has been intro-
duced on top of the GRIS/GIIS hierarchy. The BDII queries the GIIS services
within a given virtual organization and acts as a cache storing information about
the Grid status in its database. Users and other Grid services (e.g., resource bro-
kers) can query BDIIs to get information about the Grid status and searching
for the needed resources (e.g., for matchmaking purposes). Each BDII collects
information from its GIISes at a fixed refresh rate. More up-to-date information
can be found by directly querying the site GIISes of the local GRIS services that
run on the specific resources.

3 Resource discovery on Peer-to-Peer systems

The P2P paradigm is based on the principle that every component of the system
has the same responsibilities acting simultaneously as a client and as a server, as
opposed to the traditional client-server model. P2P systems are divided into two
main categories based on the connection protocol they employ and the way peers
are organized, namely, structured and unstructured. Structured P2P systems
employ a rigid structure to interconnect the peers and to organize the file indices,
while in unstructured systems each peer is randomly connected to a fixed number
of other peers and there is no information about the location of files. The main
P2P systems in each of these two categories are described below. Furthermore,
hybrid approaches that have been proposed to overcome the drawbacks of the
two main approaches while retaining their benefits are also discussed.

3.1 Unstructured P2P systems

Napster was introduced in 1999 and is historically the first P2P system to achieve
global-scale deployment, reaching 50 millions users in just one year. It comprised
a central server which stored the index of all files shared by the participating
peers. To locate a file a user queried the central server using the name of the
file and received as a result the IP address of a peer containing the file. A direct
connection was established between the requesting peer and the peer contain-
ing the file in order for the download to be e!ected. In other words, although



file downloads were performed in a P2P fashion, resource location was central-
ized. The central index server used in Napster is not easy to scale and was a
single point of failure. Although Napster is historically considered as the first
unstructured P2P system to be deployed, the existence of a central index dif-
ferentiates it considerably from today’s unstructured P2P systems. Napster has
been characterized as “the fastest growing Internet application ever”.

In today’s unstructured P2P systems, each peer maintains a constant number
of connections to other peers, called its neighbors, thus an overlay network of
peers is formed. Gnutella and KaZaA are considered two of the most popular
unstructured systems. Due to the lack of an underline structure in those systems,
there is no information about the location of files, thus the prevailing resource
location method is a broadcast-like process called ”flooding”. A peer looking
for a file issues a query which is broadcast in the network. Upon receiving a
query, each peer broadcasts it to all of its neighbors except the upstream one,
and sends all matching query responses to the originating peer through the
reverse path. Clearly flooding is not scalable since it creates a large volume of
unnecessary tra"c in the network. To limit the number of messages generated
by flooding, each message is tagged with a Time-To-Live (TTL) field. The TTL
indicates the number of hops away from its source a query should propagate.
The node that initiates the flooding sets the query’s TTL to a small positive
integer, smaller than the diameter of the network. Each receiving node decreases
by one the query TTL value before broadcasting it to its own neighbors. The
query propagation terminates when its TTL reaches zero. A small TTL value
can reduce the network coverage, defined as the percentage of network nodes
that receive a query, thus a file may fail to be located although present in the
system.

In order to limit the vast amount of messages produced by flooding, modern
unstructured P2P systems employ a controlled flooding mechanism, also known
as Dynamic Querying [3]. In TTL bounded flooding, query propagation contin-
ues until the TTL is exhausted, regardless of whether the desirable results may
have been located early the flooding process. In order to gradually increase the
cost of flooding in relation to the amount of the results obtained, in dynamic
querying the peer that initiates a query tries to control the query’s propagation
by sending it only to a subset of its neighbors and with a small TTL. If this first
attempt does not produce a su"cient number of results, the originating peer
may broadcast the query again to a di!erent set of neighbors with increased
TTL. This process is repeated until a satisfactory amount of results is received,
or until all the neighbors are exhausted.

Many other techniques have been proposed in the literature to alleviate the
excessive tra"c problem caused by flooding and to deal with the tra"c/coverage
trade-o! [71]. One of the first alternatives to be proposed was random walks.
Each node forwards each query it receives to a single neighboring node chosen
at random. In this case the TTL parameter designates the number of hops the
walker should propagate. Random walks produce very little tra"c, just one
query message per hop, but reduce considerably network coverage and have long



response time. As an alternative multiple random walks have been proposed.
Although compared to the single random walk this method has better behavior,
it still su!ers from low network coverage and slow response time. Hybrid methods
that combine flooding and random walks have been proposed in [31]. In another
family of algorithms (known as directed searches) query messages are forwarded
not randomly but rather selectively to part of a node’s neighbors based on some
criteria or statistical information. For example, each node selects the first k
neighbors that returned the most query responses, or the k highest capacity
nodes, or the k connections with the smallest latency to forward new queries
[50]. A somewhat di!erent approach named forwarding indices [18] builds a
structure that resembles a routing table at each node. This structure stores the
number of responses returned through each neighbor on each one of a pre-selected
list of topics. Other techniques include query caching, and the incorporation of
semantic information in the network [19, 65, 73].

Experiments demonstrated that peers with low bandwidth connections (i.e.,
nodes connected over dial-up modems) are easily saturated by flooding request
and thus slow down resource location in unstructured P2P systems. To exploit-
ing peer heterogeneity to the system’s benefit low bandwidth peers had to be
isolated from query routing. By curbing the definition of P2P systems, in [72, 16]
a distinction between peers was introduced and a two level hierarchy of peers was
constructed. High bandwidth peers, the Superpeers (also known as Ultrapeers),
formed an unstructured overlay network, while peers with low bandwidth, the
leaves, were connected only to Superpeers. Each Superpeer has an index of all
the files contained in its leaves. Any request originating at a leaf peer is for-
warded through the Superpeers it is connected to, while flooding is performed
only at the Superpeer overlay network. This modification allows the system to
retain the simplicity of unstructured systems while o!ering improved scalability.

3.2 Structured P2P systems

Structured P2P systems are equipped with a distributed indexing service which
is based on hashing, and is known as Distributed Hash Table (DHT ). Peers and
files are mapped, usually through the same hash function, to a key space. Peers
and file indices are organized in a rigid structured according to their keys, which
facilitates the location of files. Most structured P2P systems support naturally
exact match queries in O(log N) hops, where N is the size of the key space, and
range queries. However they do not support directly keyword searches which con-
stitute the core of queries in real P2P systems. The number of di!erent structures
that can be employed has enabled the development of a number of structured
systems. In what follows we review some of the most popular structured P2P
systems.

Chord [66] is the first structured P2P system to be proposed. In Chord, both
peers and files are mapped through the same hash function to an m-bit key
space. The peers in Chord are ordered in an 1-dimensional circle according to
their keys and each peer is connected to (has knowledge of) its successor and
its predecessor in the circle. Each peer stores the index of all files whose keys



fall in the range between the key of its predecessor and its own key. To speed
up the lookup process, each peer with key x is connected to peers with keys
x+2i(modN), for 0 ! i < log N , where N is the size of the key space, for a total
of log N neighbors per peer. In case no peer is currently present in the system
for a specific key, a connection is established to the first successor present. Each
lookup message is routed to the node whose key is numerically closest to the
requested file key. This lookup process emulates the binary search, thus requires
O(log N) steps and messages. Since each peer has knowledge of O(log N) other
peers the arrival or departure of a peer will not have a global e!ect but will
a!ect at most log N other peers. Periodic stabilization messages are used to help
maintain Chord’s rigid structure. Whenever a peer joins the network, it takes
responsibility of certain file keys previously assigned to its successor. When a
peer leaves the network, all of its assigned file keys become the responsibility of
its successor. In general, each peer is responsible for an equal number of keys
with high probability, thus load balancing is achieved.

The Content-Addressable Network (CAN ) [59] tries to limit to a constant the
number of each peer’s neighbors, regardless the size of the network or the key
space. The peers in CAN are organized in a d-dimensional torus. Each peer’s
key consists of d numbers and corresponds to a point in a d-dimensional space.
Each peer is connected to its next and previous peer in each dimension, thus
having O(d) neighbors. The d-dimensional space is divided equally among the
available peers and each peer is responsible for all file keys corresponding to
points in its own subspace. Each lookup request can be forwarded over any
of the d dimensions, leading to a lookup cost of O(N1/d) in time and number
of messages. For instance, if d = 2, the N available keys range from (0, 0) to
(
"

N,
"

N). By moving along the edges of the 2-dimensional plane, any file can
be located in at most 2 #

"
N hops requiring the same number of messages. The

generalization to d dimensions follows naturally. Peer arrivals and departures in
CAN have a very localized e!ect, since they only a!ect O(d) other peers. In order
for a new peer to join, it contacts a peer already in the system, which splits its
subspace in two halves and assigns responsibility of one halve to the new peer.
Neighbors are set accordingly. An extension of CAN employs more than one hash
functions in order to support replication and thus to reduce lookup cost and to
provide fault tolerance in case of unpredictable peer departures.

Koorde [25] has the same lookup costs as Chord, while maintaining a constant
number of neighbors per peer. This is achieved by exploiting the properties of
the de Bruijn graph. Each peer in Koorde is mapped to a binary key and is
connected to two other peers, whose keys are formed by shifting the peer’s key
once to the left, dropping the high order bit and inserting as low order bits 0
and 1. File lookup is performed by emulating routing in the de Bruijn graph and
thus requires O(log N) hops.

Structured P2P systems are more scalable than unstructured ones, in terms
of tra"c load, but need to have strong self-organization capabilities in order
to be able to maintain their rigid structure. Structured systems are prone to
node failure, and unpredictable node departures. Although in the past few years



considerable e!ort has been devoted the research on structured P2P systems,
they have also earned a lot of criticism for their high maintenance cost in the
presence of high churn, their di"culties to support more general queries, and
their exclusive support for exact matches which constitute a relatively small
percentage of queries in real P2P systems [16].

3.3 Hybrid approaches

Both unstructured and structured approaches have advantages and disadvan-
tages. Several hybrid approaches have been proposed to overcome the drawbacks
of each while retaining their benefits.

In Pastry [61] each peer is mapped to a random 128-bit node identifier
(nodeId). Pastry nodes are organized in a circle according to their nodeIds. Each
peer recursively divides in two parts the space its nodeId belongs. The target
is for each peer to maintain knowledge of at least one peer belonging to each
resulting subdivision. For this purpose, each peer stores a table of log N rows.
Row i, 0 ! i < log N , of a peer’s table contains a nodeId that has a common
prefix of size i $ 1 and di!ers in the ith bit with its own nodeId. For example,
a peer with nodeId 1001010 maintains knowledge of peers whose nodeIds have
the following prefixes 0, 11, 101, 1000, . . . , 1001011 (which is the next peer in
the circle). Each lookup message is routed to the peer whose nodeId has the
longest common prefix with the lookup Id. After each routing step, the common
prefix of the lookup Id with the current peer Id increases in length by one. Thus,
each file can be located in log N steps. For robustness, peers in Pastry maintain
knowledge of the 2k closest peers, instead of just the next and the previous ones.

In Kademlia [53] each peer is mapped to a 160-bit key through the SHA-
1 hash function. Each peer subdivides the space of possible distances between
any keys, defined as their XOR. Each peer is aware of at least one peer, whose
distance from its key is between 2i and 2i+1, for 0 ! i < log N . Those ranges are
called “buckets”. For redundancy and fault-tolerance, each peer tries to maintain
knowledge of k peers in each bucket. For the same reason, each file key is also
stored on the k peers closest to its key. Routing is performed by calculating the
XOR of the requesting peer’s key with the lookup key and forwarding the lookup
request to a peer of the appropriate bucket. Kademlia peers monitor incoming
tra"c to become aware of alive peers in the network in order to update their
buckets with more “fresh” contacts, at no cost. Resorting to lookups to refresh
a bucket’s contact is thus performed rarely, usually by new peers, during their
bootstrap phase. Furthermore, there is no need for a departing peer to leave
gracefully, since stale bucket entries are purged.

Kademlia and Pastry are similarly structured. Their structure exhibits less
“strictness” compared to Chord and CAN, in the sense that for each defined
subspace, any peer belonging to that subspace can serve as a contact. In Chord
and CAN, all neighbor connections are strictly defined. Kademlia is the first
hybrid P2P system to achieve global-scale deployment, with over one million
users.



3.4 Comparison of the various models

The global-scale deployment of P2P systems makes scalability a very important
issue. Unstructured P2P systems, lack in this aspect, due to the tra"c generated
by flooding. Improvements such as random walks have been proposed, to reduce
the tra"c generated, at the great expense of increased response time and re-
duced network coverage. Other proposals include sending the broadcast only to
neighbors that have the highest history of returning results, or even disconnect
from neighbors that do not return enough results (neighbor selection).

On the other hand, structure makes scalability feasible, but it is di"cult to
maintain under high churn. This turns out to be a serious consideration since
P2P systems are intended for the intermittent user that joins, departs, and rejoin
the system totally unpredictably. Furthermore, for each data item in the system,
the peer with the appropriate Id must be notified periodically. This results to
either increased tra"c, if the period is too small, or stale information (a peer
holds information for a file shared by another peer that has left the system), if
the period is too large. Although this problem is not vital in file-sharing P2P
systems, it would be an issue if structured P2P systems are going to be used
in Grid resource discovery, since resource are highly dynamic (CPU load, free
memory, etc). In unstructured systems, where each peer answers queries about
its own data only, each request will be checked against the latest data. On the
other hand, the order and the data locality inherited in structured P2P systems
is a valuable asset for Grid resource discovery, since it enables ranged queries to
be performed e"ciently. In contrast, to perform range queries in unstructured
systems, one would have to contact every single peer.

In Table 2 a qualitative comparison between unstructured and structured
systems is attempted based on the following criteria:

– Scalability (time): Number of hops a query propagates;
– Scalability (tra!c): Number of query messages required;
– Robustness: Resilience under high churn;
– Periodic update: Need for data to be republished periodically;
– Range queries: Ability to e"ciently support range queries.

Table 2. Unstructured vs structured P2P systems.

P2P system Scalability Scalability Robustness Periodic update Range queries
(time) (tra!c)

Unstructured O(log N) N*avg degree High No No
Structured O(log N) O(log N) Lower Yes Yes

Regarding system scalability in time and tra"c the worse-case bound is given
for a system with N peers. Furthermore, we assume unstructured P2P system
of N nodes with a random overlay, thus O(log N) diameter.



4 P2P-based Grid resource discovery systems

As the Grid size increases, centralized and hierarchical approaches to Grid in-
formation systems do not guarantee scalability and fault tolerance. As pointed
out earlier, a practical approach towards scalable solutions is o!ered by P2P
models. The remainder of this section reviews some recently proposed systems
that adopt the P2P approach to Grid resource discovery.

4.1 Unstructured systems

In [36] and [37] Iamnitchi and Foster propose a fully decentralized P2P architec-
ture for resource discovery in a Grid environment. Since a Grid is a collection of
resources shared by di!erent organizations, this architecture allows every orga-
nization to control access to its local shared resources. In this architecture every
participant (organization or individual) in a Virtual Organization (VO) has one
or more servers, called nodes or peers, that store and provide access to local
resource information. A node may provide information about one resource (e.g.,
itself) or multiple resources (e.g., all resources shared by an organization). Users
send their requests to some known (typically local) node. The node responds
with a matching resource description if it has them locally, otherwise it forwards
the requests to another node. Intermediate nodes forward a request until its
TTL expires or matching resources are found, whichever occur first. If a node
has information matching a forwarded request, it sends the response directly to
the node that initiated the forwarding, which in turn will send it to its user.

Within this framework two mechanisms are defined: a membership protocol
that provides each node with membership information about other nodes, and
a request-forwarding strategy used to determine to which nodes requests should
be forwarded. The request-forwarding strategy decides to which node (among
the locally known ones) a request is to be forwarded. In addition to contact
addresses, nodes can store additional information about their neighbors, such as
statistical information about previously answered requests. The tradeo! between
the amount of information kept for each neighbor and the search performance
generates di!erent alternatives, from random forwarding (no information about
other nodes’ resources) to one-hop forwarding, when the exact location of the the
requested resource is known. To acquire a better understanding of this trade-o!
and to evaluate the di!erent alternatives for resource discovery, the authors built
a Grid emulator modelling some relevant parameters such as the pattern of user
requests and the distribution of resource information in the Grid. Experimental
results suggest that a decentralized resource discovery strategy may be a feasible
solution. In particular, the experiments indicate that the performance of the best
search strategies is independent of the resource distribution type.

In [68] and [69] an architecture and a protocol that adopt a pure-decentralized
P2P approach to support resource discovery in OGSA-compliant Grids are pro-
posed. The architecture is composed of two layers: the lower one is a hierarchy of
Index Services (as provided by Globus Toolkit versions 3 and 4), which publish
information owned by each VO; the upper one is a P2P Layer, which collects



and distributes this information. The P2P Layer includes two types of OGSA-
compliant Web Services: Peer Services used to perform resource discovery, and
Contact Services that allow Peer Services to organize themselves in a P2P net-
work.

There is one Peer Service per VO. Each Peer Service is connected with a
set of Peer Services, its neighbors, and exchanges query/response messages with
them in a P2P mode. A connection between two neighbors is a logical state that
enables them to directly exchange messages. Direct communication is allowed
only between neighbors. Therefore, a query message is sent by a Peer Service
only to its neighbors, which in turn will forward it to their neighbors. A query
message is processed by a Peer Service by invoking the top-level Index Service of
the corresponding VO. A query response is sent back along the same path that
carried the incoming query message. To join the P2P network, a Peer Service
must know the URL of at least one Peer Services to connect to. An appropriate
number of Contact Services is distributed in the Grid to support this proce-
dure. Contact Services cache the URLs of known Peer Services; a Peer Service
may contact one or more well known Contact Services to obtain the URLs of
registered Peer Services.

An extension of the Gnutella protocol, called Gridnut, has been proposed
to exchange discovery messages among Peer Services at the P2P Layer. Gridnut
uses appropriate techniques to make Web Services e!ective as a way to exchange
discovery messages in a P2P fashion. In particular, the main strategies adopted
by Gridnut are (1) message bu"ering : messages to be delivered to the same
peer are bu!ered and sent in a single packet at regular time intervals; and (2)
message merging : messages with the same header (i.e, same type, identifier, and
receiver) are merged into a single message with a cumulative body. Gridnut and
Gnutella have been compared considering di!erent network topologies and load
conditions. Experimental results showed that appropriate message bu!ering and
merging strategies produce significant performance improvements, both in terms
of number and distribution of Web Service operations processed.

In [52] Mastroianni et al. adopt the super-peer model to design a P2P-based
Grid information service. The super-peer model has been originally proposed
to achieve a balance between the inherent e"ciency of centralized search, and
the autonomy, load balancing and fault-tolerant features o!ered by distributed
search [72]. A super-peer node acts as a centralized server for a number of regular
peers, while super-peers connect to each other to form an overlay network that
exploits P2P mechanisms at a higher level.

The super-peer model is advantageously exploited in the Grid context be-
cause it is naturally appropriate for large-scale Grid environments. In fact, a
large-scale Grid can be viewed as a network interconnecting small-scale, pro-
prietary Physical Organizations (POs), where each PO is composed of a set of
Grid nodes within one administrative domain. Within each PO, one or more
nodes (e.g., those with the largest capacity) act as super-peers, while the other
nodes use super-peers to access the Grid and search for resources and services.



A super-peer has two major roles: it is responsible for the communication with
the other POs and it maintains metadata of all nodes in the local PO.

The resource discovery protocol works as follows. Query messages generated
by a Grid node are forwarded to the local super-peer. The super-peer examines
the local information service to verify if the requested resources are present in
the nodes of the local PO. If this is the case it sends to the requesting node
a queryHit containing the IDs of the nodes containing the requested resources.
Otherwise, the super-peer forwards a copy of the query to a selected number of
neighbor super-peers, which in turn contact the respective information system,
and so on. Whenever a resource matching the query criteria is found in a re-
mote PO, a queryHit is generated and is forwarded along the same path to the
requesting node, and a notification message is sent by the remote super-peer to
the node that handles the discovered resource. The set of neighbors to which a
query is forwarded is determined based on statistical information about previous
queryHits received from the the neighboring super-peers. Moreover, a number of
strategies are adopted to decrease the network load, reduce the response time,
and increase the probability of success (i.e., the probability that a query issued
by a peer will be followed by at least one queryHit).

In [58] Puppin et al. propose another Grid information service based on the
super-peer model. Grid nodes are grouped into clusters, where each cluster may
include one or more super-peer nodes. The system defines two main compo-
nents: the Agent and the Aggregator. The Agents works as an OGSA-compliant
Grid Service available at each network node. It publishes all information made
available by the information providers. The information providers periodically
query the resources and store the gathered information as Service Data Element
(SDE ). When a resource is published, the name of its Service Data is broadcast
to all the Aggregators in the cluster. Aggregators work as super-peers, acting
as servers within their cluster, and as peers in the network created by all the
Aggregators. Each Aggregator is thus responsible for collecting data, replying
to queries, forwarding queries to other Aggregators, and keeping an index of the
information stored in each neighbor Aggregator. The Hop-Count Routing Index
(HRI ) is used in this system to improve the performance of routing and to pre-
vent the P2P network from being flooded. The HRI is used to exchange queries
among super-peers and, in particular, to select the neighbor super-peers with
the highest probability of success.

In [51] method based on Routing Indexes is proposed to solve the Grid
resource discovery problem. Nodes are organized in a tree-structured overlay
network, where each node maintains information about the set of resources it
manages directly and a condensed description of the resources present in the
sub-trees rooted in each of its neighboring nodes. The data location algorithm
exploits those indexes to route queries towards areas where matches can be
found.

Data about resources is mapped in the following way. For each possible at-
tribute of a resource item, the domain of the attribute is split into k sub-intervals.
The value of k may di!er from one attribute type to another. Given a resource,



the index for attribute A of the resource is represented by a k-bit vector, with
all of its entries set to 0, except the one corresponding to the sub-interval that
contains the actual value of A. The index that represents attribute A for all the
local resources of a peer P is easily obtained by performing a logical OR operation
of all the attribute bit vectors of the local items. Moreover, for each attribute,
node P receives from each neighbor Np an index that is the bitwise union (OR)
of the local bit vectors of all peers present in the sub-tree routed at Np.

When a peer P receives a multi-attribute range query it decomposes it into
a set of sub-queries, one per attribute. Each sub-query Q is then mapped into
a binary vector of the same length k of the vector that represents the attribute
related to the query. All the entries that correspond to sub-intervals contained in
the range specified by the sub-query are set to 1. Subsequently, the sub-queries
are first matched against local indexes, in order to find out whether there are
local resources satisfying the query. Then, the sub-queries are matched against
the routing indexes and are eventually routed only to those neighbors whose
indexes satisfy all the sub-queries. Whenever there are data value changes, up-
date messages are sent to neighbors only if the new bitmap representation of the
resources di!ers from the old one, already known by the neighbors. Simulation
results show that the proposed update and query processing algorithms have
good scalability properties, meaning that query messages are routed to a rela-
tively small number of peers without flooding the network and update messages
involve a constant number of peers, regardless of network size.

4.2 Structured systems

The authors of MAAN [13] propose an extension of the Chord protocol to han-
dle multi-attribute range queries. Each node of the system is part of a Chord
overlay network. The values of the resources are mapped to the Chord m-bit key
space using a uniform locality preserving hash function and having one di!erent
registration for each of the resource attributes. Each registration is composed
by a pair < attribute-value, resource-info >. Each node is responsible of main-
taining the information of the registered keys that fall into the key space sector
it supervises.

The resolution of multi-attribute, range queries is implemented in two dif-
ferent ways. The first one is an iterative approach: if a query is composed of M
sub-queries, each sub-query is resolved separately in the proper attribute space.
The results are then collected and intersected at the query originator node. This
is the most simple and, at the same time, ine"cient way of resolving queries. Its
complexity is O(

!M
i=1 (logN + N % si)), where M is the number of sub-queries,

N the number of peers and si the selectivity of sub-query i. The second method
is defined as a single attribute dominated routing. Let X be the set of resources
that satisfies query Q. Then X should satisfy all the sub-queries of Q, so we have
X =

"
1!i!M Xi, where Xi is the set that satisfies the sub-query on attribute ai

. The system uses the Chord to find a single set of candidate resources Xk for
attribute ak. Xk is a superset of X, so all the solutions for query Q are contained
in Xk. Since all the resources store a < attribute-value, resource-info > pair, it



is possible to exploit the resource-info field to find the Xk’s resources that match
all the other sub-queries. This method has a complexity of O(logN +N %Smin),
where Smin is the minimum selectivity for all attributes.

NodeWiz [11] is another Grid information service obtained by aggregating
the directory services of individual organizations in a P2P fashion. NodeWiz
is distributed and self-organizing so that overloaded servers can dynamically
transfer some of their load to other servers. Moreover, the information storage
and organization is driven by query workloads, thus providing a natural way
to optimize the performance for more common multi-attribute range queries.
NodeWiz treats attribute values advertised by resources and services, and the
queries on them in a symmetric fashion. The query process is viewed as a dis-
tributed matchmaking procedure during which the advertisements and queries
are routed through the NodeWiz network until they reach the same node where a
match is made. A soft-state approach is adopted for storing resource information
for dynamic attributes. The provider nodes update the information about their
service by periodically advertising the current attribute values. Resource bro-
kers and consumer nodes query the NodeWiz service nodes to find the provider
nodes.

When a node joins NodeWiz, the workload is distributed between the new
node and an existing node that was previously identified as having maximum
workload. A distributed algorithm, called Top-K Algorithm, is used to order the
nodes in NodeWiz according to their workloads and to identify the most over-
loaded one. The Splitting Algorithm is then used to find the attribute based on
which the identified node will split its attribute subspace with the joining node,
and the splitting value of that attribute. Since the node selected for splitting
is chosen with the goal of distributing the query workload uniformly among all
nodes in the NodeWiz network, the distributed decision tree will grow in a bal-
anced fashion, provided the query workload does not show a sudden change in
characteristics. If the query pattern changes, the subtrees could receive unbal-
anced query workloads. When the query tra"c received by a node falls below a
predetermined threshold, it can leave and rejoin thus splitting with the currently
overloaded nodes.

In [10] Andrzejak and Xu propose an extension of the DHT-based CAN
system to allow range queries for a Grid information service. In this framework,
all Grid resources are described by a set of attributes. For each attribute either
a standard DHT or the proposed CAN extension is used depending on its type.
In particular, attributes which have a limited number of values are handled by
standard DHT systems, while for “continuous” types of attributes the extended
CAN system is adopted. To locate resources specified by several attributes, the
information infrastructure queries for each attribute present in the query the
appropriate DHT and then concatenates the results in a database-like “join”
operation. A subset of the servers participating in the Grid acts as nodes in a
CAN-based P2P-network and store the pairs ¡attribute-value, resource-ID¿. Each
one of them is responsible for a certain subinterval of the attribute values. Such
a server is called an Interval Keeper (IK ) and the corresponding subinterval its



interval. Each server in the Grid reports its current attribute value to an IK with
the appropriate interval. The authors propose di!erent strategies for propagating
range-query requests and to minimize the communication overhead during the
attribute updates. The e!ectiveness of these strategies have been demonstrated
through simulations using both synthetic and real-life workloads.

SWORD [54] locates a set of machines matching user-specified constraints
on both static and dynamic node characteristics, including both single-node
and inter-node characteristics. SWORD provides a range of mechanisms and
functionalities, including: (1) techniques for e"cient handling of multi-attribute
range queries that describe application resource requirements; (2) an integrated
mechanism for scalably measuring and querying inter-node attributes without
requiring O(n2) time and space; (3) a mechanism for users to encode a restricted
form of utility function indicating how the system should filter candidate nodes
when more are available than the user needs; and (4) an optimizer that performs
this node selection based on per-node and inter-node characteristics. SWORD
nodes participate in multiple DHTs, one per attribute. In particular, for each
of the n single-node attributes A1, A2, . . . , An that can appear in a query, each
reporting node periodically sends a tuple of all its attribute values to n DHT keys
k1, k2, . . . , kn, where each km is computed based on the corresponding value of
attribute Am. Upon receiving such a tuple, a server (DHT node) stores the tuple
in a hash table indexed by the identity of the node described by the report. For
each attribute A, the range of possible values is mapped to a contiguous region of
the DHT keyspace using a given function fA. Thus, a list can be obtained of all
nodes that are reporting A values in some range xmin$xmax by visiting the DHT
nodes that “own” all DHT keys between fA(xmin) and fA(xmax). A SWORD
instance runs on every node. To issue a query, a user opens a TCP connection
to any SWORD instance and sends the query. The contacted SWORD instance
initiates the distributed range search, followed by the retrieval of the needed
inter-node measurements and the invocation of the optimizer. That node then
returns the result to the user over the same TCP connection.

The system proposed in [64] exploits and extends the Pastry indexing and
routing system. XenoSearch allows multi-dimensional searchings by constructing
a separate Pastry ring for each resource attribute. A peer (XenoServer) registers
itself separately in each ring. Range queries for a single attribute are possible
thanks to the fact that the information is conceptually stored in a tree where the
leaves are the XenoServer nodes. The tree internal nodes are called Aggregation
Points (AP). Each AP summarizes the range of values of the nodes below it in
the tree. An AP is distinguished by a key in the same key space as the attributes.
The key of an AP is a prefix of the keys of its child nodes. By knowing the key
of an AP, we can determine the range of values of the leaf-nodes of that AP, i.e.,
the value range of the leaf-nodes XenoServers attributes. An AP key is mapped
into the Pastry ring and the closest XenoServer in the key space is in charge
for maintaining the information related to that AP. Multi-attribute queries are
resolved by decomposing each query in a set of sub-queries, one per attribute.
Then, for each sub-query, a single attribute range query is performed. The re-



trieved results are then intersected in order to find the final set of resources that
satisfies the original query. The client that originated the query is given a set
of possibly matching XenoServers. The client has to further query the nodes
to know the real server’s resource state. This is necessary because the informa-
tion in the system is refreshed only periodically. Thus, the results obtained by
XenoSearch may not be always up-to-date.

5 Grid resource discovery based on semantic information

5.1 Semantic resource description

As resource discovery in Grids is about finding relevant resources, the overall
quality of a discovery service is determined not only by usual QoS measures
such as performance, reliability and availability, but also by its precision that
measures how many of the discovered resources are relevant, and how relevant
they are. Precise resource discovery should be able to find best approximate
matches usable for the requester. Resource discovery in Grids has to deal with
a large number of volatile resources described using di!erent approaches and
languages, and managed by distinct VOs. In such heterogeneous and dynamic
environments, syntactic keyword and taxonomy-based matching is insu"cient
to achieve high precision resource discovery. In order to improve the precision
of a discovery service, resources must be given well-defined meaning carried
by semantic information added to resource descriptions [22, 32, 27, 14]. This se-
mantic metadata describe the capabilities, interface, and internal organization,
as well as the functional and non-functional properties of a resource. Semantic
information is defined in terms of concepts and relations specified in an ontol-
ogy. Ontology is an explicit specification of a conceptualization that serves as a
foundation for formal representation of knowledge [33]. It formally specifies how
to represent objects, concepts and other entities that are assumed to exist in
some area of interest and the relationships among them [28]. In semantic-based
resource-discovery, common ontologies facilitate communication between service
providers and consumers.

There are several design issues to be considered when developing a scalable
semantic-based resource discovery service: (1) markup languages for ontologies
and semantic resource description; (2) algorithms, programming environments
and tools to process semantic information, such as matchmaking algorithms,
ontology APIs and inference engines; (3) organization of information sources
for semantic-based resource discovery that can span administrative domains, in-
cluding storing, querying, replication and caching of semantic information and
ontologies; (4) propagation and routing of discovery messages to/from informa-
tion sources distributed among VOs.

5.2 Markup languages

In existing Grid middleware, services are described in XML-based GWSDL used
in GT3 and gLite, and WSRF used in GT4. There exist several languages used



for ontology specification and semantic service description. Resource Description
Framework (RDF ) [8] is a language for representing information about resources
as metadata. Web Ontology Language (OWL) [9] is a semantic markup language
used to describe ontologies. Web Services Ontology (OWL-S ) [1] defines a stan-
dard ontology for Web services. A service description in OWL-S comprises three
main parts: the profile that specifies what that service does and its interface, the
model which describes how the service is composed and how it works and the
grounding that says how to access the service. Web Service Modeling Ontology
(WSMO) is a more recent semantic service description framework [60, 43] that,
in particular, provides support for inter-ontology translation.

5.3 Matchmaking

Matchmaking is an important step in semantic-based resource discovery. In
multi-agent systems, matchmaking denotes the process of identifying agents with
similar capabilities [42]. Matchmaking for Web/Grid Services is based on the no-
tion of similar services [56] since it is unrealistic to expect services to be exactly
identical. Several matchmaking algorithms have been developed for Web/Grid
service discovery. For example, the algorithms proposed in [56, 44] calculate a
degree of resemblance (“similarity”) between two services by comparing their
profiles. Services can be also matched by their OWL-S models [57] where ser-
vice models are matched recursively until non-composite service components
are reached. In [70] authors designed and prototyped a matchmaker that per-
forms resource matching using ontologies and inference rules based on Horn logic
and F-Logic. The approach to matching di!erent kinds of P2P/Grid resources
presented in [15] deals with resource descriptions and requests defined using dif-
ferent ontologies, and uses linguistic and contextual information for determining
relationships between nodes in ontologies.

5.4 E!orts on Grid semantic-based resource discovery

Semantic-based resource discovery is addressed in many research projects in
Grid computing. For example, semantic-based resource discovery using brokers
is described in [12]. A broker can, on behalf of its clients, discover resources
defined in di!erent resource schemas: Globus’ GLUE and Unicore’s IDB, ad-
dress the issue of interoperability between Globus and Unicore. In [48], authors
propose an approach to resource discovery in the context of bioinformatics that
allows semantic descriptions of both Grid services and data produced by exper-
iments. It allows descriptions to be stored in di!erent repositories and enables
to search descriptions in a personalized way by attaching third-party metadata
to service descriptions. In [49], the authors propose to use two kinds of on-
tologies: application ontologies and Grid service ontologies. Using application
ontology allows refining the results of semantic-based resource discovery by per-
forming discovery in a specific application context. The proposed matchmaking
process is enhanced using a similarity metric to quantify the quality of a match.
In [17], semantic-based service discovery is used as a part of a knowledge-based



approach to semantic service composition. A prototype workflow construction
environment based on the proposed approach supports the runtime recommen-
dation of a service solution, service discovery via semantic service descriptions
and knowledge-based configuration of selected services.

Information sources of resource discovery and monitoring in Grids is an in-
frastructure that provides the ability to collect and retrieve information about
Grid resources (descriptions, availability, status and states) via direct querying
and via a subscription/notification mechanism. As mentioned earlier, organi-
zation of information sources for resource discovery, such as storing, querying,
replication and caching of resource information containing semantic metadata
and ontologies, propagation and routing of discovery requests and replies, is one
of the key design issues to be considered when developing a scalable semantic-
based recourse discovery service that can span di!erent administrative domains.
Many e!orts are currently underway in the Grid community to use P2P tech-
niques for building distributed, scalable and self-organizing Grid services [26,
67]. We also believe that the P2P approach to building distributed systems can
be applied in developing a distributed semantic-based discovery mechanism that
allows scalable and e"cient resource discovery within a single VO as well as
across VOs. In what follows, we present some of the related work in this area.

Several researchers proposed to use (un)structured P2P networks as a medium
for propagation of service discovery queries. For example, Web Services P2P Dis-
covery Service (WSPDS ), a fully decentralized and interoperable discovery ser-
vice with semantic-level matching capability is presented in [40]. The discovery
service is provided and consumed in a P2P network of WSPDS peers called ser-
vents where a servent can receive discovery requests from its user and its neigh-
boring servents, and resolve the requests by querying its local site for match-
ing services or/and by propagating requests to the neighboring servents. The
authors present two architectures of the discovery service: (1) an unstructured
P2P network of servents based on the Gnutella protocol and a keyword-matching
where the servents collaborate to propagate discovery queries based on the proba-
bilistic TTL-bounded flooding dissemination mechanism; (2) a semantic-enabled
content-based P2P network of WSPDS servents called a Querical Data Net-
work (QDN ) [41] where identity for each node is defined by its data content. In
the second prototype, WSDL service descriptions are augmented with DAML-
S service profiles. In addition to keyword-matching, the WSPDS query engine
also supports semantic-matching of the operational service interfaces using the
matchmaking algorithm proposed in [56]. Each QDN virtual node represents a
service operation; one physical node can carry several virtual QDN nodes. The
identity of QDN virtual nodes is defined as the ontologies associated with the
input/output service parameters. When a node joins the network it is linked to
the nodes that have semantically the most similar input/output. In query prop-
agation, each servent that receives a query forwards it to the neighbor with the
most similar identity to the query.

The scalable semantic routing architecture for Grid service discovery, pre-
sented in [46], goes beyond [40] in the sense that it utilizes a hierarchical struc-



ture to improve the scalability and robustness. RDF is used to represent both
resources and queries. A hierarchical routing algorithm supports complex queries
without resorting to network flooding. The routing algorithms use Bloom filters
for aggregation resource information and to help route the queries. Experimental
results prove the e"ciency and scalability of the scheme.

Distributed hash tables can be used for storing semantic information in Grids.
For example, in [35], the authors present an approach to semantic resource dis-
covery in the Grid. A P2P network maintains a resource catalogue using DHT
algorithms. Peers provide resource descriptions and background knowledge in
ontologies based on description logic, and each peer can query the network for
available resources. Each peer may have its own ontology represented as a clas-
sification DAG that captures subsumption relations between concepts in the
ontology. The peer’s ontology is possibly incomplete, but it can be completed by
ontologies of other peers. The authors propose a DHT algorithm that distributes
local classification DAGs among nodes of the P2P network to form a distributed
virtual classification DAG used by all peers for resource discovery. The DHT
algorithm uses a concept name as a key to determine the node which will store
the information for this concept including a list of super-concepts according to
the DAG and a list of resources – instances of the concept. When querying for
a simple concept, the DHT is looked up using the concept name to determine
the node which is responsible for the concept being queried. A complex query
is formulated in terms of simple concepts, and the discovery result is built up
by querying the network for instances of every simple concept which occurs in
the complex concept. When a new node joins the network, it iterates through
its classification DAG to identify the nodes which need to be informed about
new super-concepts or new instances. The nodes collaborate to disseminate the
new information in the network. This way, the distributed ontology grows as
more and more peers joining the network publish their local knowledge. When
a node leaves the network, a dedicated distributed algorithm removes semantic
information on concept instances for which the node was responsible. Simulation
results demonstrate that this approach scales well for large number of concepts
and nodes.

Another ontology-based search scheme using DHTs is proposed in [62]. Semantic-
aware network (SA Net) is a structured P2P overlay architecture that supports
basic functionalities of personalized resource discovery. Semantic resource dis-
covery reflecting user interests is enabled by ontology-based resource represen-
tations. In the paper, the SA Net search scheme called Semantic-driven Hashing
(SDH ) is presented. SDH uses lexical-based ontology that allows indexing and
searching in structured P2P overlay infrastructure.

A two-level service discovery architecture is proposed in [74]. The lower level
organizes community overlays of di!erent service categories defined in the ser-
vice ontology. Message propagation is limited into related communities only. The
upper layer is based on a DHT which provides e"cient navigation between com-
munities. The intra-community search for service providers is based on a simple
and lightweight greedy search based service location (GSBSL) method. Simula-



tion results show that while the search e"ciency is improved compared to flat
overlays, the management overhead is still acceptable and controllable.

6 Final remarks and future research directions

Several P2P systems for resource discovery in Grid environments have been re-
cently proposed. Such systems adopt di!erent models and solutions, including
structured or unstructured overlay networks, fully decentralized or super-peer ar-
chitectures, and diverse strategies for improving routing performance and search
precision. Moreover, they provide very di!erent search capabilities, ranging from
single-attribute search to multi-attribute and range queries. The goal of this sec-
tion is to identify key elements, advantages and disadvantages of the above men-
tioned models. We start by comparing the P2P based Grid systems discussed
in this paper with respect to the organization and requirements of current Grid
systems.

An important aspect that distinguishes Grid from P2P systems is the organi-
zation of resources. As opposed to P2P systems, large-scale Grids are generally
built as federations of smaller Grids managed by diverse organizations. This
organization-based architecture applies to most of the systems discussed earlier
in this paper, in which typically one node per organization participates in the
P2P network [36, 69, 52, 58, 11]. Another important element in current Grids is
the emergence of the OGSA and Web services as standard technologies. The
OGSA model provides an opportunity to integrate P2P models in Grid environ-
ments since it o!ers an open cooperation model that allows Grid entities to be
composed in a decentralized way. Some of the P2P resource discovery systems
discussed before adopt OGSA and Web services as basic technology [69, 52, 58].

The general requirements have been partially introduced in Section 3 when
discussing about general P2P models for resource discovery: scalability, relia-
bility, and support for dynamicity. Supporting very dynamic environments is
fundamental, since Grid nodes can join and leave an organization at any time,
and the availability and status of resources within each node change dynamically
over time. Another fundamental requirement in Grid systems is the ability to
perform multi-attribute and range queries.

With respect to scalability (both in time and tra"c), structured systems per-
form better than unstructured systems, since Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs)
are more scalable, self-organizing and load balanced than pure-P2P overlay net-
works. Another important advantage of DHTs is their ability to e"ciently sup-
port range queries inherited from their data locality property. All structured
systems described in this paper provide support for range queries, and most
of them also provide multi-attribute search capabilities [13, 11, 54, 64]. On the
other hand, structured systems can be more di"cult to maintain in very dy-
namic Grid environments, where the availability and status of resources vary
significantly over time. As discussed in Section 3, for each resource in the sys-
tem, the peer with the appropriate ID must be notified periodically, resulting to



either increased tra"c (if the period is too small), or stale information (if the
period is too large).

Unstructured systems, on the other hand, adopt diverse strategies to provide
up-to-date results with limited network tra"c, including experience-based query
forwarding [36, 52], message bu!ering and merging [68], routing indexes [58, 51],
and super-peer architectures [52, 58]. In particular, it has been demonstrated
that the super-peer model is naturally appropriate to the organization-based
nature of current Grids, ensuring limited network load and reduced response
time with respect to pure-decentralized P2P systems [52].

As stated in Section 3, both unstructured and structured systems show ad-
vantages and disadvantages. Hybrid approaches can be adopted to combine
the e"ciency of structured systems and the dynamicity of unstructured sys-
tem, while overcoming their inherent drawbacks. For instance, structured pro-
tocols could be adopted for relatively static information, whereas unstructured
approaches could be employed for more dynamic information. Moreover, the
organization-based nature of Grids suggests the use of a super-peer architecture,
in which di!erent strategies (e.g. structured or unstructured protocols) may be
adopted for intra-organization and inter-organization resource discovery. Finally,
the OGSA model can be of great importance to federate di!erent information
services into a Grid resource discovery system, using Web services conventions
as a means to ensure interoperability among the various peer subsystems.

Interoperability is a general and fundamental requirement for Grid computing
therefore it must be considered when developing a scalable discovery service that
can span multiple administrative domains. Extending resource descriptions with
semantic annotations that give well-defined meaning to resource information,
is the way to better enable VOs to cooperate in resource discovery. Adding
semantic information to resource descriptions also allows improving precision of
a discovery service that should be able to find best approximate matches usable
for the requester as it is unrealistic to expect requested and o!ered services to
be exactly identical. Even though the use of semantic information in resource
discovery is very important for interoperability, it raises a problem of semantic
interoperability, i.e. it requires using common ontologies in service descriptions
in order to reach semantic agreement.

Using semantic information for precise resource discovery in large-scale, dy-
namic and heterogeneous environments is a relatively new and fragmented re-
search topic. We believe that more studies should be devoted to comparing rel-
ative merits of proposed approaches and architectures. We also believe that ap-
proaches to scalable resource discovery in P2P systems can be useful for building
scalable semantic-based resource discovery in Grids, in particular, for building
a distributed knowledge-base for resources descriptions as well as a distributed
storage for ontologies. We envision that resource discovery services that use
P2P-based networks for scalable and reliable storage of semantic information
can appear soon in standard Grid middleware such as Globus and gLite. The
distributed matchmaking and semantic-based routing promise improvements in
discovery precision and cost. We feel that agent-based techniques and market-



based approaches using semantic information in service description should be
applied to P2P-based service discovery solutions. Also, P2P-based service com-
position/workflow construction using semantic service descriptions should be
studied from the resource discovery respective, i.e. as a form of resource discov-
ery.
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Abstract. Today data sources are pervasive and their number is grow-
ing tremendously. The current transformation of the World Wide Web
from HTML to XML is the most striking example of this on-going phe-
nomenon. Current tools are not prepared to exploit this unprecedented
amount of information and to cope with this highly heterogeneous, au-
tonomous and dynamic environments. In this paper, we propose a novel
peer-to-peer architecture, PARIS, aimed at addressing these issues. In
PARIS, the combination of decentralized semantic data integration with
gossip-based (unstructured) overlay topology management and (struc-
tured) distributed hash tables provides the required level of flexibility,
adaptability and scalability, and still allows to perform rich queries on
a number of autonomous data sources. We describe the logical model
that supports the architecture and show how its original topology is
constructed. We also describe the usage of the system in detail, in par-
ticular, the algorithms used to let new peers join the network and to
execute queries on top of it. Finally, we present some preliminary simu-
lation results that assess the scalability of the architecture.

1 Introduction

Our always more connected world makes available to everyone an unprecedented
volume of information. The surge of the Semantic Web, online bibliographic
databases, file sharing networks, etc. are only few among the many examples of
today’s data sources. These data sources are characterized by their heterogene-
ity, and their dynamic and autonomic nature. In this context, semantic inter-
operability and source organization are key challenges to be addressed to allow
information search, access and retrieval. In other words, one needs to be able to
write queries and to execute them e!ciently, over all available data sources.

In the past years, solutions have been proposed that address each of these
problems independently. In the domain of semantic integration, formal integra-
tion models have been defined, query languages have been designed, schema
mediation techniques have been proposed [1–5]. These works however take little
care of the underlying network whose topology is more than often abstracted.
Similarly, peer-to-peer topologies [6–9] have proven incredibly useful to manage
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and (self-)organize large networks of autonomic nodes. These topologies, how-
ever, do not incorporate any notion of semantics.

The PARIS (Peer-to-peer ARchitecture for data Integration Systems) archi-
tecture aims at filling this gap and proposes an integrated approach in which
semantic integration, based on schema mapping, and peer-to-peer topology are
tightly bound to each other. The combination of decentralized data integra-
tion techniques [10] with gossip-based (unstructured) overlay topology manage-
ment [7] and (structured) distributed hash tables (DHT) [8] enables rich queries
to be performed on a number of autonomous data sources and makes their
processing as e!cient as possible. External e"orts required to augment the sys-
tem and to maintain it (even in the presence of failures) are kept to a minimal
level, while still providing the level of flexibility, adaptability and scalability
required to cope with the targeted highly dynamic environment.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Related work is discussed in
Section 2. The models for the data integration and the system are presented in
Section 3. The design of a scalable and robust topology that suits our design
goals is depicted in Section 4. Then, Section 5 describes the actual architecture
of PARIS. An experimental evaluation of the architecture, through simulation,
is presented in Section 6 and Section 7 gives some concluding remarks, together
with possible developments of this work.

2 Related Work

Peer-to-peer systems have been successfully used for sharing files, described
through simple attributes. E"orts have been done to refine topologies and query
routing functionalities of these networks. Examples of such e"orts are pure peer-
to-peer systems, like Gnutella [11], based on flooding, or structures based on
distributed hash tables such as CAN [12] and Chord [8]. These systems only
provide data sharing at file level, and a limited query language, usually based on
file name search. So, little e"ort has been made with respect to rich semantic rep-
resentations of data and query functionalities beyond simple keyword searches.
Only in the last few years, several peer-to-peer data management infrastructures
allowing for semantic data sharing have been emerging [1, 2, 4]. All those sys-
tems focus on a decentralized integration approach (i.e. not based on a global
schema): each peer represents an autonomous information system, and semantic
data integration is achieved by establishing mappings directly among the vari-
ous peers. Even if these systems achieve schema integration by adopting di"erent
formalisms, all of them abstract themselves from the underlying infrastructure
and regard the system as a graph of interconnected data sources.

In PARIS, we exploit the complementarity of peer-to-peer overlay networks
and peer-to-peer data management architectures to e!ciently share large scale
heterogeneous data, distributed over a large set of nodes. We combine peer-
to-peer network topologies with appropriate query routing algorithms to ensure
scalability and decentralized schema mapping to allow semantic interoperability.
Some projects exist that rely on peer-to-peer overlay networks and o"er rich se-
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mantic for data sharing. However, we di"erentiate from them by the design of an
original topology which makes use of both structured and unstructured peer-to-
peer overlay techniques. PIER [13] proposes an architecture for relational query
processing with an index based on CAN. Di"erently from PARIS, PIER does
not o"er any data integration functionalities. Edutella [14] is a schema-based
peer-to-peer network that applies the peer-to-peer architectural principle (using
the primitives provided as part of the JXTA framework) to build a semantically
enriched information system for the educational domain. The Edutella archi-
tecture is based on RDF to describe schemas and proposes e!cient techniques
for RDF query evaluation through a super-peer architecture. The global schema
is replaced by a mapping network between local schemas that allows building
new mappings transitively. Our approach is similar to Edutella in that it deals
with di"erent heterogeneous schemas in the network, and instead of using global
schemas and correspondences, we have to rely on local transformation mecha-
nisms and rules by using schema mappings. However, di"erently from Edutella
our approach is completely decentralized in the sense that it does not rely on
super-peers. In The Chatty Web [15], authors adopt a gossiping algorithm to
dynamically map local schemas expressed by queries. In this model, the neigh-
borhood of each node is composed of nodes containing the same schema or
containing schemas with known mappings. A query is rewritten according to the
mappings of the remote neighbor on which the query is propagated.

3 Modelization

In this section we describe the logical model of the framework. The primary
design goal of PARIS is to develop a decentralized network of semantically related
schemas that enables the formulation of queries over autonomous, heterogeneous
and distributed data sources. The environment is modeled as a system composed
of a number of peers, each bound to a data source. Peer schemas are connected
to each other through declarative mappings rules.

3.1 Data Integration Model

PARIS builds on the data integration model introduced for the XMAP inte-
gration framework [10]. The underlying integration model of this framework is
based on schema mappings to translate queries between di"erent schemas. The
goal of a schema mapping is to capture structural as well as terminological cor-
respondences between schemas.

Traditional centralized architecture of data integration systems are not suit-
able for highly dynamic and distributed environments. XMAP proposes an ap-
proach (inspired from previous works [4]) where mapping rules are established
directly among source schemas, without relying on a central mediator or a hier-
archy of mediators. In the XMAP integration model, there is no global schema
representing all data sources in a unique data model, but a collection of local
schemas (the native schema of each data source). Each node is free to establish
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the semantic connections with the source schemas it considers more appropriate.
Therefore, to integrate a source in the system, one needs only to provide a set of
mapping rules that describe the relationships between its schema and the other
schemas it is related to.

The specification of the mappings is flexible and scalable: regardless of the
total number of peers composing the system, each source schema is directly
connected to only a small number of other schemas. However, the peer re-
mains reachable from all other schemas that belong to its transitive closure.
In other words, the system supports two di"erent kinds of mappings to con-
nect schemas semantically: point-to-point mappings and transitive mappings. In
transitive mappings, data sources are related through one or more “mediator
schemas”. The point-to-point mapping from SA to SB is denoted SA ! SB . The
mappings are unidirectional, i.e. if we know a mapping from a schema SA to a
schema SB , we cannot infer the mapping from SB to SA.

The PARIS query processing approach exploits the semantic connections
established in the system by performing a query reformulation algorithm before
executing the query, in order to gain further knowledge. This way, when a query
is posed over the schema of a source, the system will be able to use data from
any source that is transitively connected by semantic mappings. Indeed, it will
reformulate the given query expanding and translating it into appropriate queries
for each semantically related source. Thus, the user can retrieve data from all the
related sources in the system by simply submitting a single query. Given a query
QA expressed over a schema SA and a mapping from SA to another schema SB ,
such an algorithm produces a set of queries (Qi

B)0!i!N expressed over SB and
semantically equivalent to QA. Note that the number of reformulated queries
may be equal to 0, meaning that it is not always possible to reformulate a given
query for a specific mapping.

3.2 System Logical Model

Peers We model our system as a collection P of peers which are logically bound
to data sources. In other words, each data source Dp is represented by exactly
one peer p and, conversely, each peer has access to a single data source, named
local data source. Naturally, a local schema Sp is associated to this data source
Dp. Each peer also holds a collection of mappings Mp from its local schema
to other foreign schemas. Finally, a peer knows a list (also named partial view
or, simply, view) of other peers (called neighbors. Beyond basic processing and
communication facilities (exchanging messages with other peers), peers are sup-
posed to be able to execute the above mentioned reformulation algorithm and
to answer locally the queries they receive.

Groups From the point of view of a single peer, the other peers in the network
can be classified into four “groups”:

local The peer local group is made of all peers pi that share the same schema.
We note Lp the local group of peer p, Lp = { pi ! P | Spi = Sp }. Moreover,
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every peer of a local group L shares the mappings relative to the group
schema SL, the shared local group schema, and it is denoted ML. To transmit
a query to peers located in its local group, no reformulation is required.
Within this group, communications are thus bidirectional.

semantic direct With respect to a peer local group L, the semantic direct
group, DL, is made of all local groups Li with which a point-to-point map-
ping for the group local schema SL is known. Formally: DL = { Li !
L | SL ! SLi }, where L is the set of all known local groups, and SL ! SLi

denotes the existence of a direct mapping from schema SL to schema SLi .
The local groups of a semantic direct group share their mappings, so the
mapping collection, MDL , of a DL is composed by the union of the map-
pings of each local groups Li. It is possible to transmit a query to peers in
this group after the original query has been reformulated.

semantic transitive With respect to a peer local group L, the semantic tran-
sitive group, TL, is made of all local groups Li whose schema is semantically
related to the peer local schema SL through a transitive mapping, so all the
local groups whose schema belongs to the transitive closure of the schema SL:
TL = { Li ! L | (" L0, . . . , Lk ! Lk+1 | SL ! SL0 #SL0 ! SL1 # . . .#SLk !

SLi) }. All members of a semantic transitive group share the same mapping
collection MTL composed of the union of the mappings of each local group.
To transmit a query to a member of this group, a chain of mediators should
be found, any two successive peers in the chain being connected through a
direct mapping.

foreign Finally, the peer foreign group is made of all remaining peers, i.e. all
those that are not semantically related to the peer local schema. Queries are
never transmitted to a peer in the foreign group.

These notions are illustrated in the next section (Figure 1), when the topology
is presented.

Identifiers Schemas, queries, and peers are given unique identifiers. How schema
identifiers are generated (central authority or decentralized hashing of the map-
ping contents) is not an important matter provided that we have some assurance
that they are actually unique. Peer and query identifiers are to be considered
relatively to their schema, which means that these identifiers are in practice
“prefixed” with their schema identifier. In the case of queries, the schema to be
considered is the “original” schema, i.e. the schema over which the query was
formulated when it was first submitted to the system. In both cases, we can
assume that some local information (e.g. IP addresses, process identifiers, local
time, etc.) combined with a random source should be enough to generate these
identifiers safely.

4 Topology

Topology is a key issue to the overall system behavior. We have made the design
choice to keep topology management and actual data integration at two distinct
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levels. This separation of concerns allows us to exploit recent algorithmic ad-
vances in the later domain on top of a scalable and robust overlay. Scalability
and robustness are indeed the two main properties we are interested in: scalabil-
ity means that the system should support a very large number of peers (several
hundreds of thousands) and robustness means that the system should be able
to cope with the highly dynamic nature of the network. These two properties
implies a third one: that the overlay should be actually maintenance free.

4.1 Structured and Unstructured Overlays

The most preeminent example of structured overlay is that of the Distributed
Hash Table (DHT) [6, 8, 16]. With DHTs, data items and peers are given glob-
ally unique identifiers taken from two equivalent but distinct address spaces. The
DHT exposes a lookup interface that allows users, given an item identifier, to
retrieve the meta-data associated with it. Each peer keeps only a partial fixed-
size view of the whole network. Despite this constraint, lookup time and message
routing complexity remains logarithmic relatively to the overall size of the net-
work. The main limitation of these topologies is that they do not support well
high levels of churn. On the other hand, the main design goal of unstructured
overlays is to establish a particularly robust mesh among the participant of the
network. As for structured overlays, the scalability is ensured by giving each
node a small partial view of the network. The construction and maintenance of
such overlays often make use of the gossip communication paradigm [17]. This
random communication model makes it very well suited to handle high levels
of churn. We are particularly interested in membership management protocols
built on top of these overlays [7, 18] which provide a well-defined interface for
peers to join and leave a group.

4.2 PARIS Hybrid Topology Design

We have chosen an hybrid topology for PARIS that mixes both kinds of overlays.
Local groups are organized in unstructured overlays, while peers (or a large
subset of them) are also part of a DHT.

From the definition of local groups (see Section 3.2), it is clear that all peers
in the same local group share the same schema. What we want is the reverse to
be also true: that all peers with the same schema are in the same group. It is
therefore necessary to have strong guaranties that a group will remain connected
even if a large number of peers fail. As outlined above, gossip-based membership
protocols are particularly well-suited for this task. We have chosen Newscast [9]
to implement this protocol. Besides its conceptual simplicity, it o"ers excellent
robustness, load-balancing and error-recovery properties.

In parallel, peers also participate in a DHT. From the way we construct
peer identifiers (i.e. prefixed by the schema identifier, see Section 3.2), it is
clear that all peers sharing the same schema will be contiguous in the identifier
space. Our usage of the DHT will be limited to the capacity to send messages
to a peer given its local schema. This means that we make use of the routing
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interface of the DHT, and ignore its storage capacities. We have chosen to use
Chord [8] to implement this DHT. A property of Chord is that identifiers are
integers and that data identifiers are always assigned to node whose identifier
is immediately preceding in the live node set. With this characteristic in mind,
the following steps must be performed to complete our task. First, we construct
a random (data) identifier prefixed by the target schema identifier. We then
send the message to the node responsible for this data using the standard DHT
interface. The recipient node is either (i) a node with the same schema prefix, in
which case we have succeeded, or (ii) the first node preceding, in the identifier
space, the group we are interested in, in which case it is su!cient for this node
to forward to its “successor” (this information is maintained by each node of the
DHT as part of its normal behavior and this additional step is guaranteed to
take exactly one hop). Note that the identifier used to make the lookup has to
be chosen randomly so that it is not always the same peer in the group that is
returned by this process.

We have stated that, compared to unstructured overlays, DHTs do not sup-
port very well frequent peer connections and disconnections. To relax this con-
straint, we select only the peers that have the best performance within a local
group to be part of the DHT. Naturally, a minimum number of peers within a
group is required for this selection mechanism to take place. The nodes who do
not take part in the DHT will maintain a set of peer addresses (within their own
local group) that will act as “gateways” to the DHT. This list is maintained in
an epidemic manner as it is the case for the standard peer view.

The resulting overall topology is depicted in Figure 1. In this figure, we
assume that the following mappings exist: SA ! SC , SC ! SB , and SC ! SD.
From the point of view of the peer p we can classify the other peers as follows.
The peer p belongs to the local group Lp = A (i.e. whose shared local schema
is SA). Then, the local group A forms a semantic direct group with the local
group C. The semantic transitive group of the local group A is composed of the
local groups C, B and D. Finally, the local groups E and F are foreign groups
for the peer p.

5 Functional Architecture

This section discusses the functional architecture of PARIS. We have discussed
topology issues in the previous section and will not explicit here the exact mech-
anisms required to maintain it. Details may be found in the original descriptions
of these algorithms [7, 8].

5.1 Network Management

Letting nodes join (and leave) the network is obviously an important task to
fulfil. We view this process as an iterative one, where the initial state is a network
made of a single peer, to which nodes are added sequentially, one after the other.
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Fig. 1. PARIS hybrid topology. Black nodes are peers with the best connectivity
properties that are selected to participate to the DHT. White nodes willing to
send messages to another group must hop through a black node in their local
group. Groups are named from the point of view of A, assuming the following
mappings exist: A ! C, C ! B, C ! D.

For a node, joining the network means being inserted in its local group (the
group corresponding to its local schema) and (possibly) the DHT. In order to do
so, it is su!cient to provide the node with the address of any single peer in the
system. This peer will take the incoming node schema identifier to locate a peer
belonging to the corresponding local group using the DHT (possibly through
a gateway), according to the technique described in Section 4. Here, we must
distinguish two cases, whether this localization phase succeeds or not.

– In the case of a successful localization, the incoming node obtains the address
of a peer that belongs to its local group. It will then use this “local contact”
node to run the join protocol of the gossip-based overlay. The local contact
(which is, by construction, part of the DHT) will decide next, according to
the cardinality constraints, whether the incoming peer should be instructed
to join the DHT or not.

– A failed lookup means that there exists no other peer that shares the same
schema as the incoming node. As a consequence, the incoming node will form
a new group by itself and its first contact will make it join the DHT (helped
by a gateway, if necessary).

5.2 Query Processing

Processing queries submitted by the clients of the system is the main task of
PARIS. A query may be submitted to any peer able to understand it, which
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means that queries submitted to any given peer must be expressed over its local
schema.3 This condition holds for queries internally forwarded by the system.
Upon reception of a query, each peer executes the following algorithm (illustrated
in Figure 2):

1. Lookup the query identifier in the processed query table and drop it if it has
already been processed.

2. Insert the query identifier in the processed query table.
3. Check whether the request has been submitted directly to this peer. If not,

skip to the next step, else reformulate the query as follows:
(a) Apply the reformulation algorithm to recursively produce reformulated

queries expressed over all schemas semantically connected to the schema
over which the query is formulated. In detail, this means: first find all
local groups in the semantic transitive group of the local group to which
the peer that has received the query belongs to. Then, on the basis of
the available mapping rules, determine for which schemas among them it
is possible to reformulate the given query. Finally, for each of the latter
ones, produce one or more reformulations of the original query.

(b) Determine the associated local groups in the semantic transitive group of
each schema over which one or more reformulations of the original query
have been produced. Then, for each local group, use the DHT (possibly
through a gateway) to send the reformulated queries to exactly one peer
within the group according to the group local schema.

4. Broadcast the query to neighbors in the local group.
5. Execute the query locally.
6. Return the results to the originating client.

In the figure, we can see that the query QA is submitted to peer p (i). QA is
reformulated by p into QC and, then, QB and QD (ii). The reformulated queries
are sent to G, P ’s gateway to the DHT (iii) and, from there, to peers in local
groups B, C and D, respectively (iv). The original query is then broadcasted
within the local group (v).

This algorithm is di"erent from flooding algorithms found in several other
peer-to-peer systems and decentralized search infrastructures [19, 20]. Contrary
to the usual approach, the overlay is constructed in such a way that we know
a priori that the neighbors of a given node are “interested” in the queries we
forward to them. Indeed, all accessible nodes in the semantic transitive group
are able to receive and process user-submitted queries. The only spurious mes-
sages exchanged are those sent to peers that have already seen the query. Even
in this case, the processing overhead to reject such queries is minimal (a lookup
in a table). Furthermore, flooding is done in local groups where bidirectional
communications may be used to e!ciently build a distribution tree (such opti-
mization is out of the scope of this paper). By comparison, in flood-based search

3 Using the DHT, it is actually possible to submit a query to any peer in the system:
the first contacted node would reroute the query to a node of the appropriate schema.
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Fig. 2. Query processing in PARIS. In this example, we suppose that a query is
submitted to a node of A and that we have the following mappings: SA ! SC ,
SC ! SB , SC ! SD.

algorithms, search queries are also transmitted to peers which do not hold the
necessary information and serve only as routers to further propagate the query.
Moreover, a node must actually process the query in order to know whether this
was useful or not. A consequence of this observation appears in the algorithm:
traditional flood-based algorithms begin with the processing of the query be-
cause the forwarding policy depends on the outcome of this stage. Here, we do
the exact opposite: forward first, at the earliest possible moment, and process
next. This helps spreading the query faster and allows for a much better overlap
between communication and processing. It should also be noted that the original
query is only reformulated once, before it exits the local group in which it was
formulated.

5.3 Mapping Management

Besides topology management, the main issue that has to be dealt with is the
management of mapping information. In the steady state, we have said (Sec-
tion 3.2) that all peers within a semantic transitive group share the same col-
lection of mappings. We must maintain this invariant when the network evolves.
As for request submission, we assume that mappings are submitted to a peer
whose local schema is the source of the mapping (e.g. a mapping SA ! SB may
only be submitted to a peer which local schema is SA).

When a user of the system adds a mapping to a running peer (or modifies an
existing one), the mapping is broadcasted to all members of its local group. This
mapping is also sent to one member of each local group in the semantic transitive
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group using the DHT. These members will then broadcast this information to the
other members of their respective local groups. This protocol is called the “new
mapping” protocol. This is quite similar to the query processing seen above,
except that no reformulation is involved.

When a node joins the network, if its local group is not empty, its local
contact will provide it with the current knowledge of the group. Respectively,
the incoming peer will run the above new mapping protocol for each mapping it
knows which is not yet known by the group.

Finally, when the first node of a local group is inserted in the system, it will
use the mappings it knows to contact other peers in its semantic direct group.
The first neighbor it finds will be used to run the new mapping protocol. It
might be the case that no neighbors are found. This may happen when there
exist some group for which no peer have joined the network. To handle this
specific case, the following stabilization algorithm is used. Mappings for which
no peer has been found yet are flagged as such and reformulated queries are
also sent to those “still empty” groups. When a peer is eventually found in a
previously empty group, the “new mapping” algorithm is run with this peer and
the reformulation algorithm is re-run to take the newly acquired information
into consideration.

6 Experimental Results

We have designed PARIS with scalability and robustness in mind. In order to
evaluate our architecture, we have developed a simulation of both the topology
and the protocols of PARIS. We present here some preliminary results obtained
from this simulation. Due to space constraints, we focus here on scalability. Refer
to [21] for a more throughout evaluation.

Our simulation of PARIS is based on the PeerSim framework [22], a Java
based simulator specifically tailored for peer-to-peer protocol simulations. For
the purposes of our simulation, we have implemented the routing protocol of
Chord [8] and used an existing implementation of Newscast [9], a gossip-based
membership protocol. We have also implemented a specific identifier assignment
protocol to comply with the requirements of PARIS identifiers (node identifiers
are prefixed with a schema identifier).

Several simplifications with respect to the original algorithms of Paris have
been assumed for the implementation of the simulation. In particular, queries are
synthetically generated and the XMAP algorithm is not used to reformulate them
(the performance of this algorithm have been evaluated separately). Instead, we
use directly mapping information to produce the set of (synthetic) reformulated
queries.

The setup of a typical simulation goes like this. First a set of schema identi-
fiers is picked at random. Then we give each node its identifier by first picking
a schema identifier among those available and a random identifier (uniformly
distributed) within its group. Finally, mappings are established by selecting for
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each schema a random set of semantic neighbors. The number of semantic neigh-
bors for each schema follows a Poisson’s law (as it is the one that prevails for
random graphs) whose average is equal to the desired average rank. During each
cycle of the simulation we perform 100 queries selecting each time a random
source schema and a random node to submit it.

The main criteria to evaluate the scalability of the architecture is the span of
a query, which we define as the maximum number hops (i.e. the number of nodes
traversed in the longest branch of the processing tree) required to complete the
execution of a query. If we assume that any single node is able to send all the
messages it has to send in parallel (which is a quite realistic assumption with
datagrams or by using a pool of pre-established connections), then the time
required to execute a query should be roughly proportional to its span.

We will consider two cases: a continuous and uniform increase of the net-
work size for one part and a sudden and large increase for the other part. The
parameters that we have chosen for these simulations are the following: network
size = 105, number of schemas = 500, gossip view size (or cache) = 20, Chord
successors= 5.

Continuous Growth. In this experiment, we start the simulation with a network
of 10 000 peers and, during the growing phase (from cycle #3 onwards), we add
a fixed number of peers to the network at the end of each simulation cycle until
we reach the size of 100 000 peers. Naturally, all new peers run the PARIS join
protocol. The four growth speeds we have tested are: 5 000, 10 000, 20 000 and
40 000.

Naturally, adding nodes to the network impacts the query span. Newly added
nodes are added to a few nodes only (typically only one) and some time is
required so that the other nodes learn about them. As seen in Figure 3, this
latency before self-stabilization is rather small. At most 2 cycles after the growth
has ended, span comes back to its normal value. The figure shows that as one
could expect, the amplitude of the span increase is larger when the growth is
faster. It also shows that the query span keeps growing as long as the network
is growing, and that the increase is sharper when the speed is higher.

Flash Crowds. Di"erently from the previous experiment where peers were pro-
gressively added to the network, new peers are now added all at once. More
precisely, the initial size of the network is still of 10 000 peers and at the end of
the cycle #3, we add a large set of nodes whose number varies from 10 000 to
90 000. This is somehow similar to the phenomenon of flash crowds where a very
large number of users converge temporarily to a specific location.

Evolution of query span is shown in Figure 4. A sharp increase immediately
follows the massive join and stabilizes to its nominal level after only a few cycles:
most generally only one, even if we can see that in some cases (here when the
increase is of 20 000 nodes) it may converge more slowly. These peculiarities
are to be expected in such a random network configuration and decentralized
peer management. The important aspect to retain is that the impact of those
irregularities remain contained and never break durably the overall connectivity.
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Fig. 3. Evolution of query span with a growing network for di"erent growing
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Discussion. Besides the absolute value of the query span which conforms to
the theoretical value expected given our network architecture, the main result
we would like to highlight is the self-stabilization property of the network when
nodes are joined. Even when the network grows continuously or in the presence of
massive flash crowds, only a few cycles are enough for the span value to stabilize
to its nominal value. This property is of high importance in the environment we
target, where we expect to see high churn rates.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

We have presented PARIS a peer-to-peer substrate that enables data integration
in a large-scale network of data sources. By using state-of-the-art technologies in
both domains (data integration and peer-to-peer systems) we have built a system
scalable, flexible and robust enough to cope with the exceptional characteristics
of an environment such as the Web. Building on an original hybrid topology,
PARIS proposes an e!cient query processing framework over a set of hetero-
geneous data sources. The management of peers itself is scalable as it requires
only minimal information for a node to join the network (the address of another
peer) and is subsequently entirely maintenance-free. Experimental results have
further demonstrated the high scalability and robustness of the architecture.

PARIS is still an on going work. In particular, some refinements could be
brought to the limited broadcasting infrastructure: dynamically building a dif-
fusion tree over an unstructured overlay is not very di!cult, but making it
robust enough to meet our requirements is. Load balancing issues should also
be investigated: we are currently considering using di"erent view sizes to reflect
the di"erent capacities of peers. Adaptive query processing could also help us
balance the load over the data sources. We plan to start the development of a
software prototype and to deploy it on a testbed such as PlanetLab in the short
term.
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